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This thesis examines prescnptive Iiterature targeted at Canadian adolescents, c. 

18734923, and the noms of heakh they endorsed. %y comparing the manuals, one notices the 

authors' attempt to harmonize physical, mental, and spiritual elements into an idealized trinrty of 

good heatth through the promotion of 'proper' habits. in the following thesis, I wiii build upon 

earlier h ist orical research and contemporary scientific theories in order to examine h ow manuals 

influenced the construchon of broader societal n o m  for Canadian adolescents and how 

'medicine' was used as a cnrtch for doing so. To accomplish this goal, I wiU hvestigate 

rnaterial written for young people on what "good habits should be cuitivated, or which 

"ternptations" were best avoided to secure their heakh and happiness. In a chapter devoted to 

advice written exclusively for young women, I will examine how physiology Iînked adolescent 

girls to specific Iife roles. Finally, 1 will discuss how prescnptive literature atiempted to cultivate 

a standard for young people in order to impress upon them the importance of pure adults and 

responsible parents to the future progress of society. 
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Introduction 

"Give much time and carefbl study to books in whxch men of eminence and 
charaaer give wise counsel."' - Sylvanus Stall, 1897 

"In many cases, cal1 for the advice of the physician, who can see and study the 
patient and her special conditions. It is not sa& to trust bo~kdoctorin~."' 
-Dr. Wood-Allen, 19 1 3 

Adolescents, commonly considered to be "sexual beings-in-process," even bef'ore their 

"discovery" in 1904, were oftsn at the center of discounes on sexuality.' Victorian parents were 

encouraged to treat pirls and boys in a sirnilar fishion during their mfàncy and early childhood; 

"Li contrast, the onset of puberty was seen as the period when individuals should adopt the 

behaviour and physical deporûnent appropriate to their sex" and their future aduit roles.' 

Considered to be in a fragile state of development, young people were believed to be in a 

constant state of conflict and discovery. Walking the precipice between proper growth and 

spiritual development, medical advice manual d e r s  perceived that adolescents could easily be 

swept away onto a path of self-destruction. 

The protection of childhood innocence and the promotion of approved modes of 

behaviour were considered by most adults at the tum of the century to be particularly significant. 

Young men and women were regarded as, 'the parents of the firture; the regdation of their 

sexualm was critical to the reproducîion of dominant f o m s  of social orgmization."' 

Adolescents were an Livestment-"capitalized hope" in a bener t o m o r r ~ w . ~  Thus, authors of 

prescriptive rnanuals, religious leaders, and health professionais took it upon themselves to 

advise teens and their parents as to what behaviours were suitable and what prtfàlls should be 

I Sylvanus SLaiI. WhaL a YounnMan Ounhi 10 Know (Toronlo: William Briggs. 1897) 269. 
2 Mrs. Wood-Allen (MD), What a Youner Woman Ou~ht to Know (Toronto: The Ryerson Press, 
1913) LM. 
3 Maxy Louisc Adams Ph-D. thcsis, The Tmuble ulth Normal: Postnïu Youth and the 
Construction of Heterose.dih- (Toronto: University of Toronto Department of Education, 1994) ii, and 
Stanley G. Hall. Adolescence: Its Psvcholom and its Relations to Phvsiolom. Anthropolom. Sociolom, 
Ses, Crime, Religion and Education (New York: Appleton, 1907). 
4 Deborah Gorbam. The Victorian Girl and the Ferninine Ideal (Bloomington: Indiana Uni~ersity 
Press, 1982) 85. 
5 Adams. ii. 



avoided on the journey to aduithood. Indeed, tbe n o m  propagated by advice Iiterature used 

medical tenets to mtrench a a h t y  of proper habits as the foundanon of good hsaith. This trinity 

balanced physical, mental, and moral elements. 

in this thesis, I will address two important questions above al1 others. Specifically, what 

" n o m "  were promded by North American advice Iderature, and how did they attempt to 

influence the construction of adolescent health, gender, race, and class in Canada at the tum of 

the century? N o m  will be defined as conventions that assign each man, woman, and child their 

designateci role in society based on what was considered by the majority of public opinion to be 

biologically 'natural' and appropriate for each.' h other words, "the story is no longer about the 

things that have happened to men and women and how they have reacted to them; instead, it is 

about how the subjective and collective meanings of women and men as categones of identity 

have been c o n s t m a e d . " ~ o m  are nut static, but have an undeniable influence in a society that 

respects their spirit if not always the letter o f  their law. 

Rarely are n o m  presented as didactically as they appeared in advice literature; y&, the 

manuals provided cultural cues for readers, and the more readers were exposed to these accepted 

standards, the more those standards were entrenched in their experience. For exampie, in 

writuig about the effect of this process on women, historims Lisa Peattie and Martin Rein clairn 

that 

some things appear to us to be natural because of appropriateness; sureiy if you 
tried to do it differently, you would feel so peculiar or out ofplace that no one in 
their right mind would care to ... Some thiags appear natural because the system 
requires hem; everything would faIl apart if it changed ... Some odier h g s  
appear natural in the sense of being the only possibility.. .' 

ri William F o h h  (Ph.D.) The Bov Ptoblem (Boston: Pilgrim Press, 1907) 26. 
Michel Foucault, The Use of Pleasure: Volume 2 of the Historv of Semalitv (New York: 

Vintage Books, 1990) 158-1 59. This loose definition is derived h m  Foucault's discussion of 
"Ixhomachus' Household" and the nomos laws of each person's nature. 
8 Joan Wallach Scott, Gender and the Politics of Historv (New York: Columbia University Prws, 
1988) 6 .  
9 Lisa Peame and Martin Rein, Women's Claims: a Stuch. on PoliticaI Econorm (Mord: Mord 
University Press. 1983) 2-3 as cited by Joy Pan "Nature and Hierarchy : Reflections on Writing the 
History of Women and Chiidxn," Atlantis Vol. 11, No. 1 (FaLi 1985) JO. 



han Wallach Scott argues that expioring the invocation of these images and their context allows 

us to see how normative concepts are establiçhed in an attempt to lima their metaphoric 

possibilities. To elabrate, 

these concepts are expresseci in religious, educational, scimtific, legal, and 
political doctrines and typically take the form of a fixed binary opposition, 
categorically and unequivocaliy asserting the meaning of male and fernale, 
masculine and ferninine ... Subsequent history 1s written as if these normative 
positions were the produa of social consensus d e r  than conflict. 'O 

Furtherrnore, analysis of n o m  must include references to social inst~tutions, in this case 

medical and p rescnptwe LÎterature, since heakh and gender are not excIusivel y constructed 

through family or patriarchal relationships. Finally, the fact that young people did not literaiiy fit 

the rnodels prescribed for them by society's, or the historian's analytic categones reminds us of 

the problerns of subjective identrty. ' ' 
No dehi te  answer can be found to the question that asks how frequently parents or 

adolescents turned to literary sources for medical advice, or how faithfully they followed the 

advice found therein. Some medical advice offered to young North Americans or their parents 

was not nor could be accepted. Molly Ladd-Taylor observed that even rnothers who genuinely 

attempted to follow the instructions laid out by the Children's Bureau found that inadequate 

medical care, impure milk sources. work responsibilities. abusive relationships, and strained 

economic circumstances dumg the Depression ofien made the advice impossible to follow. '" 
Some evidence suggests clearly that certain pieces of advice were rejected outright. The most 

entertaining example 1 found is the following poem r e p ~ t e d  by Katherine h u p .  The subject 

matter is in% a r e ,  but the message is applicable to other forms of advice literature. "Modem 

Matber" was published in a 1932 edTtion of Chatelaine, 

1 have tried philosophy, 

10 Waïlach-Sco~i, 43. 
11 Waiiach-Scot\, 4 3 4  and Adams, 22. 
I I  Molly Ladd-Taylor, Raishg a Babv the Governmeni Wav: Mother's Letters io Lhe Chilchen's 
Bureau (New Bmrmick: Rutgers University Press, 1986) 43. 



And applied psychology - 
But when Iohnnie bumps his knee 
1 forget - and kiss it! 
Never sing the lullabies - 
Fairy tales are silly lies' - 
But when drowsy baby cries 
1 forget - and rock hm! 
1 should like to ask to tea 
Little mothers who would be 
Deaf to child psychology, 
Quaint, perhaps, but modem nirely 
Mothers who could find delight 
In that ancient ceremony - 
Tucking children in,' at night! l3  

While this poem was published in a national magazme and directly condemned the teachings of 

scientific mothering. it is important to note that it tw did not necessanly represent the 'nom.' 

Hundreds of women wrote laers to the Children's Bureau and the Canadian Council on Child 

Welfire to express thanks for the advice they received from these institutions. '" 
Medical manuals fishioned whom the ideal adolescent should resemble. Moreover, this 

advice appeared fixed because patterns of proper health were outlined so authoritatively that the 

reader might have assumed they were the only acceptable standard for young people to follow. 

For this study, heaith, education, and religious professionais claimed to be experts, and thereby 

reserved the ri& to label certain modes of behaviour as heaithy or desirable. '' in doing so, 

authors of medical advice literature subtly imposed rigid standards upon their readers wfiile at 

the sarne time enhancing their own power status. Authorities on both child hygiene and aduit 

heakh, authors of medical advice literature prescribed rules and regdations that were to bs 

followed from birth. If one adhered to these strict definitions of 'heatthy' and 'normal' 

behaviour, then success as a vibrant member of society was vimially guaranteed! 

I \ Katherine h u p ,  Delivering Motherfiod: Matanai Ideologies and Prdctices in the Nineteenth 
and Twentieth Centuries (New York: Routledge, 1990) 13 3. 
14 Arnup, 133. 
1s R. D. Gidney and W. P. J. Millar, Professic?nal Gentlemen: The Ekfessions in Nineteenth- 
Centurv Ontario (Toronto: Univers@ of Toronto Press, 1994) 102. 
16 These sîrictures were biased tonard white, middle class, heterose.Yual standards of health and 
lifbîylc. 



For the most part, government intervention into the heaith habits of Canadian citizens 

was imposed at a relatively late date. W3en the British North Amencan Act was drawn up in 

1867, health care fell onto the shoulders of fimily members and the comunny." The void was 

filled by "a s l e m  wherein individual medical pracmioners looked after individual care, the 

provinces and municipalities provided hospital beds, and the federal government confhed itself 

laqeiy to the control of environmental conditions."" The self-help approach, made popular in 

the 1820s, was penonified by the motto "Every man his own physician" and first advocated in 

Samuel Thomson's New Guide to Health.Ig The sentiment persisted into the h e r  half of the 

nineteenth century, and the Loosefy regulated system that resuked also created a boon in patent 

medicine, ofien referred to by skeptics as quackery. 

Roy Porter contends that doctors and quacks had more in common witfi one another than 

they probably would have liked to admit" Recrpes for the nostrums and salves of a quack and 

an orthodox practitioner dinered Iittle in the final analysis.2' Urbanization and mass "production 

made possible by industrialization also made profitable a patent rnedicine industry to treat those 

who were too skeptical, too isolated, or too poor to go to a d ~ c t o r . " ~  Due to the irregular 

success of medical advice, the public looked upon al1 aspects of formal heaith care with 

skepticism. In other words, "consumers showed little confidence in or loyaky to regular 

- 

1 - Peter Aucoin "Fderal H d t l i  Care Poli-," Issues in Caiiadiaii Public Policv. G. Bruce Dwrn 
aiid V. Sepiow Wilson. &S. (Toronto: Maciiiillari Press, 1974) 55 referred to in Janicc: P. Dickin 
blcGiniis' "Wliose Rssponsibility" in Marti1 S. Stauni and Donald E, Larsen eds.. Doctors. Patients aiid 
Societv: Power and AuthoriW ui bledical Care (Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier Press. 198 1) 208. T k r e  are 
two references to healih in tliis act, the fkt considers the issue of quarantine anci the second loosely 
establishes provincial responsibility in the maintenance of asylunls and hospitals. 
1s Dickh McGinnis in Stautii, 208. 
19 Auta Clair and Michael Fellinan Makinp Sense of Self: lMedical Achice Literature in Late 
Nhictemüi-Centurv America (Pliilacklpliia: University of Pemqlvania Press, 198 1) 7. For more 
uiforniation on the refornUiig inipulse UiIierent in Tlioniso~iiaii Literanire see Jemitfer J. Cornior's 
"Tiionuoriian Medical Books and the Culture of Dissent ul Upper Canada" in the Canadian Bulletin of 
Medical Histon. (Volume 12: 1995) 289-3 1 1  and J. T. H. Conner's PhD. thesis Minoritv Medicine. 1795- 
1903: a Stu& of Medical P l d i s n i  and its Declinc (University of Waterloo, 1989). 
'O Roy Porter. HeaIth for Sale: Ouacken- in Eng;land 1GGO- 1850 (Ne= york: Manchester university 
Press, 1989) 153-155. 
2 i 
11 

Christoplier C. Booth, "Making a KiUing." Nature (Vol. 34 1. 14 September 1989) 1 15. - Fellman, 9. 



practitioners whether phyricians, surgeons or apothecaries" and thus, "when outside advice was 

necessary the sick shopped around."" Their ability to correctly gauge the needs oftheir patrons. 

especially when they provided unobtnisive medications, enabled quacks to gain cachet in a 

society that often excluded them. 

The perceived profision of quacks instilled a sense of duty in the hearrs of medical 

profeççionals who believed that it was their mission to properly instruct the public in order to 

quel1 the cornpetition, and protect their patients from the ineffectua1 and sometirnes dangerous 

patent medicines peddledeZ4 At fîrst, traditional rnanuals were informational tracts on heahh and 

disease wrth a féw 'do-rt yourself hygienic and emergency hints thrown in for good measure. 

M i l e  educated physicians saw the need to provide the public wrth legitimate information, they 

certainly had no intention of denying themselves their own livelihoods. Thus, despite the fia 

that Thornsonian, homeopathic, hydropathic guides competed wrth physicians in the 

marketplace, by the 1870s virtually al1 domestic medical guides ceased giwig instructions for 

curing cancer or setting broken bones. These problems were thought best lefi in the competent 

han& of medicai professionals. hstead, a new literature emerged that "followed in format, if 

not in philosophy, the educationai form of orthodox guides, with the emphasis placed on 

hygienic rules."* Authors instructed readers to h d  a physician who was morallv clean if they 

wanted to ensure good health.16 

Remarkably, the firn comprehensive analysis of adolescent behaviour carne at the late 

date of 1904 by American psychologist and eugenicist, G. Stanley Hall. His 'discovery' was 

grounded in nineteenthcentury ideas about youth and race. in his work Adolescence: Its 

23 Peter Ctark, "Heaithy, Welcome and Wise," Histom Todav (Vol. 40, June 1990) 58. 
21 "The ppuiar reniedies contained fion1 7 to 50 per cent aicohol by volunie. as ~ e l l  as sigruf~cant 
amounts of morphrne, cocaine, chlorai hydrate, andor broniides." Che-1 Krasnick Wmh, --Oh Lord, 
pour a cordial in her wounded heart': The Drinkiug Wonian in Victorian and  an Canada" in lier 
edited collection Dniik ui Canada: Historical Essavs (Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1993) 
72. 
15 Fetlman 9. 



Psvcholow and its Relations to Phvsiology. Anthropolow. Sociolow. Sex. Crime. Relieton and 

Education, Hall expounded upon his theory of recapitulation. He argued "that the development 

of the individual paralleled the historical devehpment of the race-a tem that variously meant 

the human race and the white or civilized race.'"' Adolescents were in a primitive m e  of 

behaviour, a sbte of imrnaturity where they were mled by instinct ratber than reason. Advice 

rnanuals substantiated these fnidings when they decIared youth to be an emotional age, and age 

of adventurous discovery, of boundless energy, and insatiable c ~ r i o s ~ . ~ '  Hand in band with 

this theory, however, was HaIl's positivistic belief ttiat adolescence was a tirne of second birth, 

fkom which a h@er evolutionary product would be formed." This view probably had adherents 

even before Hall announced his findrngs. The genre of advice literahire began decades eartier, by 

adults who realized the integral role they played in guicihg heakh and morality standards in 

adolescents. 

Few historians have exarnined advice literature devuted to ad~lescents.~' Many more 

have concentrated on advice to mothers conceming the raising of infànts.)' Some historians 

26 Dr. Enma Angeil Drake. Wha~ a ïounr W i k  Ourrhi io Know (Toronio: William Bnggs. 1908) 
173. 
7- 

Adams. 98. 
1s William Forbush (Ph D. ) The Bov ProbIem (Boston: Pilgrim Press. f 907) 1 S. 
29 A ~ s .  98-99. 
30 Some esamples include a section of Mary Louise Adams' PhD. thesis, ï h e  Trouble uith 
Normal: Post\var Youth and the Construction of Heterosexvalitv (Toronto: Univers* of Toronto, 1994). 
an e.Yamination of se.wality in Michael Bliss' "Pure Books on Avoided Subjects: bFreudian Se-wl  
Ideas in Canada" in S.E.D. Shortt's Medicine in Canadian Sociew: Historical Persmaives (Montreal: 
McGilJ- Queen's University Press, 198 1 ), the M;u?cist feminist phiiosophical discussions of Barhara 
Ehrenreich and Dierdre English's For Her &n Good: 150 Years of the Emerts' Achice to Women (New 
York: Anchor Press, 1978). a look at the culîud ideas swrounding adolescence in Pdtricia Campbell's 
Sex Education Books for v o u n ~  Adults. 1892-1979 (New York: RR kwker Cornpam, 1979)' Anita 
Clair and Michel Fellman's comprehensive book, Makinn Sense of Self: Medical Achice Literature in 
Late Nineteenth Centun Arneriu (Philadelphia: University of PennsyI\.annia Press, 198 I), and ioan 
Jacobs Bmberg's look at the construction of health for American girls in The Bochr Proiect ( New York: 
Random House, 1997). 
3 1 For instance. Rima D. Apple studies the aavice issued conceniing breast versus bottie feeding 
debete in Mothers and Medicine: A SociaI histow of Infant Feedine: 1890-1950 (Madison: University of 
Wisconsin Press, 1987), Katherine Amup e.samines how and what advice m a s  given to mothers in 
Delivering Motherhood: Matenial Ideologies and Practicies in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries 
(New York: Routedge, 1990). C';nthia Comacchio's , Nations are Buik of Babies: Sa\ing Ontario's 
Mothers and Children 1 900- 1 930 (Kingston: McGiU-Queen's Universiw Press, 1993) goes into great 
detail on how 'Scientific M o t h e r h d  influenad adiice literature and the Eugenics Movement in 



have used a few of these same sources to look at ideas of North Amencan sexualrty, the impact 

of literature in raising children, the body as histoiical evidence, and how women's bodies were 

regarded by the medical profession.32 1 &end to elaborate upon these works by examining how 

the information wrrtten in medical advice manuals reflected the construction of heaith and 

gender norms for adolescents. 

Barbara Ehrenreich and Dierdre English conîend that the relationship women had wrth 

the medical profession was one of growing dependency and submissiveness, as science 

attempted to answer the 'Women Question.' Ehrenreich and English maintain that this was an 

unequal relationship which perpetuated the "ideology of a masculmist society, dressed up as 

objective tr~th."~~ Femininrty itself was a disease, as phpicians, authors of medical advice 

iiterature, and scientific theories perpetuated the myth that a "'woman's normal state was to be 

sick. This was not advanced as an empincal observation, but as physiological fan."s 1 agree 

wtth this argument, and will expand upon its application to adolescents in chapter four through a 

discussion on the resistance to the forma1 education of women based on physiological 

arguments, and the problem of defining symptoms of hysteria. I think, however, that Ehrenreich 

and English overlook the fbct that women of a11 ages Looked to the medical profession for 

guidance and they were not disappointed by the responses their inquiries generated. Though the 

cure was often worse than the Sisease, the advice doled out by heaith professionals was believed 

to be in the best interests of the reader. 

Canada. Diane Oodd e.Yamines the advice doled oui 10 immigranis by Ihe Canadian governmeni in 
'-Achice to Parents: the Blue Books, Helen MacMurchy, MD. and the Federal Department of Heatth, 
1920- 1934" in the Canadian Bulletin of Medical Histon. (Vol. 8, 199 1, pp. 203-230). and Molly Ladd- 
Taylor's e-uamination of governent intenmîion in cducahg mothers in Raising a B a b  the Government 
Wav: Mother's Letters to the Chilcirem's B m u  1915-1932 (New Bninsi\ick: Rutgers University Ress. 
1986). 1 have restncted this list to contain those te- 1 found ta be the most interesting and representasive 
of current research. 
31 See Bliss, Campbell. Diane DodQ ''Achice to Parents: The Blue Books, Helen MacMurchy, MD. 
and the Feùeral Department of H d t h ,  1920-34," Canadian Bulletin of Medicai Histon- (Vol. 8: 199 1) 
pp.203-230 and Wendy Mitchinson, The Nature of  Their Bodies: Women and Their Doctors in Victorian 
Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 199 1). 
33 Barbara Ehrenreich and Deirdre English. For Her 0\n1i Good: 150 Years of the E?rperts' Achice 
to Women (New York: Anchor Press. 1978) 4. 



Patricia Campbell's Sex Education Books for Young Aduk 1892-1979 is an excellent 

bibliographic reference. She begins wxîh a bnef examination of the advice of "social hygienists" 

such as Sylvanus StaU and Dr. Mary Wood-Allen's Self and Sex senes." Campbell notes that in 

their literature punty advocates didactically illustrateci the dangers of unrestrained sexuality, in 

order to demonstrate the bene* of self-mastery, and the dangers of the public sphere especially 

with respect to men and venereal diseases. Moreover, she contends that the increasing instances 

of women breaking out of the private sphere, such as the first women's ri- convention in 

1848 m Seneca Faiis "fiom which emerged a vocal feminist leadership," made Victorians feel 

the need to reinforce a rigidly d&ed ferninine idealex Young men were similarly regulated, 

encouraged to follow the example set by Ttieodore Rooseveit, who disciplined his mind and 

body mto a picture of strength and efficiency. According to the literature, emotions were for the 

weak, and discredrted their 'Aard-won rnasculin~ty."~~ Campbell then shifk focus to discuss how 

afier the homors of World War II, Arnericans took cornfort in retuming to the stability of home 

life and mundane social conforrnity. Ever vulnerable to these extemal pressures, teenagers again 

turned to the literature for guidance. This time, however, mstead of tracts on hygiene the 

literature "codified" the interaction between young men and women "into the intricate ritual 

hown as datiag, and every adolescent was expected to panic~pate."3' in response to Campbell, 

I will argue that medical advice literature did codiQ social behaviour between the sexes well 

before World War II. In chapters two and five 1 wiIl discuss the promotion of rnanners thought 

'proper' for adolescents in mixed Company, what qualities readers were told to look for in a 

future mate, and which attrîbutes made young people more attractive to the opposite sex. 

-- - 

3 4 Ehremeich and English, 99. 
3 5 htricia CampbeU, Sex Education for Young Adults 1892- 1979 ( New York: R R Bowker 
Company, 1979) 32. 
36 

3: 
Campbell, 17. 

38 
Campbell, 34. 
Campbell, 86. 



in hs article, "Pure Books on Avoided Subjects: Pre-Freudian Sexual Ideas in Canada," 

klichaei Miss also examines the Self and Sex Senes, "a compendium of orthodox sexual 

knowledge and precept in Iate-Victorian and Edwardian  anad da."'^ Biiss outlines Stall's 

concepts of sexuality, and their foundation in North American ideas of medicine and popular 

thought, to explain the doctrine of creative sexual repression. He contends that the senes for 

boys and gtrls "became little more than anti-masturbation tracts.'" 1 agree with Bliss that the 

principle subtext of the series, physical and character predetermination, was counterbalanced by 

the "Gospel of Heredity, the divine provision by which humans could overcome many, if not au, 

of the less fortunate effects of heredity and then transmit better qualities to succeeding 

generati~ns.'~' As a continuation of Bliss' analysis, I will elaborate upon what exactly the 

advice Meranire endorsed as the specific noms for proper hereditary. Bliss concludes by stating 

that his article has been merely a "discussion of the idem of sexuality held by well-informed 

Canadians of the period" and emphasizes that "it will be up to b e  research to correlate these 

ideas wrth the actual sexual behaviour of al1 canadians?' 

Anita Clair and Michaet Fellrnan's Making; Sense of Self: Medical hdvice Literature in 

the Late Nineteenth-Centurv America proved invaluable to my understanding of Victorian 

beliefS concerning the mutual dependency of the mind and body in sichess and health, and an 

individual's autonomy to chose and fishion a heakhier lifestyle. The importance of following the 

tenets of medical advice Iiterature was laid out succinctly in the following argument: 

just as a potentialty IawIess society would presumably reduce hurnankmd to the 
chaos of anarchy, disregard of the laws governing the human body would lead 
incfividuals to a breakdown of body and mind ... A harsh but just balance 

19 Biiss notes Chat no circulation figures for Canada have been recoded, "on& the claim that the? 
outsoId al1 other books of their kind". Michael Bliss, "Pure Books on Awidcd Subjects" in S.E.D. Shortt 
ed Medicine in Canadian Societv: Historical PerSDectives (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Ress. 
198 1) 256. 
40 Bliss, 257. 
4 1 Bliss, 263. 
a2 Bliss, 274. Emphasis in orignal. 



characierized stxh definrtions of disease: heakh was a reward and sickness a 
punishment."3 

Furthemore, the FeIlmans note that the importance of prescnptive lrterature resided in the 

reader's belief that "popular ideology covering the self is not a secondary and dispensable set of 

fàds, but a deep and necessary series of ordeMg devices? Readers looked to the manuals for 

advice that would assist m their pursuit of societal conformity. Throughout my thesis, 1 will 

apply the Fellman's arguments on pnmacy of the will to the construction of habits, which 

prornoted a trinity of mental, physical, and spiritual good heaith within a Canadran context. 

Mary Louise Adams challenges the assumptions that y o d  classifications are 'natural' 

or biologically determined, but instead they are constructed wrthin the social world. Her analysis 

on 'normalization' is particularly insighffil. Lookmg at  teenagers in the 1940s and 1950s, 

Adams elaborates upon how "moral regdation helps establish dominant modes of being as not 

only legitimate, but as desirable.'" Moreover, "those on the sanaioned side of the opposition- 

the normal-benefit from the privileges of inchsion in the social order. Those on the 

undesirable side experience rnarginalization and e ~ c l u s i o n . ' ~  Her comments that fkmininity 

was regarded as a matter of "behaviour modification," or "not somethhg one feels, but 

something one learns" can easily be applied to my time frame~ork.~'  in chapters three and four 

1 will examine how the tenets of behaviour modification were important for medical advice 

authors who encouraged young women to take action and cultivate certain habits over others. 

Finally, the creative approach in han  Jacobs Bnimberg's The Body Pro~ect: An intirnate 

Histow of American Girls examines how the body can be used as an historical source of 

evidence. in Brumberg's words, "every girl suffers some kind of adolescent angst about her 

33 Feilman. 43. 
44 Fellmaq 141. 
45 Adams, 27. 
46 Adam, 178. 
47 Adams. 201. 



body; it is the hinorical moment that defines how she reacts to her chaaging flesh.'& Her 

malysis of meteenth-century ideas of menarche and ovarian detenninism are compeliing, 

especially when she contrasts the experience of American girls wrth tfieir Victorian 

predecessors. Prescnpnve literature was relied upon ' Io  teach ... what they [mothers] could nut 

say out loud.'" Bmberg  contends that parents were concerned that literature on hygiene would 

lead to the taboo subject of sexual intercourse. By the twentieth century, discussions of subjects 

such as menstruation were still discreet and moralistic, but were now inundateci wxth scientific 

langage. This medicaluation allowed young women to acquire a sterile and "basic anatomical 

vocabulary to describe their b ~ d i e s . " ~  1 am particularly interested in looking at how this new, 

Iess accessible Iexicon entrenched societal and heab  noms. 

While they do not address the subject of adolescent heaith exclusively, several other 

secondary sources deserve mention as king particularly significant to my thesis. intirnate 

Matiers by John D'Emilio and Estelle B. Freedman examines the changulg attitudes towards 

sexualrty in America and was important in the contextualization of prescriptive rnanuals within 

societal standards. Mariana Valverde's The Aee of Li& Soap and Water: Moral Reforrn in 

Enalish Canada. 1885-1925 provided me with a detailed description of the social purrty 

movement in Canada, and how medical theories were used to lemimite the agendas of h e a b  

reformers. Our Own Master Race by Angus McLaren charted the rise and fil1 of the eugenics 

movement in Canada fiom 1885 to L945, outlined the implication concepts of race bettement 

had on the population, and the analyzed the extreme rneasures taken by eugenicists to secure 

national strength. Wendy Mitchinson's The Nature of Ttieir Bodies: Women and Their Docton 

in Victorian Canada, Deborah Gorham's The Victorian Girl and the Ferninine Ideal, and Janet 

Oppenheim's Shattered Nerves: Doctors. Patients. and depression in Victorian Eneland al1 aided 

a Joan Jambs Bnunberg. The Bodv Proiecl: An Iniimaie Histon. o i  American Girls (New York: 
Random fiouse, 1997) n-iii. Emphasis in original. 
49 Brumberg 35.  
50 Bnunberg. 36. 



my understanding of how mechcal theories on biologml detenninism limiteci a wornan's sphere 

of influence and dominated concepts of her heaith. Buildmg Character in the Amencan BOY by 

David Macleod and The Imwe of Man by George Mosse provided important analysis on the 

construction of modem mascuiinity. I relied heavily on the collection of essays in Drink in 

Canada edited by Cheryi Kramick Warsh for an understanding of Temperance movements, and 

h k m g  habits of Canadians. Finally, in understandmg how concepts of beauty, h ~ ~ ,  and race 

intermingled and legrtimized each d e r ,  Merence  and Pathology: Stereotwes of Sexualitv, 

Race. and Madness by Sander Gilman was essential to this study. 

In the next chapter, 1 wili provide a general overview of my sources, their authon, and 

the themes common to them ail. While previous historians have tended to concentrate on 

studymg one sex over the cher, my thesis builcis upon their foundations through a cornparison 

of what norms were universal for both sexes, as wel t as those norms that were gender specific. In 

subsequent chapters, 1 will examine topics concerning the adolescent experience that 1 found 

most intriguing and relevant. Others might consider the topics I have necessarily had to 

overlook: anatorny. contagious diseases, biological comparisons beîween species, and some 

hygienic practices. In the following sections, 1 will examine the medical advice written on diet, 

rest and exercise; menstruation; beauty, fàshion, and strength; the effects of alcohol and tobacco; 

self-abuse; heredity, and finally the formation of character. These categories best illustrate how 

prescriptive kerature targeted towards adolescents promoted a universal n o m  which balanced 

the mind, body, and sou1 into a t ~ i t y  of good heaith through the tenets of proper habit 

formation and self-control. Values were entrenched and legrtimized wIthin the pages of 

prescriptive manuals on the authonty of their 'scientific' merit. Moreover, these habits 

influenced the construction of broader societal norms concemmg gender, race, and class. To 

fâcilrtate comparisons, whenever possible 1 have divided the advice into sections conceming 

young women and young men. 



Chapter One: Writers, Readers, Reason, and Rhetoric: A n  Overview of Canadian 
Literature, 1873-1922 

bfy pnnciple sources are listed in Tables 1 and 2. When 1 began my search, I quickly 

realized that any sources stnctly wriîien and published m Canada would be few and fir 

between.' Even ui manuals published in Toronto, few attempts were made to include Canadian 

examples or points of reference. How important was Canadian environment to the construction 

of gender or normative standards? Generally, I argue that it was irnmaterial, smce the intended 

audiences were predominately homogeneous in race and class. For the rnost paR the advice 

doled out by Canadian authors was uniform, and their recommendations were usualiy in fût1 

agreement wrth (if not taken directly fiom) American and Brrtish texts . 

The Blue Books, an informal name for a series concerning materna1 and fàrnilial welfars 

advice m e n  by Dr. Helen MacMurchy, were sponsered by the Dominion council in 1920.' 

Diane Dodd argues that 

the Blue Books also heiped to fuel and channe1 political demands for improved 
access to medical services. By endorsing the rnedical rnonopoly over heahh 
care, ... the federai govemment was forced to consider the problem of restricted 
access to essentiai rnedical services.. . [leadhg eventually] to compulsory 
medical insurance for al1 cana di an^.^ 

t My source lis1 \cas compileci Lhrough biles in the nork oCorher historians. inkrlibrary loans 
from Canadian and American schools. luck in stumbling o\.er a title a&-ertised in a newspaper or at the 
end of a serizil, and generous donations fiom personal libraries. Few sources were availaMe from 19 14 to 
192 1. Despite numerous efforts. I was unabls to track dovn a singe esample. although 1 assume some 
were pubtished S peculating on possible causes for this dearth of samples has Ied me to several hypotheses 
including: 1) publishing houses (both sedar and reiigious) redirected h d s  into the war effort and 
assumai earlier editions of their literaîure wodd &ce. 2) more ine.vpensive f o m  of achice lias 

dispenseci by pamphlets or newspaper articles, and 3) a new genre of ah-ice Iiterature emerged no longer 
directed at teenage boys on the verge of puberty, but now directeci at teenage b o p  on the brink of milir=u\. 
combat. Doctors might also have taken on the role previously filled by medical ach-ice Iiterature. For 
e-uample, the Canada Lancet pointed out t b t  d defects that eliminated 3 -08% of the candidates for the 
American rniiitq- couid ha-e k e n  pm-ented through proper instruction Practi tioners were encouraged to 
be strict in their xhiœ to îhe "rising generations": "Defects Arnong ïhafled Men" Canada Lancet Vol LI 
No. 8 (Apnl 1918) 341. 
2 Dianne Dodd "The Blue Books. Helen MacMurchy and the Department of Health/ in Katherine 
Arnup. Andree Levesque, Ruth Roach Pierson eds.. Delivering Motherhood: Matenial Ideoloeies and 
Practices (New York: Routiedge. 1990) 205. The Dominion Council of Health was an urnbreiia group that 
had representatives from the provincial health department, rurai and d m n  women's groups, public heaith 
professionals, as well as labour and agriculmd members. This group \\as instnunental in pushg  for 
fedenl involvement in refom movements as a response to the poor health records of Canadians after 
m. 
3 225. 



Table 1 : Po~ular Medicd Achice Litenture. Listed Chronotogiçall~ 
[ Titie [ Site and Publisher ! Year (ed, j Con 

I I 
1 ! 

i d  Life of Wonisii: / Toronto: G t o r p  M a c l a i  ( 1889 (3" - 
I 
I 1 M i c c  to the klaiden. Wife and / Rose 1 Cairndian) 

Dr. B. G. Jeneries 

Sylvanus Stali (DD) 

LMQ t he r t 
Searchlirhis on Heal~h: Li&[ on Toronlo: J.L. Nichols 

Know I I 1 
What A Man Ought to 1 Toronto: William Brïggs 1 lSY7 1 51.00 

1 (MD) 
1 Dr. S. Pancoast 

William Forbush 

rvirs. Wood- Allen What A Young Wornan Ought to Toronto: The Ryerson 
Know 

[ - 
I 

Ozon Daies The Ston of Life: As ToId to His I.L. Nichols 1932 1 - 
(Ph. D.), Mrs. Emma Sons & As Told to Her Daughters 1 

1 
1894 (lgm) Subscr- 1 O.) 1 D-ark Comas 

, (PhD.) 
Ws. Emma AngeIl 
Dmke (MD) 
Dr. C. W. Saleeby 

, AngeIl m e  (MD) 1 I I 1 
Dr. B.G. Iefferies 1 Safe C o d  or Practiwl Eu~enics 1 Napen-ille: I.L. Nichols ) 1922 ! - 

I ipion 

Pancoast's Tokolom (sic) and 
Ladres' Medical Guide 

1 Sylvanus Suil (DD) 1 Wimt a Youne Husband Ou& to 1 Toronto: William Briggs i 1597 i 51-00 

What a Y o u n ~ O u g h t  to ffiow Toronto: William Briggs 1909 i S1.00 
Francis and Jesse Healîh & the School: A Roundtable N.Y: D. Appleton & Co. 19 13 l 

I - 

I 1 1 

Table 2 : Family Medical Encyclopedias. Listed C hronoIogical~y 
1 Authors 1 S hortened Title 1 Site and Publisher 1 ~ a r  1 Cost 1 

ï h e  Bov Problem 1 Boston: Piignm Press 1 1907 (69 1 - 

Pubiishing Co. 
Chtcâgo: Charles 

(Ph. D. ) 

i 

Dr. Helen 
MacMurchy 

1 D r  M.V. Pierce n i e  Peode's Common Sense D i s p e n q  Medical 
Medical A&isor in Plain 

1 

1903 1 "-00 
(revised) j 
1908 i - 

What a Youne. Wife Out& to 
Know 
-@ness 

Thornpson 1 (1901) lyo3 1 - 
Toronto: William Briggs 

N.Y. : Mitchell KennerIey 

1 i I 
The Little Blue Books: Home 
Senes Vo1.2. 3. 5.  S. 9 and 1 1 

Physicians of 

Ottawa: F A  Acland 1922 (36") 1 Free 
i rvith 
I Postage 

London Hospitds 
Dr. Henry Lyman et 

En-h 
The Familv Phvsician 

al1 
Canadian Medîcai 

- London: Gassell. Petter. Galpin & 1883 1 

The Fractical Home Phvsician 

Men 
Severin Lachapelle 
et all 

Familv Phvsician; Evem Man 

Dr. Samuei 
Thomson 

Co. 1 
Guelph: World Piiblishing Co. 11884 

Wis m n  Doctor 
Le Medecin de la Famille 

- 
Toronto: Rose Publishing Co. 

1 
Guelph: World Punblishing Co. 

- 

New Guide to Health Indianapolis: & o m  - 

1889 $1.25 



Mach.lurchy's manuals were intended to irnpart domat ion  necessary to improve the heaith of 

h i l i e s ,  but at the same time they emphaticaliy "imposed exacting standards" which were often 

a hancial  and time consuming challenge.' Dodd maintains that the connant appeals to the 

reader to consuit experts demonstrated the growing authonty of the 'scientific methods' of 

health professionals over the advice of km networks and herbal remedies.' indeed, Dr. Helen 

MacMurchy's Canadian Blue Books, distributed for the cost of their postage, stand out precisely 

because they are blatantly didactic and distinctly Canadian. They addressed immigrant families 

(especially parents) with the kind of condescension resemed for children; at the same tirne, they 

cele brated the unique quality of life to be found in a Canadian home! 

From the sefection of rny sources Iisted m Tables 1 and 2, it appears that authors were 

Caucasian, specifically British, in descent.' A medical degree was not essential to establish 

authonty, but one might reason that it could add a level of credibility to disriguish physician's 

works frorn rival, 'quack' pamphlets. By the same token, provincial bureaucrats, as paid 

emissaries of the government, also had sorne added clout due to their officia1 status as respeaed 

experts. Doctors utilized their medical expertise to explain 'scientificalty' how the body 

functioned. By contrast, Methodist ministers, like Sylvanus Stal, k u s e d  on spiritual elements 

of good heaith, and stressed the importance of a pure muid as welI as a pure body. Male 

academics, religious ministers or those wrth theological training were deemed qualified to write 

and distribute rnanuals; women, however, required additional qualifications, such as a medical 

4 206.2 12. To meet these standards. "a woman would need to squeeze at Ieast 14 hours' 
work into MacMurchy' prescribed eight-hour &y!" M d .  22 1. 
5 

6 
DodcL 213. 
Dr. Helen MacMurc hy. The Little BIue Books: Home Series. Vol. 1 '-Beginning a Home in 

Canada" (Ottawa: F. A Acland 1 922) 3. indeed MacMwchy proclaimed enthusiastically that "Canada 1s 

a happy land Every new home makes her happier. The happy countg- is the countq- of Happy Homes. 
God Bless Your New Home." Dodd contends that MacMurchy's literahne "reinforced the traditional 
se.xual division of labour in the home. undennined women's autonomy as mothers, and advocated 
standards more in keeping with the vatues, lifestyles, and resources of its middle class. professiond 
authon, and sponsers, than those of its in tended audience." : Dodd, 201. 



degree, a teacher's certificate, or perhaps of equal significance, a wedding ring. 1 assume that 

the authon were rnernben of the middle class based upon their profèssional tnlzs (the level of 

education they achieved) and the examples they cited m their works, which will be drscussed in 

tater sections. 

Who were the principle consumers? The price of medical advice rnanuals may shed light 

onto the problem of readershrp. Prices (found in the back of the Self and Sex Series) for books 

stayed constant from 1897 to 1908 at one dollar. in the final pages of Dr. Emma Drake's 1908, 

What A Young Wife Ou& to Know prices range fiom the rare (and presumably affordable) five 

cents, to an average of one dollar, and also to a few tha went as high as one dollar and twenty- 

five cents8 were these prices expensive, and did they limit the possible audience for such 

lrterature to the middle or upper classes? M.C. Urhquart and K.A.H. Buckley break down 

Ontario earnings from 1884 to 1889 Li the following way.9 

Table 3 : Annuai Erunings (dollars) 

According to this table, the average annual eamings of working class men was well under 

Yem 
1889 
1888 
1887 
1886 
1883 

i 1884 

$500.00. M e r  food, rent, clothing and leisure activities, buying al1 eight books of the Self and 

Sex Series was probabty out of reach of the average farnily budget. 

Butcher 
378.42 
395.00 
708.9 1 
374.89 
338.63 

The notable exception is Smerin Lachapelle. Aftcr comparing chirgtcr headings, however. it is 
aident that Lachapelle directiy uanslated Lyman's Practical Home Phvsician into Le Medecin de la 
Famille. L p a n  n-as also cited as an author of the 1893 French te.- 
S Mrs. Emma F. Ange11 Drake (MD). What a Young Wife Ou& to Know. New Rebised Edition. 
(Toronto: William Briggs, 1908) 288-29 1. 
9 M. C. Urhquart and K. A H .  Buckley. Historical Statistics of Canada (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Ress, 1965) %. Series D 208-23 1 "Annuai Earnings, houn per week and  da)^ emptoyed for 
males over sisteen years of age. selmcd occupations, Ontario. 188-1 to 1889". 

Carpenter ... 
418.46 
452.69 
3 1 1.34 
395.70 
444.18 

1 426.14 396.28 

Labourer 
297.14 
320.22 
270.67 
295.64 
290.09 
300.24 

Machuiist ... 
467.86 
474.64 
432.64 
449.77 
419.16 

I 394.67 374.63 423.99 

Plumber 
484.87 
50 1.94 
458.35 
54 1.49 
428.27 

Pnnter 
437.24 
455.88 
424.78 
425.29 
439.90 



Even in 1927, MacMurchy's Blue Books cited one dollar as the suitable weekly food 

budget for an immigrant farni~~.'~ It is important to note, however. that the w o r h g  class was 

not the intended audience for this genre of literature." In many ways the advice concemïng, for 

instance, hygienic practices and the m e n t  of wounds or colds was appticable to any member 

of society. For the most part, however, mîddle class authors were writing for middle class 

readers. By these standards, then, the books would have been slightly more affordable for a 

professional class d o s e  average yearly eamings are detailed below in a selective table based on 

the finduigs of the 190 1 census. 

Table 4: Selections taken from "Table II: Earnings of ernployegs by classes and h d s  of 
occupations for the Dominion 1901"" The table does not include e-xtra eaminp. 

1 
- -- -- 

1 Chemists, dmgg~sts S263.20 1 S587.23 

Professionai CIass 
Architects 

Artists and teachers of art 
Authon and literav men $73 7.50 %SOO.cX, 1 

d 

Eamings at Occupation Male ) E m p  at Occupation Female 

Decorators 
Den tists 

Dnughtsmen 

Medical Encyclopedias enjoyed an undeniable popularity, despite rheir relatively 

expensive costs. This populanty 1s reflected by the number of reprints advertised on the fiont 

pages of many manuals. One volume of a medical encyclopedia was affordable for a h o s t  ail 

$92 1 .O8 
S565.S 

L c. 

Civil Engineers 
Mecfianical Engineers 

Goverment Clerk 
Govsriuiieiit Officiais 

1 O MacMurch~, Tanadians Need k W .  The Liitle Blue Books Homs Series. Vol. 5 . S .  The 
budget is broken dom as follows in "How to Spend o u r  Food Dollar": 

Meat and Fish.. .................................... 12 cents 
Miik and Da&. ................................... U 'O' 

........ ............ Bread and Cereals., .... 1 3 "" 
......... Vegetables and Fruit. ................ .. 17 "" 

Eggi ........................................................ -6 &. t v  

.... Sugar ...................................................... 3 
................. ........... Misc.. .,.......... 5 '*" 

- 
3304.80 

S54 1.43 
$337.H 
6723.72 

I I  Medical refomen took a more 'hand-on' approach to working class health bu organizing 
inspeciions and visits h m  public health nurses. 

S 107.50 
SZ40.00 
%359 35 

1 - - - - - - - 

$1.3 16.3 1 I 4 - 
$547.52 
$845.91 

$1335.35 

- 
S409.14 
$207.60 1 



budgets, had thz added bonus of k i n g  comprehensive in content. and spoke to the heakh 

concems of al1 fàrnily mernbers. By 1882, Dr. Pierce's The People's Common Sense Medical 

Advisor had sold 180.000 copies in ten reprints. A few popdar pieces of medical advice 

literature were sold by subscription only, includmg Dr. B.G. Jeffenes' Searchliehts on Heahh: 

Lieht on Dark Comers renamed in 1922 Safé Counsel or Practical Euoenics. Kistorian 

Marinana Valverde maintains that SearchIi&s was the most popular piece of advice Iiterature in 

Canada, b a  she does not provide her evidence for this claim." Proponent of the slogan 

"KNOWLEDGE IS SAFETY,?' B.G. Jefferies boasted that thousands had read the pages of his 

books. " Considering that the 1894 edition, which 1 examined, was already the eighteenth reprint, 

his daim seems plausible. The 36& edaion published in 1922 proudly noted t h a  more than one 

million copies had been sold (without specimg where these saies had been- in North America 

or intemationally). " 

That prescrrptive manuals underwent several echtions wrth only minor alternatives or 

additives testifies to their unchangmg nature. It might also indicate the power and longevity of 

the n o m s  they rzpresented. With the exception of Dr. MacMurchy, authors tailored their 

matenal to fit the needs and proprieties of middle class audences. Children, teenagers, and 

families were each considered topics that would generate a viable market, and were often 

addressed in separate volumes that contained overlapping advice. Repetition of essential ideas 

rnay have been considered a didactic leaming tool.16 In addition, since the time fiame for 

adolescence ranged from "about thirteen to nearly twenty-five," it was understandable that 

12 Census ruid Sraristics Bulletin 1: Wage h e r s  tn. Ocnimtions (Ottawa: S.E. Dawson, 1907) 79- 
80. Occupations designated as professional have been labeled so by the Census Records. 
13 blariana Valverde, The Age of Li~ht. Soa~. and Water: Moral Reform in Enfish Canada 1885- 
1925 (Toronto: McCleliand & Stewart. 199 1) 2 1-22. - 
1-1 B.G. Jefferies, Searchlights on Health: Liefit on Dark Corners (Toronto: J.L. Nichols, 1894) 3. 
1s B.G. Jefferies (MD.. Ph.D.) Safe Counsel or Ractiml Eunenics (NapeniUe: J.L. Nichols & Co.. 
1922) Aeface. 
16 P e q  Nodelman, The Pleasures of Children's Litetature (New York: Longman, 1992) 85. 



advice volumes jeneralized their information to reach the widest audience possible." Mon 

books (except the large, cumbersome, and sometimes mutti-volumed medical encyclopedias) 

were printed in a format that fàciiitated this process. Presented in srnail, quickly digestible 'bite- 

shed pieces,' prescnptive literature could be consuhed as easily as their lrterary cornpanion-the 

etiquette manual. 

Etiquette books, first papularized as a genre in the 1830s, codified rather than created 

behavioural rules thought hatural' to those accustomed to socialking Li fishionable society." In 

contras to its prdecessor the courtesy book, etiquette literature was secular and rernained 

neutral on most matters of rnoralq. instead of advocating persona1 or spiritual betîerment, 

etiquette books set out in exhaustive detail the rituals and modes of behaviour considered 

necessary in polite society. During their height of popularrty, roughly frorn 1832 until they lost 

fiivour towards the turn of the century, they established a standard for al1 those striving for 

upward social mobility. Medical advice literature also acted as a moderator of social behaviour. 

Polite manners and a regard for formal etiquette were thought to reflect a universal cosmopolitan 

upbringing and act as "a passport to 'good society' e~erywhere." '~ Medical advice literature 

complimented these teachuigs, and filled in the gaps on hygiene and moral character for their 

middle class readers. As the etiquette manual declined, medical advice literature baomed during 

the age of Canadian medical refom movements (1885-1925) and continued to be prevalent in 

the folIowing decades and into the present. 

In terms of format, prescriptive literahire airned at fàmilies was attraciively bound in 

small, cheerfully coloured (red. blue, yellow, burgundy and green) volumes that enhanced the 

appearance of any family library. Bold or iîalicired section headings, and the occasional 

1- Oro& Davies (Ph.D.1 and Dr. E m  Angeii Drake. The Sion. oTLde: As Told [O His Sons and 
as Told to her Daugfiters (Napeniiie: J.L. Nichols. 1922) 424. 
1 S Magorie Morgan b e r s .  Morais and Class in Ene;land l7ï-l- 1858 (New York: St Martin's 
Press. 1994) 19. 
19 The Mamers of Polite Sociew or. Etiquene for Ladies. Gentlemen, and Families. (London: 
Ward Lock and Tyler, 1975) 2. 



comprehensive index, made them easy to use, especially ifthe reader was nut inclined to absorb 

al1 of the advice in one sming. Occasionally, pichires were inserted to clarie the workmg of 

interna1 organs, or in the case of B. G. JefFeries, to illustrate the dire physical consequences of a 

life lived in dusipation (See Figure l)." Sophistication of terminology varied depending on 

whether the author was addressing a youth or an adult, but most authors used accessible 

language breakmg dom,  and in some cases, demystifjmg scientific terms for their readers." 

Language also played a significant role in captumg both the imagination and the 

attention of the targeted reader. I believe the common use of personal pronouns made the 

audience feel ldce participants rather than mere observers. For example. one method to achieve 

these ideals was the appeal to familial models and its wellsstablished hiararchy of power to 

establish authonty. in the tone of a confiding parent, favoured relation, or tnisîed mentor or 

teacher. wnters scolded their audiences for improper behaviour and chided them into making 

what was generally considered by middle-class refomen to be proper Iifestyie choices. In other 

words, some authors Uifluenced their readers by establishing a persona that was at once firniliar, 

intimate, and confiding. 

A good example of this format is Reverend Sylvanus Stall's SeIf and Sex Series; 

authored by Arnericans, they were the best-selling sex manuais in Canada between 1900 and 

1915." By 1909, one million English- language books had sold, h i l e  at the same time, the 

book was translated into al1 of the leading European languages, as well as, Arabic. h e n i a n ,  

lapanese, Hindu, Penian-Urdu, Bengali and Korean to name but a few." (See Figure 2) in the 

-n For esample, drawings of healthy lungi wouid be contrdsted to thosc of a smokers, or the 
consequences of life choices that decided whether a by tunieci into a robust man. or a physical \-teck 
Jefferies. Searchlinhts on Health ( 1894) 447,537. 
TI The only exception to the simpticity of language that I could detect \vas in general medical 
encyclopedias aimed at families. ScientSc tenninology and cornplex mathematical equations for medical 
treatments complicated man? of the descriptions. 
-2 Michael Bliss. "Pure Books on Avoided Subjecu:: Pre-Freudian S e . d  Edeas in Canada" in 
S.E.D. Shom's Medicine in Canadian Societv: HistoncaI Pesrxctives (Montreal: McGiil-QueenVs 
Universiq Press, 198 1) 255-256. 
23 SyIvanus Stall What a Younn Bov Ought to Know (Toronto: William Bnggs, 1909) pull-out tab 
at front of book 



series for boys, the tone was h l i a r  and confident, addresseci to  "My Dear Friend Harry" a 

fictional boy whose probmg and pubescent questions spurred hs parents to tum to Reverend 

Sylvanus Staii for advice." instruction could not be irnparted too early, and the lives of young 

men and women were only ruuied when par- fiiled to gwe their children proper wamings and 

instructions for good h e a b U  The book was organized in 'cylinders' as if each chapter was to be 

played on a phonograph. Reverend StaIl spoke "distinctly, so that you may have no trouble in 

understanding, and wiil try to use plain, short words, so that a boy of your yean may know my 

whole meaning, and have a truthfi.11 and satisfàctory answer to your questions."'6 Stall specified 

that one cylinder a night was the proper time to devote to such matters, and lefi each cylinder 

wrth a hook that promised what the next chapter would hold for the reader. 

in contrast, Dr. Mary Wood-Allen's çomplimentary series, starting wnh What a Young 

Girl Ou* to Know, trandormed the teacher-student relationship modeled by Stall irrto the more 

intirnate reiationship shared between a mather and her daughter. Indeed, the lengthy introduction 

(noticeably absent from the series for boys) detailed how Nina, the protagonist of unspecified 

age, had just returned fiom her first trip away fiom home. Fier M e r  assured her that her mother 

would be very glad to see her; only when Nina greeted her mother in her bedroom that readers 

redire Nha has a brand-new baby brother. This discovery acts as a gentle springboard for 

Nina's series of 'hÿilight talks" wrth her mother on rnatters of sexualrty, reproduction, and 

hygiene." The following books in this series continue the pattern, eventually trading twilight 

t a k  for confidential letters between a mother and a daughter. Within the final chapter of the 

senes, strategically placed advertisements for book of a similar genre pubtished by the same 

Methodist press, were prominent Iy iéatured. RegrettabI y, many of these publications have 

proven impossible to procure, perhaps because they were not as popular. 

- 

3 StaU, Whal a Young Bov Oueh1 to h o v  (1909) 8 1. 
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The Storv of Life, bound in the 1922 version of Safk Counsel, was d e n  in two gender 

specific versions. The first, mtended for a youthflll male audience, was wrÏtten by an acadernic 

fiom a theological seminary, Ozora S. Davis. Dr. Emma Drake completed its fernale counierpart. 

Davis and Drake also adopted parental personae to engage their readen in intimate and fnendly 

discussions. The material was highly repetitive, but Davis justified this pedagogical tool because 

"mstnidion of this sort requires the fiequent mement of mnb in order to dnve it home."" 

Furthemore, both authors declareci that readers had a responsibility to leam more about the 

world around them since "the whole modem scientific movement is a glonous endeavor to find 

out the meaning of the universe."lg When a penon leamed how to live in harmony with these 

laws, then a heakhy and prosperous b r e  was aisured. 

Not al1 manuais spo ke directly to their readers, or used a personal narrative to get their 

point across. A notable exception was Francis Williston and Jesse D. Burks, Heakh and îhe 

School: A Round Table, published in 1913. Tfie format of this book was unique, and read 

almost like a play. Six fictional characters met several times to discuss the heakh and hygene of 

school diildren, as well as the ducational facilities to which they were exposed. The panel 

consisted of the married male superintendent of schooIs, a widower on the school board, a self- 

made business man and his wife, a single female social worker, and finally the new single male 

doctor in town. Each panel member was a walking stereatype. The superintendent was open to 

new ideas, but was primarïly concemed with pleasing parents. ï h e  widower represented the 

voice of tradition and urged the maintenance of the status quo. The businessrna. was concerned 

with the hancial repercussions of change, h i l e  his assertive wife put the needs of her children 

first. The social worker was clearly the protagonist, as well as the voice of medical reforrn. 

FinaIly, the young doctor represented modem science because the town's older, jealous 

27 Mn. Mru) Wood-Allen, MD. What a Young Girl Ou& 10 Know . (Philadelphm; The Virginiri 
Publishing CO., 1987) 25-27. 
28 Ozora Davis, The Stom of Life published nith B.G. Jefferies, Safe Counsel (Napendle: J.L. 
Nichols & Co., 1922) 377. 



praaitioners scomed his sparkiing clean office equipment.30 Each member elaborated on a 

biased concern, and readers noted that the social worker and young doctor's arguments 

consistently and persuasively won the lively debates that ensued. 

Why did the authors write medical advice literature? The impressive demand for reprints 

suggests that it was a lucrative business venture. A market opportunrty was shrewdIy ascertained 

and supplied by publishers and &ers; however, 1 believe that authors also had ahustic 

motives for suppiying the public wrth presmipve manuals. For instance the slogan of B.G. 

Jeffenes', Safe Counsel (1922) was a solemn mandate or oath: he pledged to the public that his 

intentions were to: 

fight social diseases wrth fàcts, not sentiments, study the problems of venereal 
uifection for information, not sensation, combat social evils d science, not 
mysiery. This is the keynate of Our campaign to train men, women and chilâren 
to think straight aiong the line of social hygiene." 

Jeffenes, a physician and academic, regarded his text as one that filled a void in the array of 

information currently available to readers. 

Dr. leffenes believed that his work stood above what he Iabeled the three aber 'classes' 

of books being sold as prescriptive literature: 

in the first place there are numerous purely scientific works so technical and 
intricate in character that they are of no practical value to the laymen. Secondly, 
there are unnurnbered nontechnical books so biased and prejudiced that they 
reveal only a part of the t h ,  i g n o ~ g  many of the fàcts of science. These 
descriptions are practiced in order to keep the public "good" and "pure". n i e  
motive is exemplary- the resuk unsatisfactory. And finally there are the cheap, 
vulgar, sensational, catch penny abominations, whose conscienceless authors are 
willing to desecrate life's mon sacred funnion for commercial purposes. " 

Jeffenes appears to have been mflating the influence that his advice literature actually had upon 

its audience, but his h k  appeal expresses the importance he placed on reading 'respectable* 

and tmstworthy advice. Furthemore, he declared that "man y of the wrecks of humanity which 

29 Davis, Sion or Lire (1922) 397. 
30 Frances Williston Burks and lesse D. Burks, Health and the School: A Round Table. (New York: 
D. Appleton and Co., 1913) Summary of unnumbered introduction that &~Ioped character mothation 
31 Jefferies, Safe Counsei, Slogan before Preface. 



fill our public institutions owe their pitifil condition to the tenible exaggerations, the dowmight 

falsehoods, and the sharnefil sex thnils which pervade the so-called literature of the day."" In 

other words, IefFenes promised to present his readers with the ' m e  fàcts' of healthy living. 3.1 

Evaluating himself as a pioneer in a world fiozen by fàise modesty, JeEenes touted the 

importance of substituting modem scientific theorems m the fàce of opposition. 

Sy lwus  Stall also made this point when he declared the punty of his motives for 

writing his series. He condemned those atrthors d o s e  books were "begotten of a love of gain, 

and whose pages secretly foster or unwittingly d a m e  the lusts which the author professes to 

denounce, is devoid ofthe splnt of genuine philanthraphy."3J Nothing short of an all-consuming 

concern for the society within which he or she lived, "and a willingness to sacrifice and even to 

suffer reproach, ifthat should be necessary, that Gad rnay be honored in the effort to Lift up fiom 

vice and sin those whom in purity He has created in His own likeness and image" was a 

sufficient qualification for such a task. " False modesty also had no room in Stail's account, but 

along with scientific theorems offered as explanation, were moral lessons on purrty to explain 

the divine fimctions of the body, and how they should best be preserved. As the standards of 

individual and societal punty were "steadily lified higher and higher by Christ-like men and 

wornen," advice literature assisted young people in achieving similar goals as those 

demonstrated by the role models found in the Women's Christian Temperance Union, and the 

Young Men's Christian ~ssociation." 

In some cases, authors were respondùig to persona1 pleas for respectable and correct 

information. The Globe and Mail praised the decision of the Provincial Board of Heafth to 

publish the comprehensive Manual of Hveiene for Schools and Colleges. Hygiene was a 

32 JefWies, Sale Counsel, 7. 
33 Jeneries, We Counsei, 7. 
34 ironicallp 10 modern readers, included in these 'faclsi was an addilional section in Lhe 1922 
edition, dedicated to thc expianation of positive and negative wgenics. 
35 Syivanus Staii, What a Youw Man Ou&t to Know (Toronto: William Briggs, 1897) xsi. 
36 Staii. What a Young Man Ougt to Know (1897) x x i - . ~ i .  



"formidable-lookmg worh and one which it is to be feared 1s sometimes used wdh but a ~ g u e  

idea of what it irnplie~."~' Readers were. by this logic, gratefûl for explanations on '<th2 

application of scientific Iaws to agencies and things in comrnon use."39 For example, the Globa 

reviewer feit the book filled an educational gap since comparatively few people understood how 

their own Iives were being shortened or hanned fkom careless attitudes towards cleanliness, 

alcohol, or ventilation. 

Similarly, in response to the "request of numerous matrons to suppiy a desidernhlm m 

medical literature," Dr. Pancoast wrote, Pancoast's Tokolow and Ladies' .Medical Guide: A 

Cornp lete uistnictor in al1 the Delicate and Wondehl Matters Pertaming to Women in 190 1 . '  
The distribution of unreliable information from quacks and others not involved in the medical 

field also spurred his desire to h e .  He believed it was 'üigh time some really scienwc work 

should be interposed, in order to render nugatory the prurient and imbecile efforts of medical 

pretenders who have, of recent years, Aooded the country wrth unreliable literature."'  enc ce. 

Pancoast's motivation was to "proclaim those solemn and important tnrths that so nearly affea 

the vital interests of the entire human race." '" Women were participants in ''the era of woman's 

equalrty wrth man in al1 things, -mercantile, profisional, intelIectua1, educational and physical" 

and Pancoast's manual attempted to prepare hem physioiogically for these challenges." 

Ozora Davis (author of The Storv of Life) encouraged readers to engage in discussions 

of heaith. Realizing the difficulty parents rnight have in communicating wrth children, Da\* 

achowledged that 'ho hther will talk often wrth his boys on these matten; but he must taik 

1' S M .  What A Young Man Ouvht to Know (1897) n ~ .  
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sometimes and then he must use accurate, clear and affectionate speech? Davis and Dr. Emma 

Drake (who wrote the section to young women) considered their manuals to be sipdicant 

because they not ouiy provided information to their readers, but also models of language. They 

outiined possibfe scenarios and questions that might be posed to ad& and oBered appropriate 

responses for parents to follow in their discussions of hygiene and puberty vnth their children. 

Therefore, the public was provided with a new and respectable lexîcon w-rth which to discuss 

topics &en considered delicate in nature or taboo. 

Other sources that 1 examined were exclusively intended for one sex or the d e r ,  and 

were written with the chief objective of demystiwg the body for the general reader. For 

exarnple, Dr. George fi. Napheys' The Phwical Life of Women: Advice to Maiden. Wife and 

Mother sprinkled moral lessons between pages dedicated to explaining physiology and the 

standards of proper hygiene in clear, "decorous" language." Originally American, the 1889 

edition was already the third edition to be pnrrted in Canada. Despite the fàct that no Canadian 

national or regional examples were included to increase its appeal with Canadian audiences, 

Napheys clearly believed 'Lhat the Work is highly appreciated where it is best known, a sale of 

over one hundred thousand copies amply proves [this to be the case].'" In complete agreement 

wrth the majority of authors, Napheys' concept of sa- for his readers was essentially dualistic: 

"safety amid the physical ills that beset us, sa- arnid the moral prtf5Ils that environ us." " 

Thus, authors of prescriptive manuals were motivated to supply information in order to preserve 

the innocence of readers and to keep them safe fiom potential harm. 

Finally, authors were motivated by a desire to improve the race physically and morally. 

in 1875, Wilder concluded that society was t w  self-involved and that this standard was reflected 

in the current advice Literature. Not enough attention was paid to the transmittance of both 

$1 Davis, 377. 
45 George Napheys (MD.) The Phvsical Life of Women (Toronio: George Maclean and Sons, 
1889) Preface, unnumbered. 
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positive and negative physical traits and moral behaviours. Readers were "taught how to eat and 

dnnk, how to walk and breatbe, al1 these things being prïmarily for Our own benefit, and only 

indirectly for the good of our descendants. The interests of the latter ought to receive a larger 

share of Our attention.'* Laws of hereday, and discussions on eugenics, were elaborated upon 

so that the present generaîion tmk some responsibility m the bettennent of future relatives. 

A certain reverence was attached to both the genre and the information provided. 

Respectability was a leamed behaviour, and ignorance of physiological matters hampered a 

young person's abiiity to succeed in Life. Author Mrs. Shepherd expected 

that every p l  who reads this book d l  do so with earnest, serious thoughts and proper 
matives, remembering that she is studying the most wonderhl creation of her heavenly 
Father, for the sake of learning how to be well, tbt she may make the most of hersetf in 
her opportunities for usefùlness and happiness. 1 expect her modesty, thus enlightened, 
will become a m e ,  not spurious article, and her virtue wiIl be punfied and 
~trengthened.~~ 

Virtue was a tangble qualrty that would enable adolescents to reap the rewards of good health 

and moderation in the near fiThire. Personal choices were chief priority in this process. Since the 

popular idiom, "the body [was] a good servant but a bad master," was considered a tmism, 

manuals countered by their promotion of sensible habits of health." Thus, authors took upon 

themselves the responsibility of educating young men and women in hopes of f o s t e ~ g  

respectable traits that wouId be camed wrth them into aduithood. 

Victorian biologicaI determinisrn shaped and controlled virtually every aspect of a 

young person's existence, placing hirn or her firmly in the public or domestic sphere of 

influence. Nineteenth-century and twentieth-century society saw self in gender as well as class 

terrns. The concept of respectability, as well as the belief in separate spheres, was an integral 

uimponent of the Victorian conscioumess, and was vital in shaping health and gender n o m .  

47 George Napheys, The Physicai LXe of Women ( Toronlo: Hunter-Rose Co. Ltd ,  1890) 17. 
4s Burt Green Wiider, What Young Peo~le Shouid Know (Boston: Estes & buriet. 1875) 170. 
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For example, the cuk of domestice allowed Victorians to achieve a moral balance in a rapidly 

changmg industrial world. For if the home became a haven for religious values, such as cha* 

and tolerance, thm "the world of commerce could thereby be absolved fkom the necessity of 

actmg on Christian principles."" To aid this development, society was ideologically divided. 

Authonties in the worlds of politics, science, and Iderature declared that men were best suited 

for the public sphere operating as active participauts m the aggressive worlds of politics, militaw 

services and commerce. 

Masculinity was associated with a heightened sense of rationality, practicality, and 

resourcefblness. Women, by contrast, were gwen passive characteristics that would allow thern 

to excel in the domesticity of the private sphere where their innate emational talents would serve 

them best." Masculinrty and femininity were strictly classified and any deviation fiom the nom 

aroused suspicion. Unifonmty in behaviour gave Victorian Canadians an illusion of security and 

control in both their private and public lives. Historian Deborah Gorham in The Victorian Girl 

and the Ferninine Ideal describes Victorian femininity as a psychological concept that envisaged 

ferninine qualities as naturai and instinctive." 

Authontles justified the separation of spheres on the basis of biological determinism. 

From childhood a boy's "nature was taken to be dirty and rough, it needed the restraining hand 

and sofkening influence of a mother or sister. Girls were presumed naturally clean, dainty and 

quiet."Y Madiness, as opposed to masculinity, was not linked to the brute strength associated 

with the manual labour of the working classes, but wrth notions of persona1 hygiene, self- 

C l  
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control, responsibilitv. and self-assurance." By the mid-to-late Viaonan Period women in the 

upper and middle socio-economic classes were expected to epitomize decorum, and delicacy. 

For examp le, "it was nat only stylish to retire to bed wIth unmentionable fernale troubles; it was 

considered a mark of intellect and ~ensitivrt~."'~ Furthemore, îhroughout most of the nineteenth 

century, women's emotional or mental problerns were defined as rooted in their biology. Women 

were viewed as sick simply because they were women. 77 

Primacy of the will was subverted as form and function ruled the ideology of the day. 

Determinists extolled the beiief that sexual ciifferentimon defined virtually al1 aspects of a 

woman's (and by dehuh a man's) character." When Dr. Pierce referenced Figure 3 &in the 

text of his manual, he stated that: 

the physical contour of these rqresentations plainly exhibits the difference in 
structure, and also implies difference in fùnction. Solitisty and strength are 
represented by the organitation of the male, grace and beauty by that of a 
fernale. His broad shoulders represent physical power and the ri@ of dominion, 
while her bosom is the symbol of love and nutrition ..lier materna1 fiindons are 
indicated by greater breaciih of the hips. Physical differences so influence their 
mental natures, that, 'before experience has opened îheir eyes, the dreams of the 
young man and rnaiden hffer.' The development of erther 1s in close sympathy 
wrth their organs of reproduction. j9 

This prescriptive approach to anatomy was not new. Londa Schiebinger notes that regardless of 

anatomists' wishes to depict the body in the eighteenth-cerrtury as accurately and universally as 

possible, "representations of the human body ... were laden wrth cuhrai  values. Illustrations of 

male and fernale skeletons represented the bones ... but they also served to reproduce 

contemporary ideals of masculinity and femininity.'" Therefore, the causes of a woman's 

maladies and behaviour were often reduced m i l  they could be explained as malfùnctions 
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"meiuctably linked to and controlled by the existence and h a i o n s  of her utems and avaries," 

or a man ths expenditure of his vital energy." 

Despite the currency of this view, it is important to note that several physicians fek 

uterine disease was a dangerous diagnosis. Freely used as a "catchall" interpretation for any 

number of illnesses a woman might have, the ready label of uterine dsease undermined the need 

for careful dagnosis, and at the sarne time played into a wornan's worst fears about the state of 

her health." At the same time physiology was touted as a principal cause of iliness, society was 

also being tau@ that behaviour modification and will power were strong deterrents to siclmess 

and the foundations of good heafth. Yet, 

the will was itself a product of evolution, a biological process. This 
inconsistency and overlappmg of metaphysics and materialism strike the 
modem reader as illogical and unirrtentionally ironic, but for late Vidonans 
betief in the power of the will was obviously a constructive way of coping wiîh 
othenvise insuperable problems presented by biological matenalism." 

The concept of 'wiI1' was one of personal empowerment. The body's lirnited supply of energy 

was unable to keep up wTth the continued effort to make life's titile decisions. The formation of 

proper habits was crucial because it enabled people to act indinctiveiy and conserve the 

resources of their already taxed systems. 

in 1884, physician and academic Henry Maudsley made this point when he remarked 

that 

the Conscious energy of past fùnction becomes the unconscious mechanisrn of 
present fiuiction, which thereupon is able to work h o u t  attention and almost 
wrthout exertion ... Wil  loses its character, so to speak, in attaining to its 
unconscious perfection; and meanwhile the fiee, unattacheci, path-seeiung 
consciousness, and will ... the pioneers and perfectors of progress, are available to 
initiate new and to perfect old functions." 

- - - - 
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It was an mdivtdual's responsibility to maintain and strengthzn the body, and the spirit, that he 

or she was bom kath. To accommodate these ne& "hygienic t h  reduced itself to a morally 

coherent narrative of challenge and acc~rnptishrnent.'~' Charles Rosenberg notes that 

"education, rnorality, and emotions al1 affected decision rnakmg; but volition-and thus 

responsibilxty-rernained central ... Decisions had c ~ n s ~ u e n c e s . ' ~  As Dr. Wood-Allen remarked 

in 1897: "ignorance and innocence are not ~ ~ o n y r n o u s . ' ~ ~  Readen were offered modest 

explanations that educated d o u t  offendmg their sensibilities. Due to the divisive, patriarchal, 

and racist nature of society, prescriptive literature also reflected these constnicted realities. Thus, 

manuals legitimized n o m  of behaviour considered necessary for a long, heaithy, and succesfil 

life. 
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Chapter Two: Good Habits to be Cuitivated 

Building the Healthy Body: a Foundation of Diet. Rest, and Exercise 

Ltfe should increase in beauty and usefulness, in abdity and joyousness, as the 
years b ~ g  us a wider eqerience, and this will be the case if we lyoung women 
and men] in youth have been wise enough to lay the foundations of h e a b  by a 
wise, thou&tfÛI, prudent care of our bodies and our rninds.' 
-Dr. Mary Wood-Allen, 19 13 

A Link between self-control and mastering one's physical self was forged by prescriptive 

literature. As Roger Coder suggests, "whether abused or diseased, children's M e s  have never 

been the sole object of the advocates of child health and weifâre. Children's mincis and emotions 

have been equally important.''z Medical advice literature to adolescents was simply an extension 

of this belief Historians Janet Golden and Elizabeth Toon argue that in order for young people 

to keep the unhealthy urges of their biological selves fiom betraying their respectable social 

selves through vice, a stria regime was endorseci by authors to assist adolescents in their quest 

for heaith, strength, and beauty.' The body, according to Brumberg, became the "central 

personal project" of young women in the twentieth century, a project in which the individual had 

increased desire to shape herself into the idealized nom.' Ernily Martin suggests that this "view 

of the body as a hierarchically organized bureaucratie systern of control has profound 

implications for how a basic change in the systern is perceived."5 Thus, a simple change in how 

a young person ate, slept, or exercised was touted by authors as having significant and far- 

reaching effects on a11 aspects of his or her life. 

Many late nineteenth and early twentieth century authors of medical advice literature 

considered the body a temple in which to house the soul. It was "God-created" and as such must 

1 Wood-Allen. What a Young Woman Ou& to Know ( 19 13) 32. 
2 Roger Cooter. "Introduction" in his edited collection of essays In the Name of The ChiId: Health 
and Welfare. 1880-1940 (New York: Routledge, 1992) 6. 
3 Janet Golden and Elizabeth Toon, "1 Can Make You A New Man: The Heaith Achice of Charles 
Atlas" fiom the Leaure Series. "Masculinities and Medicine" during the 7 1% Annual Meeting of the 
American Association for the History of Medicine (8 May 1998). 
4 Brumberg Body h i e c t ,  97. 
5 EmiIy Martin, "Science and Women's Bodies," %odv/Politics (New York: Routledge, 1990) 75. 



be cherished, and rnaintained in good order! A11 prescnptive manuals addressed the importance 

of a healthy diet. Xccounts ranged from scientfic analpis of food types accornpanied by 

complex charts, to general dietary suggestions, and the occasional recipe. Tracts that used 

scientific language, for example the Manual of Hveiene for Schools and Colleees, broke down 

the diet of a young man or woman into its most basic chemical p rope~es .7  Regular, leisurely 

meals were encouraged, and for "persons who fiom any cause have feelings of exhaustion 

between meals" a glass of milk could be taken "wah a d ~ n t a ~ e . " '  The most interesiing piece of 

advice offered, in rny opinion, was the recommendation of cheerful conversation, during and 

after meal tirnes, as an aid to digestion.g Historian Joan Jacobs Bmrnberg argues that when 

authors encouraged simple, heaithy menus that were well-prepared, and served upon sparklmg 

dishes in the midst of cheerfùl conversation for their readers, it was because "the ambience of 

the meal symbolized the spirit and values of the f à m ~ l ~ . " ' ~  

Spices were usually condemned, and &en wrthout explanation, readers were told to 

eliminate hem from their diets. Possible reasons why spices were avoided included the 

following advice. in 1886, Manual of Hvaiene for Schools and Cotleges, nated "cayeme pepper 

is aduherated wrth r d  lead, Venetian red, vermilion, rice, brick dusr, and other substances."" In 

1897, Stall advised his readers to use condiments and spices in moderation because they were 

"dculated to stimulate the reproductive nature" and therefore threatened self-control. l Z  The lins 

of avoided foods were a perplexing mixture of organic and synthetic items. Vinegar, cloves, salt, 

and coffee were listed alongside date pencils as items for which young people developed 

6 Wood-Allen. What a Young Woman Ourrht to K.now ( 19 13) 3 1. 
For m e r  W s  see pages 1 5 4  160 of Prrninciai Board of Health. Manuai of Hvgiene for 
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imnatural appetires." It is unpossible to know how many adolescents nibbled slae pends ,  but 1 

assume the problem was a cornmon enough habit if Stall thought it desenred special mention. 

in fàct, 'pica' 1s a medical term to describe morbid appetites for items such as starch, 

pIaster, or chalk. Reasons for the unusual behaviour were sornetimes rnoralistic, including an 

191 8 study which blamed the morbid appetite on a lack of b'wholesomeness," to a 1924 study 

which provided the physiological exphnation that iron deficiency anemia generated the 

c~avings. '~ For manual writers and Victorian phpicians, ' 'no~utritive eating constihned proof 

of the fict that the adolescent girl was essentially out of controi and that the process of sexual 

maturation could generate voracious and dangerous appetites."" Above al1 else, emphasis was 

placed upon the pu*, fieshness, and cleaniiness of food.'6 

One of the most frequent causes of ihess during the puberty of teenage girls was simply 

starvation. Food was given to a young woman, "but not of the right quality or in insufficiem 

quantrty, or at improper hours. The systern is not nourished; and, becoming feeble, it is laid open 

to attacks of disease, and to no form of disease more readily than con~urn~tion."~' The nsk of 

chlorosis, a prirnary anemia or green sickness named for the paIlor of the fernale patient, was 

particularly significant and needed quick artention "More the impovenshed condrîion of the 

blood of puberty has left its i m p ~ t  upon the powers of resistance of the adult organîsm; has 

done permanent damage to the h r e  woman and the funire mother."" Karl Figlio argues that 

13 S M ,  Wliat a Youiig Bov Ou& to K n o ~  (lgO9) 137. 
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physicians associated chlorosis with "weil-to-do town ladies, who led idle, ornamental lives" 

that "weakened their c o n ~ i o n s , "  d e r  than their hearty, industrious sisters (ahough 

hospita1 records m Westminster and Mancester clearly show that chlorosis was fiequently 

diagnosed arnong the working-classes). l9 To remedy the situation, simply prepared foods were 

prescribed which Lncluded fiesh rniik. fit meats, and vegeîable oils. 

Fresh pure cow's milk was considered by Pancoast to be a dietary necessity, wtiich he 

acknowiedged was difficuk to obtain in the c e . "  In 1901, a number of Montreal doctors 

sponsored by the daily newspaper La Patrie, established clinics in Montreal (les Gouttes de lait) 

to "combat infant mortalrty by distribuhg highquality milk to mothers in the poor 

neighbourhoob of Montreal who could not (or did na wish to) breast-feed."2' The Canada 

Lancet, in 1 9 1 0, uisisted that dairy fârmers keep "heakh y cows, house them p roperly, and give 

them good food. Then the milk should be cared for properly until it reaches the con~umer."~' 

The medical journal demanded that practrtioners inform their patients that bad milk was na be 

tolerated, and that any one who &d not comply wrili these conditions should be put out of 

business. indeed, "it is a worse sort of enemy that cornes along and sells typhoid fever bacilli in 

his rnilk and thereby sows them in the intestinal canals of his trusting c~nsurners ."~ In 19 13, 

Health & The School estimated ten percem of Arnerican babies were iulled before the age of one 

because of unclean milk." The sanitary regdation of mik and water was also correlated to the 

19 Figlio, 178. 181. 
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pnvention of typhoid, diptheria, tuberculosis, and scarlet fever, and promoted poster campaigns 

to combat the issue (See Figure 1).- 

Reguiar meals were recommended since the body's 'mternal dock' worked best under a 

steady routine. .Authors, iïke Wood-Allen did not want her readers to be hampered by too many 

restrictions in their diets, yet she did want them to use dtscretion when they made their 

se~ections.'~ At the same tirne. manual &ers saw the danger in king too particular m appetite. 

This view was held despite histonan Brumberg's assertion that trends towards 'slimming' by 

adolescent women would nut gain populanty until the 1920s when "for the f i m  time, teenage 

girls made systematic efforts to lower their weight by food restriction and exercise."" Wood- 

Allen advised young women to "eat what is set in front of you, making a judicious choice both 

as to the ~ r i e t y  and quantity, and then determine that your food shall digest."" Eamg was a 

necessity, but once a woman lived "upon the higher plane of thought," she realized there were 

more important considerations than a h c y  menu that deserved her attention, such as the 

pleasure taken from eating simple food in good company." 

Once the body was nounshed, a sound night's sleep went hand in hand wIth tranquilrty 

of mind and spirit. In order to achieve a high standard of health, Clarke maintained young 

women, 

between the ages of fourteen and eighteen, must have sleep, not only for repair 
and growth, like boys, but for the additional task of constnicting, or, more 
properly speaking, of developing and perfecting then, a reproductive system,- 
the engme Win an engine.. . Work of the brain eats the brain away. Sleep is 
the chance and laboratory of repair. if a child's brainwork and sleep are 
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normally proportioned to each d e r ,  each night 4 1  more than make good each 
day's loss.. . But if the reverse occurs, the night will not repair the day; and 
aching heads will signalire the advance of neuralga, tubercle, and disease. So 
Nature punishes disobedience? 

The cause and effect analysis provided by Clarke was powefil in its visual imagery. Even if he 

had not desired to intentionally alarm his readers into compliance wrth his teachings, the concept 

of the brain eating itself away, and the foretoId threat of punishment was nonetheless unnerving. 

Sleeplessness was regarded as a synrptorn of larger medical problems. If one's sleep 

patterns were troubled, it was thought easy enough to discover the cause of the disturbance and 

remedy it. Deranged nervous systems resulted, accordmg to the Ladies' Corn~anion, if two 

people slept in the same bed. In a form reminiscent of a fàiry tale, the pli& of two sisters was 

spun in which the practice of sharing a bed resuhed in the younger sapping the life energy fiom 

the elder. Once the two teenagers were separateci, they both developed into robust, "happy, 

good-tempered" young women wah "considerable increase of avo~du~oids."" Sleeping alone in 

single beds was recommended for siblrngs and married people alike because "where two persons 

sleep in the same bed, the one who has the stronger physical power is likely to absorb the vital 

forces fiom the weaker one."" A person could not replenish their 1ost energy unless they slept 

alone and undisturbed. 

Very few women, according to the literature, suffered from sleeplessness. If they did, it 

belied a nervous temperament and susceptibilrty to hysteria. Rest allowed the body to recuperate, 

and middle class women were advised to take a vacation at least once a year away fiom the 

duties of the household for a month, or only a week, to strengthen the body. Rest was important 

because ' N e  nerves and other tissues of the body cannot be under continual strain without 

3 0  Clarke, Sex in Educaiion (1873) 59-60. 
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injury."" A o u n g  woman needed to shake off the troubles of the day because they made poor 

bedfellows and inhibited the sense of serencty aecessary for a proper night's sleep." 

The restorative quality of k h  nigtit air was stressed to both sexes. Fresh air in the 

bedroom stimulated the nervous center and mcreased the body's appetite for breakhst." Young 

people were encouraged to change their sleeping environment m i l  a "constant Stream of outer 

air Lno occupied rooms" was a~hieved. '~ The fictional doctor in Burks', Health and the School, 

insisted that %esh air renders recovery fiom disease n a  only more sure, but more swift," 

especially in cases of typhus.37 The mon beneficial exposure to night air was a srnall tent "hung 

like an awning mside the window, leaves the sleeper's head in the open air, at the same time 

preventing the room fiom bemg cooled off' as exemplified in the Figure 5." Therefore, the habit 

of sleepmg in the night air was promoted in order to build robust lungs, revitalLe appetites, and 

replenish lost energy. 

In 1908, authors like Dr. Saleeby felt that the importance of sleep was being ignored 

because of the media attention given to &et by heaith faddists and fànat i~s. '~ If a body was 

deprived of sleep, wony set in and the emotional state of a young man or woman was activated; 

thus, negating the energy needed to restore muscular expendinire. Young people should not 

sleep by a dock, but should sleep until they naually awoke well rested. a Tai to twelve hours 

of sleep each night was what Stall considered an appropriate amount of time for a growing 

'il Pancoim. Tokologv ( 1 903) 525. The e q  acceptance of =cation t irne for up to a month lus a 
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adolescent." In 1922, MacMurchy decided that the average amount required for a hrelve-year- 

old was approximately eleven hours, while an ei&teen-year-old required at iead nine h o u d  

Sleep was necessary to develop perfect heaith. During waking hours, the body expended 

energy at a constant rate, and this translated uito change at a cellular level. It was common 

knowledge that ' W e  in the body is only possible through constant death of the atoms of which it 

is composed ... each word, thought, activity, emotion causes expenditure, and imless expenditure 

is in some way made good, there will be bankrupt~y'*~ The protoplasrn from whtch cells were 

made was garnered through digestion, but they were only be replenished when the body was at 

rest. Sleep fieshened "the complexion, smoothes out wrinkles, clears out the brai,  strengthens 

the muscles, puts Light into the eyes and color imo the cheek? Simply put, Wood-Allen 

concluded that the terrn beauty sleep was not a misnomer. 

The importance of exercise lay in the comection forged between mind and body. For 

example, "strengthenùig the body would develop the mind, the character, and the will. As the 

mind, through the nervous system, permeated the entire body, the sound body in this reciprocal 

relationship was the responsive servant to the mind's commands."" The comrnon belief, which 

linked a young woman to her womb, was prevalent in the discussion of exercise. Erratic 

movement jolted the womb and pulled the ligaments b a t  hetd them in place. A good lie down 

was the prescribed remedy for ensuring that the womb returned to its original position." Mrs. 

Shepherd did not ignore the importance of physical aaivrty for young people. Her prescription 

for young women boiled d o m  to housework. "ïhere will doubtless be among my readers 

mothers who wiIl not send their daughters into the kitchen," Shepherd achowledged, realiring 

many of the middle class families reading her advice would have at least one servant to assist Ln 
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the running of the household, or would want dieir daughters to spend time in activities more 

refined than housework." Regardless, every daughter was admonished to follow her mother into 

the Iutchen in order to finish part of the washing (considered most beneficial) or ironing, 

c o o h g ,  Qsh-washing, weeping, and any other of the dozen chores that needed a wornan's 

attention. Young men, by cornparison, were asked to spend part of the spring or surnmer at a 

fàmity &end's f i rm fiom the ages of fourieen to seventeen, for the "purpose that their h m =  

and muscles as they set for life, may set strong and vigorous." 

Dr. Wood- Allen, in 1897, also endorsed domestic work as beneficial for a young girl. 

Work mcreased the appetite, encouraged proper sleep patterns, and in Wood-Allen's opinion 

could a a  as lessons in the domestic arts for young girls in order to ease their transition as 

homemakers in the future. Dishwashing was of benefit both physically and spiritually, as 

demonstrateci by the fo1Iowing story: 

1 heard a Iadytell the other day how she would make dishwashing a delight. Shz 
said, '1 would Say, this hot water represents tnrth, heated by love. The soiled 
dishes represent myseif, with aaU rny worn-out thoughts and desires. I plunge 
them in the Iovuig truth and cieanse them thoroughly; then polish them wRh the 
towel of persistence and store them away in symmetncal order to wait fûrthzr 

49 use. 

Order marked the happiness of a wornan, and even mundane chores were infùsed w6h didactic 

rneaning for readers. 

Students were specifically targeted for advice literature because "in order to obtain 

mental improvement, [they] often forget to pay atîention to the wants of the body."'0 Leapmg, 

running, and jumping janed the body, but unlike Shepherd's account, the waming against such 

aaivity by the Provincial Board of Heaith was not gender specific. Rowkg, horseback riding, 

and fencing were deemed the mon surtable activities for adolescent men, yet these activities dur 

to the expense of the equipment reNided their participation to those of the middle and upper 
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classes. A more mclusive form of exercise was handball, which was a popular form of 

amusement on crry school grounds." By 1889 this advice changed. and exercise that included 

skipping rope. croquet, walkîng, dancing, or ricimg were recornmended because they often led 

girls out rnto the fiesh air and suushine of the country. Specifically detailed for young women 

wrth narrow chests was an exercise that simply required deep breathing, in an upnght position, 

in order to inflate the lungs to full capacrty with fresh air. This exercise was also believed to cure 

consumpti~n.'~ fistonan Patricia Campbell contends that in an era where an eigbeen-inch waist 

was thought by readers to be a symbol of beauty, exercises advocating the intake of a deep 

breath was a challenging request9 

Exercise in early moming air was prescribed as extremely beneficial due to its 

restoative fieshness and purity.Y This was especially pertinent for young women, who were 

more likely to be housebound, and thus did not always get the fiesh air their young bodies 

required." Quick walking was of panicular benefit, since it was both inexpensive and 

universally available for all. Mental as well as physical benefits were gained becauss 

however sullen the disposition may be arnong our gnefi at home, exercise in the 
open air cheers us up; however listless the limbs may have been, sustaining a 
too heavy heart, they are braced up by exercise ... however perverse the memory, 
presenting al1 that is gloomy and agonizing, exercise and change of scene luIl it 
to ren, and the sieep of memory is a day in Paradise to the unbappy." 

The hurnan body was a machine, and exercise allowed each muscle to perforrn its special and 

distinct fùnction. 

The benefits of exercise in the life of a heaithy adolescent were universally praised; 

however, it was also important for young people to keep a balance between physical and mental 

stimulation. The overdevelopment of one restncted the normal developrnent of the d e r .  For 
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example, "the highly muscular man d e s  large demands upon his blood for his digestive tract 

and for the muscles thernselves. By so rnuch mun the brain be depleted."" NearIy half a century 

after Herbert Spencer's theorems were published, authors like SaIeeby d l  quoted them in 1908 

and refmed to his book on education as a "masterpiece."" Spencer felt that 

Nature was a strict accountant; and if you dernand of her in one direction more 
than she is prepared to lay out, she balances the account by makmg a deduction 
elsewhere.. .Excess of boddy exercise diminishes the power of thougtit.. .in 
peasants who spend their lives in rnuscdar labour, the actimty of mind is very 
sma 11. " 

The passage not only substantiated ill-formed class stereotypes, but also added currency to 

Spencer's theory of finite energy. Teenagers were instmcted not to think of exercise in terms of 

muscle growth, but to evaluate how their mincis could also be improved. Thus, team sports 

involving strategy and physical starnina were thought to encompass the best of buth w o r l d ~ . ~  

Purrty and strength of body and mind rsquired adolescents to m k e  their bodies a temple 

through disciplined exercise. Stall considered the possession of a set of inexpensive durnb-beIls a 

signal %at that boy's future is full of hope and promise."6' In the first reference 1 found to the 

employment of child labour, Stall noted "the child that has been confined for days in the school- 

room or the factory, an hour or two in the park would be a genuine recreation," and an excellent 

opportunity to exercise!' The depleting aspects of exercise linked the mental to the physical. 

For example, formal gymnastics were "fiilly as fatiguing to brain and body as the most 

The best exercise emp loyed the mind pleasant 1 y, but was nut over-taxing. Repeating the 

advice she had offered several years earlier, Dr. Wood-Allen 6 1 1  maintained that housework 
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provided girls wrth the best gymnasium. More importarrtly, domestic labour was associated wrth 

fimiaine behaviour Wood-Allen quuted an anonymous lecturer who rernarkcd that "she never 

fek more of a lady than when scrubbing her krtcheu flwr, and she was not ashamed to be seen 

by her fhends at this work." a in 19 13, the me* of bicycle d i n g  were also praised as long as 

a young woman sat upon the glutteal muscles and not upon the perineum, and did not ride when 

she menstruated.6' Advocacy of cycling was a relatively new phenornenon. In 1896, the 

Canadian Practitioner had declared that women who rode bicycles did so because it was a 

"means of gratifyuig unholy and bestial desire.'* 

A unique feature of the literature addressed to femak readers occurred specifically in 

19 13, when a senes of exercises were described that targeted weak areas of the body. The Self 

and Sex Series did not have a similar section in their manuals to young men. Exercises to 

overcome slight lateral curvature, or round shoulders, strengthen weak back muscles, develop 

the chest, strengthen abdominal muscles mcluded numbered steps, and detailed descriptions on 

how to irnprove physical endurance. Most entertainhg to modern readers is the section devoted, 

'To Facilitate the Retum of Displaced Organs to Their Normal Positions," which consisted of 

routines designed to pull back organs, displaced by corsets, strenuous exercise, and by the forces 

of gravrty. '' 
Metaphors of the body as a temple, home, machine, or factory abounded in medical 

advice literature. h such, an adolescent's weaknesses and physical deficiencies were 

emphasized as 'the body is reduced to an endless muhiplicity of points that can be mapped. 

6 8  
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charted? and uhmately c~rrected.'~"r\umors depicted the n o m  or bluepnnt of a heatthy body 

and went into great detail to show how young men and women could achieve the ideal through 

proper diet, rest, and exercise. The inter-connection between the body, mind and spirit also 

meant a poor diet, insomnia, or lethargy tampered wrth the newous system and the creation of 

vital energy. 

The persuasiveness of the heakh regime prescribed for readers was quite possibly its 

simplicrty. For instance, the above procedures could be easily established into a daily rotrtine, 

and had the potential to address or possibly cure, a wide array of adolescent maladies. As 

historian Janet Oppenheim argues, using asylum and patient records, 

to base the pursuit of health on a systematic regime of diet, rest, exercise, and 
cleanhess is, of course, a vaiuable serategy to empioy against a variety of 
disorders, but it made particular sense in the case of nervous iIlness. Where the 
causes of distress were often elusive, the therapeutic campaign needed to be al1 
the broader, encompassing v h a l l y  every aspect of the patient's ~ i f e . ~ ~  

Her obsenation is equally applicable to prescriptive advice literature, as Ï t  was for the 

practitioners and instrtutions ûppenheim describes. 

I found nothing in the literature that addressed what might now be called drastic 

measures, fad dtets, or health trends that could have been detrimental to a young person's health. 

lnstead, common sense and a rather orbary ,  dull, routine was established for his or her well 

being. There are no surprises here. if readers followed the advice to the Letter, they would eat 

well (if plainly); participate in recreational exercise to keep them fit; and sieep well. A body that 

was welI fed, strong, and rested was simply less vulnerable to disease. 

Of greater significance was the literature's stress upon self-improvement. Each 

individual had the tools to shape his or her body into the ideaI. Routine and the formation of 

proper habits established an individual's control over their body. Only through wiIl power and 
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self-control could happiness and good heaith be achieved." If young people established 

discipline in dieir physical seIf, then they also had a better chance of nimulating their mental self 

wrth proper influences, and maintainkg the morality of their spiritual self. 

Beauty, Fashion, and Strength 

'We should endeavor to look just as pretty as we possibly cari.""-~r. Mary Wood-Ailen, 1936 

In the Beairtv M d ,  Naomi Wolf argues that the attributes thought to be beautifid in 

women during any histoncal fiamcwork were merely symbols of the female behaviour that 

society considered desirable. In d e r  words, concepts of beauty were "prescribing behaviour 

and nor o p p e ~ r a n c e . " ~  Men, contrary to Wolf s perspective, were not excluded fiom this 

process. In The Image of Man: The Creation of Modem Masculinity, George Mosse contends 

that the masculine ideal (strength, self-control, muscutar beauty, and rationalrty) was also 

infused with the aspirations of society and the nation." Historian Sander Gilrnan agrees that 

"idealized body types are paralleled by ideal 'moral' types, by 'good citizens.' The beautifid 

citizen is the good citizen."" Therefore, beauty and nrength symbolized more than good health, 

it refleded one's morality. 

in a society where rnarriage was a goal for many young women and men, adolescents 

and parents alike realized that beauty was a currency and that "good l ook  were an important 

vehicle of social success. "" Mitchinson contends that attempts by feminist rat ional dress 

refomers in the 1840s and 1850s to reject tradrtional fashions in favour of Amelia Bloomer's 

- -  - - 
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invention were openly ridiculed by fishionable members of society . Fashion magazines 

generally ignored rational dress perhaps because the split slurt was deemed unferninine, and was 

associated by youth wrLh the ever unfashionable 'bluenockings' of yesteryear. With a societal 

standard of beauty which dictateci that the turn-of-the-century female form must contort into the 

shape of an hourglass, prescnptive manuals went against this tide of public opinion and 

supporting dress reform when they unanimously denounced the use of corsets. 

For example, in 1875 Burt Wilder's declared adamantly: "the dress adapted by the 

wornen of Our times may be very gracefùl and becoming ... but tt certamly is conducive to the 

development of uterine diseases, and proves nut merely a predisposing but an exciting cause of 

them."" Wilder backed up his arguments wrdi the testirnony of medical experts, includmg Dr. 

E. Cutter, h o  condernned corsets because they, along with the weight of the garments attached 

to them, squeezed and crowded "the viscera down to the Iower pan of the c a v e  in the pelvis."n 

The Canada Lancet endorsed a return to more 'naturai' modes of dress because the curmt 

fàshion layered too much clothing around one focal point, which led to an unequal distribution 

of temperature disrupting the normal circulation of blood throughout the body.?9 By the 1 8 8 0 ~ ~  

the bustle lost currency in fishionable Society. Sleeves "began to swell in compensation and 

corsets were pulled tighter, smce there was no longer the bustle to give the illusion of a srnall 

~ a i s t . " ' ~  As corsets got tighter, opposition by rnanual &ers became more vocal. 

In 1884, LWS. Shepherd offered wamings agalnst the physical darnage corsets imposed 

upon a growing body. Horizontal whalebones and vertical 'steels' embedded il the corset 

pressed against the abdomen. The steels sîarted ngid and straight. Eventually, îhey bent and 

curved to fit the shape of the girl's body after being laced- the srnaller desired the waîst the 

- 
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more ne& a girl sewed into her corset. Cmsequently, excess pressure was placed upon the 

womb, which Shepherd contended might htventually dislodge it!" In sciernific langage. 

Shepherd told young women that the compression mflicted by the steels in corset corrvaaed the 

flexible cartilage which bound the rib cage to the breast bone. This pressure created a pamful 

ridge when the "cartilages on one side [of the breast bone] may be bent outward, while those on 

the opposite side are bent inward."" In some cases, the lower nbs on each side couid be 

malformed as to ahos t  touch, lessening the cavity for the vital organs. The iungs were then so 

compressed that they were unable to function propedy. "Carbonic acid" was no longer released 

in sufficient proportions, and thus the blood stream was poisoned." 

Finally, if these warnings were not enough to convince her readers of the evIIs of 

corsets, Shepherd included a true story (told to fier by a doctor's wife) d o s e  moral was 

impossible to miss. Once upon a time, 

a stout, healthy Gerrnan girl came over to America, and hired out to do 
housework. Of course she soon began to ape the puny, delicate, native girls in 
dress, bought a corset, and learned the art of lacing. She would draw the strings 
as tight as she could wrth her hands, then put them over the bedpoa and tighten 
them still more ... For fear she rnight lose some of this acquired srnaIiness during 
the night she wore it to bed ... I was not infomed whether she changed it for the 
wash or not. In a very few months her heaith began to fail. (Strange, wasn 't it? 
The climate didn't agree with her, some thought) Soon the marked symptoms of 
consumption set in, and after a &iIe she was confïned to her bed, when my 
friend's husband was called to prescribe for her. Her clarling corset stdl girted 
[sic] her wasting h m e  until she became to weak to change her linen d o u t  
help, when it was discovered by her atîendant, who told the doctor. He ordered 
it taken off, which was done. This at once threw the girl into the most acute 
suffering. She screamed wnh pain and could not be eased and they were obliged 
to put it back on again ... and soon after, the girl died with her corset on, a rnarty 
to fishion. Then a posf mortem examination revealed the awfirl ka that the ribs 
were imbedded in the inflamed and nippurated l ~ n ~ s . ~  

- - - - - - - . - - - - - - - 
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This gruesome tale, whether tme or na, clearly outlined the dangers of corsets in vivid detail, 

and probably appealed to the active unaginations of youthful readers. 

What 1 fomd most ingenious about Shepherd's manual was her insightfd attempt to 

explain the psyche of teenage girls. Mer acknowledguig the perceived invincibilrty of young 

people, Shepherd maintained that no arnount of time would enable their bodies to fully 

recuperate fiom tight-lacing. She also mused about the reasons young women persisted in a 

mode of dress that so obviously damaged their heakh. 

Do girls persist in dressing as they do to plase the boys and young men? ?bey 
have often been accused of doing so, and the girls always deny it; dedaring that 
they dress solely to please themselves. Without entering upon the pros and cons 
of the case, I will state it as my belief that this is the reason ... But I am glad to 
see this. It seems to me a very beautifid thing that young ladies and gentlemen 
like to make tbemselves attractive to one another ... Girls, a srnaII waist, 
artificially ohaineci, is a sham. But boys do not seem to h o w  that any more 
than you do. Somehow they got the idea that it mdicates refinernent.. .or that it 
belongs to a good form, which is one essential of a good-looking woman ... The 
attraction of the sexes is well-ni& the strmgest motive power in the 
world.. .Boys ou& to be so tau* that they will be pleased only wrth that which 
is naturally, not artificially beautifil; wah the solid, pure and good.'5 

Several aspects of b i s  passage are compelling. First, the protestations of young women (that 

they were dressing simply for their own benefit) were ignored and dismissed as lies. Second, the 

passage assumed tetnage girls contnbuted, or even had the final Say, as to what they would Wear 

and how they would Wear it. Third, heterosexual feelings of desire and mutual attraction are 

positively reinforced as not only proper, but beautifil. FinalIy, Shepherd informed young men in 

a fiank and serious tone that they needed to reconstruct popular images of beauty and fàshion, so 

that young wornen would stop contorting their figures for their benefrt. 

The general alternative to straight ïacing was to simply suspend clothing fiom their 

shoulders, instead of hstening them to their hips. For instance, Mrs. Shepherd provided her 

readers with sample drawings depicting elastic hamesses modeled on male suspenders to hold up 

ss Shepherd, For Girls ( 1884) 36-37. 



a w b g s  and chernilettes (flannel slips wom under a skia)." Rational dress ~ d u c e d  the weight 

a wornan wore fiom an average of twenty Ibs. to seven." Echoing the Shepherd's sentiments. the 

provincial aiahornies proclaimed in 1886 freedorn of movemmt was of topmost priority. As 

evidenced by Figure 6, the fiequent use of tight-lacing by adolescent girls made the waist "as 

easy to snap as a pipestem, [and resulted] in dangerous compression of a11 the vital organs. ..,and 

mus_ if penevered in, end in disease and deformity"" Even literature that did not usually resort 

to diagams for the majority of its information, the problem of tight-Iacmg was deemed serious 

enough to requirs visual remforcement. 

According t O prescriptive literature, a grave injustice was perpetrated agakst Young 

women by the fishion industry. Tight-lacing impaired "their muscular vigor by confining their 

growing frames in the fàtal chains of fàshion, and you increase debility, and even defonnrty in 

the race to corne. If we want our girls to be made straight, let them be made ~ t ron~ . ' ' ' ~  By 1889, 

teenage girls read "that so long as American women consent to deform themselves and sacrifice 

their heoith to fàlse ideas of beauty, it is almost hopeless to urge their fimess for, and their right 

to, a higher Life than they now e n ~ o ~ . " ~ ~  Until young women made the personal decision to 

improve their lifestyle and abandon corsets, it was useless to convince them atherwise because 

the wamings fell on deaf ears. Wood-Allen told young women not to deprive themselves of 

amusements due to tight-lacing, "an error which 1 am sure you will never faIl into, for you 

understand how important it is that you should breathe sufficiently in order to have your blood 

purified."9' Thus, she appealed to a young wornan's 'common sense' to impart her words of 

wisdorn on good health. 
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In 1894, Jefferies accused tight-lacing of destroying the natural beauty of a young 

womm and making her irritable. Bone development was restricted because the flow of nwients 

aopped and left the skeleton twined and def~rmed.~'  By constant pressure 'the vagma and 

womb may be compressed into one-third their naturd length or crowded into an unnatural 

position ... Under these circumstances the ligaments lose their elasticity, and as a rsult we have 

prolapsus or M i n g  of the ~ o m b . " ~ '  Physical disfiprement was the consequence if a young 

wornan chose to Wear (or was encouraged by a parent) a corset. In 1894, the Ontario Woman's 

Chrinian Temperance Union vocalized their disapproval of what they labeled 'unheahhy' 

fàshions." The fàshion-industry itself was blamed for popularizing "customs of dress that are 

lrttle less than barbarous," and capkaliring on the fàshion of tight-lacing through "s ucty millions 

of corsets sold in a year in her ica , -one  for nearly every man, woman and child m the land! "95 

In SeReries' opinion, tight-lacing not only deformed a woman physically but also 

warped her personality. Beauty was "in reality but another name for expression of countenance, 

which is the index of sound healdi, intelligence, good feelings, and peace of mind."% The 

discornfort caused by corsets disfigured the face through expressions of pain and il1 feeling. 

Consequently, "bitter thoughts or a bad temper spoil the human expression of its comeliness and 

g a ~ e . " ~ '  The Forum rhapsodized that "her flesh is of flower-like delicacy in composrtion and 

color ... she shows only a complexion whose shell-like color, coming and going, reveals every 

passing em~tion."~' Corsets spoiled this natural beauty. Women could n d  hide these feelings 

because they were thought to be overwhelming. 
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Dr. Emma Ange11 Drake insisted that women who dressed in corsets did as much to 

destroy the prospects of the human race as men who drank alcohol." Dr. Ellis* cited by Draks. 

t w k  ths assumption one step firther when he stated, ''the practice of tight-lacing has done more 

wrthin the last century towards the physical deterioration of civilized man, than has war, 

pestilence and fimine combined."'" Pressure on the chest cavrty interfered wnh expansion of 

the lungs and caused the blood to stagnant wrthin them.'O1 Displacement of the womb fiom 

corsets threatened the extemal beauty of a woman, created çtomach difficukies, broke down the 

nervous system, and weakened a y o u g  woman d l  she was no longer a fit candidate for 

mamage and motherhood.'" Loose fming clodiing, evenly distributed along the body, eased 

movement, breathing, and promoted a heaithy physique. 'O3 

Dr. Wood-Allen provided a simple test for readers to follow which ensured a proper fit 

in their clothing. When the lungs fiIled after a large breath was taken, the fastening at the waist 

was then closed h o u t  pulling a particle. I f  during the hstenuig any air escaped, it indicated 

the clothing was tcx, tight. The reason a tapered waist was admired, in Wood-Allen's opinion, 

was that society was "wrongly educated. We have acquired wrong ideas of beauty. We have 

accepted the ideals of the fishionplate rather than those of the Crzator." '" Despite the adamant 

rejection of corsets by authors, their repeated wamings were apparemly not influeda1 enough to 

irnmediately change the nom.  

ûnly when fashion drastically changed were the warnings extoIled by advice literature 

updated. The craze of the Gibson girl, or Swan Silhouette, named for a Straight-fronted corset 

that threw the bust forward and pushed the hips back lasted only a year. It fell out of favour in 

tg08 when the Parisian dressmaker, Paul Poiret, introduced the fàshion world to the next huge 
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trend- "le vague"- a long, slim silhouette draped in a sheath gown that slowly set the stage for 

the flapper.'Os IronicaUy, though the îashionable chemise of the 1920s confomed to advice that 

promoted loose-fitting clothing that ailowed a woman to expand her lungs to full capacity, the 

dress d i  drew disapprovai from authors. 

Historian Christina Boufis contends that "the modem p l ,  playing with the tropes of 

fernale representation, self-consciously attempts to reclaim a space for (self) represerrtation" 

through her fishion and demeanor.lP6 JefFeries was a severe critic of modem flappers wrth their 

bobbed hair, three coats of paint and powder, wiîh plucked eyebrows, artdicial 
eyelashes, and carmine lips, wrth low necked, short sleeved, and generously 
peekabooed waist, whh an abbreviated skirt and rolled down silk hose j u s  
meeting below the hees ,  and al1 the rest of it, she bInhely pursues her il1 fàied 
course. 'O' 

A woman's moral ctiaracter came under suspicion as she exhibited her sensuality through her 

selection of clothing. indeed, 'ber sketchy costume cannot fait to arouse the passions of men and 

boys. To al1 o u h ~ r d  appearances she is attempting to Mitate  the woman of the street~."'~' The 

shock value Jefferies believed was mherent m the fashion ofthe early 1930s did IittIe to establish 

the punty or innocence of a wornan's reputation; and for Jefferies' generation, the ability of a 

woman to retain her chiid-like innocence was considered to be a mark of beauty.'" 

Concepts of beatrty went beyond the clathing in the current fashion plates. Seorchlkhts 

on Health went to great Iengths to discuss what men found attractive in women. Since facial 

beauty was only skin-deep, an intelligent expression, "a beautifil form, a gracefùl figure, 

graceful movements and a h d  heart" were considered the strongest characteristics of fernale 
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beauty.'" TO h f i U  her deniny in society a young woman was encouraged to be charming as 

well as beauhful, "for a channing p l  will never become a charmiess wife.""' in 1894, 

elements deemed physically beautifil for young women to attain included a round plump figur3 

which dernonmateci good health and vigor. Broad hips indicated fertility, while a narrow pelvis 

symbolized weakened sexuality. A f i i U  bust represented perfect motberhood (atthough if the 

breast size was deemed abnormally Iarge it was an indication of materna1 and genetic 

deficiency). Small feet were considered 'lovely ' because they suggested mode* and reserve, 

while large feet predicted 'coarseness,' physical power, authority, and a dominant naturc 

Beautifhl anns were admtred for the simple reason that they were in proportion to the rest of the 

body. Fmally, in addition to physical characteristics, the air of innocence that accompanied a 

pious and religious nature also added s i g r u f i d y  to a woman's overall cham."' 

In 1903, concepts of beauty d l  inchded elements of heaith and "pe$ect 

organzzation."'l' Pancoast explained in exhaustive detail physiological aspects of beauty, and 

included notes on the skeleton, muscles, digestive system, and nervous system of adolescent 

women. His descriptions were dry, and more chical  than Jefferies, seeming to resemble lessons 

in fernale anatomy more than beauty tips wrth which a young wornan could 'improve' her 

appearance. The importance of organization in a male body consîituted what was usefil, and in a 

female body what was agreeable (one assumes to the male viewer)." 

The basic definition of what physically composed a beautiful young wornan remained 

constant throughout the years under study. Perhaps, the stability reflected the minor or non- 

existent revisions made for muhple edrtions by the publishing houses. 'Natural beauty' was 

adrnired, and simpIicÎty of dress and person advised because "a handsome wornan needs no 
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diarnonds, no silks nor satins; her &ce outshines diarnonds and her form is beautifiil in 

~alico.""~ Added to the lin was a new emphasis on intelligence, specifically instruction on 

m e n  pertaining to mothehwd. These qualities were important m 'catchmg' a husband; "if a 

woman desires to be loved, she must cufhvate her uitellectuai Ns, be hteresting and 

entertaining in society, and practical and helpful in the home, for these are some of the 

qualifications which make up the highest type of beauty.""' Beauty continued to be defïned by 

male criteria. Men loved "reserve and discretion in women more than they admire some of the 

more modern of womanly [?] characteristics. Falsehood, cigarette smoking, gambling and 

masculinrty are poor foundations on which to form hrnily ties. rr 111 Modem women, wrîh their 

unheakhy habits, were tainted wrth vice. 

The qualities that made a man beautifil were extremely different. Young men were told 

to wash regulariy, and keep their hair and h g e r  naiIs trim and neat because %ose who are 

slovenly or careless in their habits are unfit for refined society, and cannat possibly make a good 

appearance in it."'" Little was said in relation to fishion. Any clothing advice proffered 

concemed the importance of warm woolen undergaments rather than elaborating on the whims 

of fa~hion."~ Instead, authors such as lefferies, listed fifieen qualities that hs believed women 

loved in men; the m m  theme revolved around concepts of straigth. In discussions of male 

beauty, personality and intellect were referred to more ofien than physical attributes. 

Adolescent boys were informed that women respected courage, force, and despised a 

man who was cowardly or bashful. lntending to provide insight into the power dynamics of 

male-female relationships, the authors told teenagers that "wornan naturally loves her lord and 

master. Women who desperately object to be overruled, nevertheless admire men who overde 

them, and few women would have any respect for a man whom they could cornpletely nile and 
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control.""' Men were regarded as protecton; consequently, women 'naturally' loved strong, tau, 

and fit men, and pitied men who were shon, slight of h e ,  or weak.'" In addition, g a l l w  

and generousq were comrnendable virîues. Yet, the generousity remarked of in this case was 

not one of spirit, but instead one based on material weafth. Young men were told that a young 

woman "loves a generous giver ... A wornan receiving presents fiom a man impiies that she will  

pqv him bock in 10ve."'~ in explicit language, yomg men were advised that they could win the 

love of the girl they admired through tangible tokens of their affection. 

Next on the list of a h e d  quaiities was intelligence. This point was brought home to 

young readers ttirough the testimony of English officer, O.S. Fowler who was engaged to a 

beairtiful young woman. While he served in India wrote to her: 

'1 have lost an eye, a leg, an arm, and been badiy marred ... besides you never 
could love this poor, mairned soldier. Yet, I love you too well to make your Iife 
wretched by requiring you to keep your marnage-vow wrth me, fiom which I 
hereby release you. Find among English peers one physically more perfêct, 
whom you c m  love better.' She answered, as aii genuine women must answer; 
'Your noble mind, your splendid talents, your martial prowess which mairned 
you, are what 1 love. As long as you reîain sufficient body to contain the casket 
of your soul, which alone is what 1 admire, 1 love you al1 the same.. .lZ4 

Despde assurances that women admired intellect above physical beauty, advice given wrthin ths  

same chapter contradicted this clairn. Adolescents were told that women despised al1 physical 

signs of sofhess or weakness (though even homely men were admired if they were strong). 

Despite the twenty-eight years and one World War, Safi Counsel did nut stray f ir  fiom 

its predecessor, S e a r c h l i h  on Heakh. nie qualities listed were almost identical: courage, 

strength, height, intelligence, nobilxty of charaaer, and vigor personfied attractive young men. 

Strength of conviction, responsible adions, and leadership skills were new additions to Jeffenes' 

- - 
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lin. Perhaps this change reflected society's glorification of the atry of young men Uao seMce 

during World War One. As exempllfied by Figure 7, women could n a  resist a man in unifonn- 

the very symboi of bravery, virility, and the epitome of a natural protector.l'-' Thus, critena of 

beauty reflected the life role that society a s m e d  each sex would fulfill. Sander Gilman 

describes nineteenth-century beliefi: 

not only that the healthy body becomes beautifid, but that the beautiful becomes 
heatthy; the diseased is not only the ugly, but the ugly the diseased. And the 
ugly must be made to give way to the beauhful through the agency of scientific 
medicine. What is desired is a worid peopIed by the beautifid, and only an 
absolute n o m  of beauty is permitted.lL6 

Moreover, beauty was equated with happiness, and was considered 'the outward and visible sign 

of heam- perfection- v i~tue ." '~~ 

With respect to fàshion, Mitchinson argues that 

uhile sorne women's fishions probably did Iead to heakh problerns for women, 
the arguments used to criticize them reveaied concems other than 
medical ... Doctors perceived that the traditional role was changmg, and rnany 
wanted to retum to a time when they believed women had concentratecl their 
activities on having and raising children. lu  

Young women were regarded as beautrful in terms of their ability to attract a friture mate, wtiils 

young men were pressureci to emulate the courage and aggressiveness associated vath the public 

her internai organs or dqlacing her womb by tight-lacing her clothing. 

The standard of beauty for yomg men was not considered by authors to be dependem 

on the whims of fàshion. Youths were to take pleasure in rigorous pursuits that fostered both a 

sense of independence accompanied by physical strength. When contemporaries Iooked upon 

both sexes, and considered their physical characteristics only, many thougbt that "this is 

'" IeEenes, M e  Counsel(1922) 49. 
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strength, and that is beauty; dus is power and b a t  is grace. Surely they are the cornplements one 

of the other."lB Delka-, sofbess, and sweetness defined the heafthy and ferninine adolescent 

girl, whle the masculine ideal was personified by viril*, intellect, and stature. 

1 X? Slarrell, Forum (1890) 185. 



Cbapter Three: Bad Habits to Avoid 

Temptations: Alcohol and Tobacco 

it speedily blights and blasts, and niins a man or a woman. both for this world 
and for the world to corne, for the Bible says 'That no dmkard can mherit the 
kingdom of God. ' ' - Sylvanus Stall, 1897 

Temperance was by no means a new concept to Canadians. Glenn Lockwoud notes that 

evangelical clergymen first spread notions of ternperance in British North America during the 

1 820s .' By 1 83 1, seventy-four temperance societies were established m Upper Canada alone.' 

According to h n g u s  McLaren, induigence in liquor or tobacco was more commonly associated 

with young men than women, and reports that alcoholism in the nineteenth century was on the 

rise was 'pointed to by the nervous as evidence of the erosion of traditional va~ues . '~  As 

historian Cheryt Kraniick Warsh notes it was only when aspects of dmiung were equated with 

cuhral remission (specifically male violence within the home) that the behaviour was 

reprimanded by ternperance crusaders.' With the founding of the Women's Christian 

Temperance Union in Canada m the 1870s. Mary Odem argues "me-legislated prohibition 

became the preferred path to purity" alongside anti-tobacco ~ a r n ~ a i ~ n s . ~  By 1897, the money 

spent amually on alcohol by the English and American population was estirnateci by Stall to be 

f 1,500,000,000; an expenditure which "not only pauperizes individuals, but impovenshes 

1 S M ,  Wiat a Youiie Man Oudit to Ktiow (1897) 255. 1 {vas unabte to fiiid the direct biblicd 
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nations."' With these statistics in hanci, heaith officiais declared the problern of alcohol 

consurnption had reached epidemic proportions. 

Despite the strengîh denved fiom their manly attnbutes. the willpower of young men 

was considered weak and wlnerable to ternptaîion. Valverde asserts that masculine virtue was 

acquired by m a s î e ~ g  sobriety ' If adolescent boys could not be entertained at home, then it was 

a certamty that adventure would be sought elsewhere. For example, in 1875 Wilder ciaimed tbat 

bord  youths went "to public houses, at first, for Iove of liquor- very few people really ldce the 

taste of liquor- they go for the animated and hilarious cornpanionship they find there, which, 

they discover, does much to repress the dimirbhg restlesmess in their breasts." Muthers were 

instmcted by manuals to rnake their homes appealing. By opening blinds, lïghting fires, hanging 

pictures, setting out acceptable reading on tables, and providing games, or musical 

entertainment, families created a congenial atrnosphere.lo Parents hoped the parlour could 

become pleasant enough to keep young men at home under aduit supervision, and away fiom 

those who enticed them to drink. In 1890, the Ladies' Bazar even suggested (obviously to 

weatthier families) the vansformation of an upper fioor imo a "club-roorn" where boys could 

box, play games, use their microscopes and dumbbells, or praaice their musical instruments." 

No advice was given on how the home could be made more interesthg for young women; 

pehaps because they were assumed to be completely content in the domestic sphere (presurned 

to be their rightful place) and did not need it to be improved for their benefit. ï h e  problem of 

SW, Wh& a Young Man Ought to Know (1897) 252. Warsh notes chat " in Toronto of 
185 1 ... there were more mems than streets, and the per capita consumption of three gallons of whiskey 
per year nas f i e  times greater than that of 195 l...the Upper Cana& census of 185 1 recorded 1,990 
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alcohol connimgmon by young women may have been regarded as rare enough that authors did 

not t h k  it needad to be elaborated upon Ui detail." 

Aduits, male and female, were urged to set the proper example of sobnety for the young 

peciple under their charge. Responsible and 'dry' role modeis were considered a neces- by 

authors because "precept cannot exeit an influence where prachce is at   ri an ce with it."" 

Teachers were advised to refrain fiom drinking alcohol in the interests of maintaining their own 

good health, and in appreciation of the influence they had over their midents." The promotion of 

temperance at home impressed in a young man's consciousness a set of conservative values that 

heiped him refuse temptaion in public. For instance, manuals in 1907 designaed Sunday as the 

perfect day for M e r s  to establish a tradition of weekly walks wIth their sons m order to act as 

their trusteci confidantes, and elaborate upon bath the physical, mental, and moral dangers of 

alcohol. " 

Brain damage and the resuhant nervous tremors, paralysis, loss of sight, and epilepsy 

awaited adolescents if they drank to excess. The 1886 Ontario Manual of Hyciene quoted a 

professor of surgery at Glasgow University who claimed that ninety-nine out of every hundred 

cases in the caniaity ward of their infimary were results of heavy alcohol c o n s ~ r n ~ t i o n . ~ ~  

Outside of accidents, a slow death was often predicted: 

h t  the intellemal and moral fkulties are blunted, then the part of the brain 
controlling the muscles and muscular movements of the body is affected, and 
the respiratory power finally cornes under the influence of the poison, heavy or 

12 Wonieii iiiay also Iiave k e n  niore discret or sxretive about thsir addictions. For instance. the 
WCTU printed tlie f0110wii1g exerpt. "Seing iimt the lady nude a Iarge purcl= of eau de cologne. aiid 
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hikard anci oiie of the wom of tlienb too. Siie bwsffrom 1 to 2 dozuis of tliose long s l h  bottles of - 
471 1 cologm me- wek, and die takes it entireiy herse if... on lumps of sugaf': "Perfunied DIunkards," 
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stertorous breathing occurs, insensibility or stupor cornes on, and the fûnctims 
of organic life rnay cease. " 

The dangers of alcohol were not simply physical, aithough the physical damage m s  orrtlined in 

incredible detail. Mental consequences were equally severe to the physical damage caused by 

alcohol." A youth's morality was at stake as drink caused him to lose control. What was 

thought to be most repugnant about alcohol abuse was the lack of resistance which led young 

men to the depths of degradation, demonstrated most impressively to readers in 1894 by the 

sprawled and helpless cinuikard pictured in Figure 8. Thus, 'improper' choices at an early age 

had profound consequences. Those who chose alcohol were writing their own tragic destiny 

Furthermore, authors spoke drrectly to the invincible spirit of good heakh and vigor that 

young people assurned they possessed. in Stxrchliebts on Heakh, JefFeries commiserated with 

his youthftl readers when he stated: 

You think you are safe; 1 know you are not safe, if you d ~ k  at all; and when 
you get o k d e d  wrth the gwd &ends that wam you of your danger, you are a 
fool. 1 know that the grave swallows daily, by scores, dntnkards, every one of 
whom thought he was safè while he was forming his appetite. But this is old 
talk. A young man in this age who forms the habit of dnnking, or puts himself in 
danger of fornimg the habit, is usually so weak that it doesn't pay to save him. Ig 

Indulgence was not onIy Mewed as weak, but unmanly. The standards of mascuhity, the mark 

of a m e  gentleman, according to prescriptwe literature, didated that men rationally debated 

decisions, t w k  responsibility for their actions, and above al1 else, remained in comrol. 

When an adolescent boy began drinking socially, a habit s w n  developed that was tw 

powerful for him to break. in time, his will power was crushed until the bottle enslaved him. 

Alcohol disfigured 

the body, ruins the nervous system, dethrones the reason, produces insanity, 
becornes the parent of idiocy; it blunts the hner feelings and sensibilities, it fills 
our pwr-houses with paupers and crowds our prisons with criminals; it breaks 
the hearts of parents and pauperizes helpless women and innocent diildren; it 
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ieads to vice and violence, and plunges its victirns mto temporal and etemal 
min. 20 

By cirinkmg to excess, it was not only their iives that adolescents jeopardized. As the designated 

protectors of society, intemperance caused adolescent boys to fail in their d m  as guardians over 

the young and innocent. In 1897, Stall encouraged men to sign the following promise into the 

fly-leaf of their bibles: "1, the mdersigned, do pledge my word and honor, G d  helping me, to 

abstain fiom al1 in toxica~g liquors as a beverage, and that 1 will, by ail honorable means, 

encourage others to abstain.'"' Christian values and temperance were linked and held up as the 

ideals of health and moralrty, which every decent young man was instructed to follow. 

A young man's logic and reason were appealed to in the 1908 discussion of alcohol and 

its effects on the body. The 'ficts' observed fiom experiments, and expressed in increasingly 

scientific Ianguage, were undeniable in verdrct- alcohol was a sinister chemical that poisoned the 

body on a cellular level, and physicians made a grave error d e n  they recommended whiskey to 

reduce fevers in pneumonia patients.* Alcohol weakened the body's natural immunity to 

infection, and made it susceptible to pathogenic microbes.'' Lowered body temperature assisted 

in the accumularion of fàt, and acted as a "pseudu-stimulant" because it paralyzed the nerves, 

which normally restrained the action of the i ~ear t .~~  Suggesting that his target audence was 

affluent, Dr. Saleeby wamed aga& the dangers of dnving a "motor-car" white drunk, and 

stressed that no chauffeur should consume even a single glass of wtiiskey if he was to get behind 
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the wheel? The damagmg effects of alcohol on bram tissue were held responsible for one-third 

to one-half of al1 cases of in~anrty.'~ 

Lessons leamed "by thougtrtfiil obsenation, rather than by sad expenence," were 

considered the best preventatwe measures to dissuade youth from alcoh01.~~ Alcoholic 

"indulgence is playmg wrth fire for even the best kind of youth."" It was also poimed out that 

"normal individuals do not naturally and of choice indulge to any large extent in alcohol. ..hence 

young men who are fiequently seen under the influence ... may, as a general rule, be classed as 

belongmg to inferior types, either through heredity or envir~nrnent."~ Young women were told 

to think twice before they gave their hearts away to a young man who indulged. Such a man was 

"deteriorating, slowly, perhaps, but surefy, m al1 ways-morally, mentally and physically."30 Li 

larger cities, it was a s m e d  that "liquor and prostitution went hand-in-hand.'"' D M ~  destroyed 

the heaith of young people, inflicted shame upon their families. and hurt their chances of h d m g  

fûture happiness as parents. 

Similarly, in 1886 experts criticized the use of tobacco, especially in young people 

whose physical development was not yet ~ o r n ~ l e t e . ' ~  The use of tobacco mmted growth and 

dwarfed the formation of muscles. If the habit was strong, vision problems resuited, as weli as 

loss of hearing and even memory. Tummg to the evidence of medical experts m 1897, Stall 

collected stories f?om surgeons who were more than happy to testie that fiom their experience 

in the operating rwm, the men who were addicted to tobacco lacked an air of manliness, and 

were seen to act cowardly before their operations. The professional status of surgeons probabiy 

gave this evidence added lemrnacy. Aside I3om the development of a questionable character, 

- -  - - 
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rntemal organs were darnaged by tobacco use, and cancer of the mouth was anather serious 

illness that readers had to consider." Moreover, there was the danger that smoking would 

naturally lead to interriperance because of the ciry sensation it left in the mouth, and the tendenc y 

for young people to smoke in the congenial (if improper) company of tavems, clubs, and 

in 1897, Wood-Allen explained to young gris that the danger of tobacco lay in the fia 

that it paralyzed the nervous system. Smoking men did not realize they were tired because their 

nervous system maLfiinctioned. The point was brought home when the young prutagonist Nina 

was infomed that her own uncle died of throat "trouble" caused by tobacco use." Wood-Allen 

assumed that young girls did not use tobacco to a great exîent, but it was never too early to 

impress upon them the responsibility they had in keepmg their environment and that of their 

future husbands and sons free fiom smoke and alcohol. Girls had great influence over their male 

peers, and were inmucted to put this influence to good use by encouragmg healthy habits in 

their hends. Indeed, many young men had 

gone to dnrnkards' graves because they could not refuse the wine-glass when 
offered to them by some pretty, laughing girl, whom they greatly admued. Girls 
are also largely responsible for the use of tobacco by young men, and, 1 am 
sony to say, that girls themselves sometimes smoke cigarettes, thinking it 
h y ;  whereas if they realiy lmew the poisonous effect of tobacco they 
certainly would not use it themselves, nor countenance its use in others. Boys 
get an idea that smoking is rnanly, but if they were made to feel that girls 
thought less of them when they smoke, it would have a great influence on them, 
1 am sure.36 

Thetefore, the responsibility for a youth's actions was placed upon the female company he kept. 
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In 1908, Dr. Saleeby, perhaps the strongest advocate of antitobacco practices amongst 

the authors stucùeà, dispelled the misconception that d e n  tobacco was lit aii of the poisonous 

nicotine was bumt off before î t  even touched a young man's +S. Saleeby declared the poison 

was volatile, habit-forrning, and that every mouthhl drawn mto the lungs contained a certain 

amount of nicatine in gaseous forrn. The proportion of nicotine was srnall, but its effects were no 

less dangerous to the body because that small amount of poison circulated throughout the entire 

blood Stream. Smokers argued that tobacco increased their "sense of well-being, or that it 

favours digestion, the action of the bowel," but the "naked fàd is ... the dmg is a poison."'7 

Excessive smoking led to "tobacco-hart," and young men were informed that once a nerve ce11 

was damaged, it was desîroyed forever." 

Adolescents often ignored the dangers of smoking because cigarettes werc small and 

looked harmless. As in his advice conceming alcohol, in 1909 Stall advised young men to leam 

through observation: they wou1d redite their fhends who smoked were stunted in growth, had 

sallow skin, and glassy eyes- traits that denoted il1 and abnormal heakh. Without presenting any 

sbtinical evidence, StaIl remarked that after careful observation of schools and colleges, it was 

found "those who use tobacco in any form fàii much below the average standing of those in the 

same classes who do not use toba~co."'~ Readers were asked to remember that they were not 

separate units, but lmked "in a living chain of endless transmission," and that the darnage they 

inflicted upon their bodies through smoking would be transmined to their childrenw 

Thus, aicohol and tobacco were condemned by the authors of medical advice literaturc 

as 'evil' temptations that were detrimental to a young person's interna1 organs and nervous 

system. This conservative view was endorsed by the medical profession, "who in the late 

nineteenth century developed biological models describing the evils attendant upon the social 
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transformations accompanying uhan Ïndumializat~on.~~' Scientific langage and rnysterious 

statistics added an ommous tone to wamings about addictive habits. The medical profession, 

however, had not always k e n  in agreement wrth purity advocates. Warsh remarks that in the 

early 1870s, some physicians subscribed to ''stimulant therapy" which "recornmended doses 

equivalent to five shots a day for aduits and dosed children with amounts sufficient to cause 

dnmkeness?" For mstance, Jacalyn DuEh notes that atthough rural Outano physician James 

Miles Langstaff was an advocate of temperance, he "made liberai use of alcohol as a 

medication" and sometimes prescribed it "to arouse patients slipping into death-like coma.'4' 

Moreover, as late as 1880 the Lancet published articles on the rnedical and therapeutic benefits 

of certain regional winesVu 

The most serious societal consequence of partahg of spirrts and cigars was that it 

denoted a jack of wiil power and moral strength. if a young person indulged in addictive vices 

such as these, what other horrible, fiMy acts were they also commxttmg? C h e S  Kramick Warsh 

argues that "nowhere was the 'unnatural' aspect of social change more apparent to rnany 

physicians than in the prospect of women engaging in the male occupation of public drinktng 

and falling Uito the male vice of drunkeness," and addictive habits rqresented to many uhmate 

fernale degradation.'' Adolescents of both sexes were irnplored to question the character of 

cornpanions who did not have the gmd sense to be temperate or refrain fiom smoking 

themselves. The path to moral fortitude and good heakh was a slippery slope, and those who 

4 1 C h q l  fiasnick Warsh, "Oh, Lord pour a cordiai in her wounded h m ' :  The IXnhg Wornan 
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ignored the wamings of adwce rnanuals were told they would be condemned to a Me of spoiied 

heahh, irresponsibie companions, and an mpoverished character 

Solitary Vice 

 masturbation is a habit that tyramizes over the mind, pewerts the imagination, 
and forces upon the Mctim venereal desires, even while he 1s forming the 
strongest resolutions to reform.&-~r. Pierce, 1882 

Publicly a taboo subject, discussions on masturbation cornposed a significant portion of 

prescriptive literature as severai historians have shown. Labeled everything fiom a sin to a 

crime, it entered the domain of medicine in 1700 when an anonymous author addressed the 

'scierrtific nature" of mamirbation in a bibiically entitled book called hania." The initial 

success of this book was followed up by Simon-Andre Tissa's Tentamen de Morbis et 

Manustru~atoine in 1758, which stated that al1 sexual activity was potentially debilitating. in his 

research, he equated the loss of one ounce of seminal fluid as having a similar effect to the loss 

of forty ounces of blood.* After the publication of Tissot's book, R. P. Newman contends dia 

masturbation "ceased to be an exclusively religious problern" and increasingly fell into the 

domain of medical expertise.49 Historian Arthur Gilbert niggests, that in order to fil1 the "status 

anomaIy- the gap between prestige and ski11 level," Victorian doctors were "dnven to explain 

diseases of which they had inadequate howledge in terms of the moral fàilings of their 

patients."'0 At one time, Gilbert daims, nearly every disease which nineteenth-century doctors 

could not cure was blamed on the il1 effects of mastxrbati~n.~' ïhese beliefs rested upon the 

16 Dr. Pierce, nie Peo~le's Conuno~t Sense Medical Advisor (Buffalo: World's Dispisary 
Priitiig-office and Bbtdsq, 1882) 803-2304. 
47 H. T. EngeUiardt, ''Ilte disease of Masturbation: Vaiues and the Concept of Disase." Bulletin of 
the Hisîon. of Medicine (Vol. 48: 1974) 234-235. 
48 Eligelliardî. 235. 
49 R P. Nmnzan, ''Masturbation, Maciness, and the Modem Concept of Cl i i ld l id  and 
AdoIescence," The Jourrial of Social f is ton (Spririg 1975) 2. 
50 Arthur Gilbert, "Masturbation and Insanit)-: Henry Maudsley and the Ideology of Se.& 
Repression", Albion (Vol. 12. No. 3, 1980 268-282) 
51 Gilbert 268. 



presupposition that masturbation was not in accordance d the dictates of nature and. 

therefore, was subversive to the c~nmni t ion . '~  

Considersd to be one of the definitive works on sexual fkctioning during the Victorian 

age, William Adon's 1857 edition of Functions and Disorders of the Reproductive Oreans in 

Youth, Adult Ape. and Advanced Life extended Tissot's concerns and tried to convince men that 

all sexuality was a constant ùireat to heaith. Believing the pleasure of orgasm to be too intense to 

be safély expenenced often, masturbation was deemed another evil temptation that undermined a 

man's sense of self-discipline." The g u l  associated with the practice led to a proliferation of 

remedies, bnrtal in their fundon,  and an increase in the number of men who sought advice to 

corn bat smful temptation? 

Henry Maudsley, advocate of medical materialism, proposed the theory "that the mind 

and body were intimately related and mental iliness resuited h m  physical harm to the brain and 

nervous system."" Adhering to a medical mode1 that classified the energy in a hwnan body as 

finite, Mauddey declared masturbation to be a dangerous waste of energy. Historian Peter 

Cominos wryly argues that "the middle class moral code based on saving, thrifi and 

panimoniousness was transferred to  the sexual sphere. 'A penny saved is a penny eamed' had a 

spermatic equivalent. "M Loss of 'vital' fluid resuited in nervous disorders. Adolescents could 

52 Engelimdt, 235. 
53 LesIey Hall, "Forbidcien by Gd, kpised  by Men: Masturbatiois Medical Wariiiiigs, Moral 
Panic. and blanhood in Great Britaiq 1850-195OW, lounial of dit: Historv of Se.wality (Vol. 2. No. 3 ,  
January 1992 , 365-287) 366. Paradorücally, 'excessive' lieterose~ul intercourse was thouglit to be quite 
healthj- since tire expendhg of nen-e fora: is compmted by the tnagnetisni of the paruier. 
54 Hall, 368. "In 1870, die Lancet recommended, for cases of sesuai debilitation, 'guarcütig die peiiis 
for a time agaiiist improper manipulation' by k p i n g  up slight soreness of the body of the orgm ... 
suff'cient to render erection m.' Cauterization might be routiiiely prescribed for 'over-sensitivity' of 
the or W... The 'American reineciy,' consisihg of a 'rhg of conmon metai, with a screw passhg tiuougli 
one of its sides, and projecting into the centre, where it had a button cutrenu ty... to be applied to the 'part 
affected' at M-the, ' " .  Despite this recommendation from the Lancet, 1 was unable to find a simiiar piece 
of achice in an). of the achice literahue 1 investigated 
55 
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become conscious of nich 'devastating' afflictions that deviated from the 'nom' after they read 

the widely disserninated advice literature. 

Henry Maudsley's words concerning the rnmates of an asylum Ieave no uncertainty as to 

his opinion. He described masturbators as those who reached 

the Iast and worst stage of degradation, they sink mto an apathetic state of 
moody and morose self-absorption with extreme loss of mental power ... lost to 
al1 healthy feeling and human interests, slovenly and dirty-, if they enter mto any 
conversation, they probably reveal delusions of a suspicious or obscene naturc 
They believe that they are subjeded to mange influences d i c h  Sap their 
vigor.. .they linger on, pitiable wrecks.. .becoming weaker in mind and body. 
until they die fium complete nervozls prostration or from some intercurrent 
disease to which they faU easy vichms at last?' 

Evidently. Maudsley observed insane people masturbating, and c o ~ e d e d  apparent causz 

(masturbation) wxth ~ e c t  (neurological degeneration). 

Preâominantly directed at male youths, authors recognized that the 'problem' (though 

not as prevalent) also endangered the heatth of modest young women. Female masturbation 

simply did not receive the same visibiIity in manuals. By 1884, the medical world and society at 

large were pleased to think that not "one bride in a hundred, of delicate, educated, sensitive 

women, accepts matrimony fiom any desire of sexual gratdïcatîon; when she thinks of this at au, 

it is wnh shnnking or even wrth horror, rather than with desire."" Hinorian Deborah G o h m  

suggeçtç that young women were assurned ignorant of sexual matters, and even Iess interested in 

sexual pleasure.'9 Since manuals refleaed the moral values of the day, changing ideology was a 

slow process. 

One exception was Mrs. Shepherd. D e c l a ~ g  that hundreds of readers may never n e d  

such advice, Shepherd still thought it in the best interests of her readers to enlighten them. Hcr 

account in 1884 was &a&, compared to both its predecessors and to future authors, in its 

57 Henry Maudsley, The Pathoiom of the Mind (London: Macniillan and Co.. 1879) 459. Empimsk 
iiiine. 
58 Tiieophilus Panin. m e  Hygiene of the Sexuai Functions." New Orleans Medicine and Surgen- 
(Vol. 1 1, 1884) 606 as quoted by EtigeiilillLLt. 246. 



description of masturbation as "a f i n g e ~ g  and handling or playmg wrth the sema1 organs, and 

is given that naine [self-abuse] because the whole body and mhd is affected and abused by it."@ 

'Abuse' occurred because the practice diverted blood flow away £tom otfier parts of the body, 

which thus left unnotrished, grew weak. If the practtce continueci, the young woman in question 

was no longer fit to "have charge of a famiiy and a home, or, if able to rnarry, you will be so 

weakened and diseased that you can not have children. ..Or, if you have children, they may be 

bom diseased, constitutionless, liable to &er for the muther's error al1 their lives.'*' The habit 

could be broken only through a vow of resistance, and prayer to God that the sinful indulgence 

(and the impure thoughts associated wrth it) were banished." 

A young woman's demeanor was also rnarred by solitary vice. Rosy complexions of 

young women were jeopardized because 'self-abuse' turned them: pale, greenish-hued, dulkyed 

with dark-purplish ~ g s  around their eyes, and even challenged n o m  of female beauty by 

making their breans flaccid." Irritation of the sema1 nerves was communicated to the brain and 

manifested itself in nervousness, and initability. Memory loss, an aversion to school, 

listlessness, and a general weakening of the constitution inflicteci great pain on sufferers. " If 

these physical problems were not enough to frighten young women into abstinence, the mental 

anguish inflicted by masturbation rnay have given h e m  added incentive. Self-abuse shattered for 

life the health of a young woman, spoiled any prospects she mi& have for h r e  happiness, and 

led to insanity. Shepherd implored teenage girls to "think of how terrible it must be to lose one's 

mind and become wild and delirious! The insane asylums have many penons in h e m  crazy fiom 

this cause.'*' By 1889, readers were infonned that surgeons had "recently been forced to devise 

-- - 
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pamful operations to hinder young girls fiom thus rummg themselves; and we must confess that, 

in its worst fom. it is absolutely incurable."' 

The msidious nature of masturbation was also addressed. Often the habit was 

"mdulged in wrthout its victim havuig the slightest knmledge of its destnictiveness, and only 

when nature is so omaged that the systern refuses to perform itç offices, does the victim becorne 

conscious ofthe e ~ i l . ' ~ '  A parent's responsibility was to watch for signs of the vice, and outline 

the seriousness of the disease fiankly and without "squeamishness.'"%e quickest remedy was 

to simpty remove excess stimuli from a young person's environment. Al1 things of a sensational 

nature such as: "coffee, liquors, novels, love-pictures, (formal dance) balls" and the theatre had 

to be elirninated. A light 'hot too nutritious" &et was recommended as long as "fish, eggs, jelly, 

game, salad, rnushrooms, cantharides, aloes, and aii stimulants except camphor" were avoided.'' 

A bath twce daily by "dashing cold water on the geniîals, with the fiee use of the vagina syringe 

for fernales" was also believed to restore the "tone of the ~ r ~ a n s . " ~  Finally, the most perplexing 

and unique remedy of 1889 described what to do if a patient fkit irritation in her cerebellum. if 

the annoyance was caused "by heaviness or heat, cut the hair very short, Wear no cap, use a hard 

pilIow, ice applicatmn on the nape, wTth hot foot bath, dry or n a r d c  hction on each side of the 

vertical column, also cold liquid applications."" Reasons as to why this therapy was effective 

were not given, perhaps it was to numb the nerves, or to act as counter-irritant in order to divert 

attention away front the problem area. 

6a Naphe~s, ( 1889) 3 5. Naphe? s ma! be referring to William GoodeIl surgicd produre in N hich 
he removed the owies  in several women whose semai feelings appeared a b n o d .  Canada Lancet (Vol. 
26: Januaq- 18%) 143. 
6- Canadian Medical Men, FamiIv Phnician: Evem Man His O m  Doctor (Toronto: Rose 
Publishing Co., 1889) 160. 
68 Familv Phvsician: Evew Man ( 1889) 160. 
69 Familv Ph~sician: Evew Man ( M g )  160. Cantharides, or Spanish Fiies: -these insects are found 
in Spin. Italy, and France on trees. ïhey are brought here pulverized, and a plaster made of them, which 
produces a biister. in certain cases they may prove beneficial; but we rarely use them. as ùley seem rather 
an unnatuai rerneciy." The manual did not elaborate on how they were usefiil. Beach, The American 
Practice Condensed (1W8) 780. 
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By 1894, JefFeries declared the problem so predent  among young women as to arouse 

alarrn. instead of sepamkg advice beniveen the sexes, Jeffenes addressed the 'problem' in his 

advice to men and advised women to read it carefully. Young women were told na to debass 

themselves, and thus "become lower than beasts m thc field? Advised to seek the counsel 

fiom their mother, older sisters, or a physician, adolescents glirrrpsed the senousness of this vice. 

Accordmg to Napheys, Catherine Beecher had long ago sounded "a note of waming to the 

mothers of America on this secret vice, wfiich l ad s  their daughten to the grave, the madhouse, 

or, worse yet, the b r ~ t h e l . " ~ ~  Girls on the bnnk of puberty rnay have mdulged out of ignorance. 

but once discovered, this excuse was not strong enough to forgive their actions. Told that those 

who were "wise" to the problem could read it on their countenance, gris wixe insîilled with a 

sense of sharne and guih over the practice.74 

Metaphors were &en employed to demonstrate the sanctrty of the body, which was 

compared to an exquisite instrument or comprehensive 'krt of tools' prepared by a master 

craftsman. These tools needed to be taken care of because they had to last a iifetime, there werz 

no replacements, and repairs would never restore them to their original glory.i' The only natural 

methoci "of arousing a recognition of sexual feeling is as God has appointed in holy mamage, 

and the self-respectmg girl feels that no approach of persona1 hmiliarrty is erther right or 

proper.'" To overcome immoral desires adolescents had to thmk of their sexual organs as 

"consecrated to the highest of a11 functions, that of pr~creation."~ It was a sin to think or a a  

otherwise. 

- - 
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Male sexualrty was, if not necessarily a vice, a virtue that had to be respected and 

controlled. Sex, wrthin the confines of mamage, and if not practiced more than once a week, was 

sornething to be revered." As f i r  as young people were concerneci, abstinence was the order of 

the day. In 1875, Wilder asserted that "there are those whose consciences revok at the idea of 

Iicentious intercourse, who yet addict thernselves to this practice with the idea that there is in it 

less criminality."" iMasturbation was condemned as a comiption, and a sin agamst the body that 

enfeebled the constitution and the rnind. Solitary vice was deemed "the mcamation of 

selfishness" because it "effices fkom its victim his fondness for the other sex, [unfitting] hirn for 

true love," and "likens him in very fàct to that ... still lower in scale, the ape."" Unflattering 

cornparisons were the Ieast of a 'victim's' worries. E m s  of the habit included: mainutrition, 

weakness of limbs and soreness in the back, inabihty to concentrate on study or work, dizziness, 

headaches, and poor sight. In cases of extrerne indulgence, memory Ioss, onset of feeble- 

mindedness, and insanity were morbidly predided. The final word on the subject indicated that 

any indulgence was injurious to the virility of a young man, and the fertility of a young 

woman . '' 
Young men who dîd not defile themselves had clear complexions, firm muscles, 

vigorous movements, courageous m e r s ,  livel y intellects, and perfect self-control. By 1 8 94, 

perceived il1 efTects of abuse had intensified and were uicreasuigly labeled in specific medical 

termuiology. Masturbation now laid the foundations of consumption, paralysis, heart disease, 

-3 In tturrisd Me. '-al1 the sexual aggressivei~ess is witli the niale. W i x s  seldoiu seek die cloxr 
eitibraces of tiieir husbaitds. ni- are g u r d l y  uidiffereiir; ofirin absolutely averse.. ..the uisdorii of the 
Crator is nianifest in the fact Uia t  were the ivife equally quicks~id by the saine anrati\*e teiidencies, the 
i t i a k  nature rvould be calleci into sucii frequent and conthuous esercise ttm the po\i.er of rsproductioii 
would be eitlier toWy desuoyed or so hipaireci tbat îhe race ivould degenme h o  nioral. ikellectual and 
physical pigttues. God lus rtiade air: passki- of the wXe the protection of lier liusbaiid aud a source of 
i~iariifold blessing to k i r  childrel~'' This is not to sa)' titat Stall did iiot tliirik tint wonien erijoyd xx ,  11e 
believed both F e r s  recci~ed gratification. but "there cari be little doubt that much marital inclifference 
upon the pin of nives is due to chronic constipatios lvhich is so pradent among wonien." Stall. What A 
Young Husband Oudit to &iow (1897) 49, 12G. 
-9 Wilder. What Young Peo~le Should Know ( 1  875) 130. 
so Professor Storer as cited by Wilder, What Young People Should Know ( 1875) 132. 
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and "it even makes many lose their rninds; othen, &en grown, commit suicide."" The habit 

was considered rwoiting, a sin agamst God and self; thus, ro practice it destroyed al1 aspects of a 

man- mentai, moral and physical. OnIy when ignorance gave way to enlightenrnent would young 

men be safe fiom the temptation of this vice, and it was the purpose of advtce Iiterature to guide 

them back ont0 the path of punty.'3 

For readers of What a Youne Bov Oueht to Know, even the thotrght of misusing their 

sexual orgms for their own pleasure dishonoured ~ o d . "  Selfpollution was a revealing 

euphernisrn to describe masturbanon during this period. The "destructive vice" was thought to 

cloud judgement, decay moral fiber, create nervous spasms, poison intellect; and if it became a 

fixed habit, resutted in idiocy or even death." J i l e  manuals demanded that the vice be 

stopped immediately, they also wamed against the advice young men mi& receive fiom their 

phpicians (in this case 'quacks' who posed as leamed medical men)! In 1897, Reverend StaU 

did not mince words: "when a physician advises iIlicit intercourse [as a masure to curb 

mastux-bation], he would only be properly rebuked if his patient wers promptly to ask for an 

introduction to the physician's wife and daughter, and inquire when they might be at Ieisure that 

he mi& meet them."" By 1909, his opinion had not changed. Iilicit sex made a man un& for 

refhed society, exposed him to venereal disease, and reduced his chances of finding a 

respectable woman to court. 
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In 1909, Stall recognized it was possible for a young man or boy to have leamt this 

offense in an innocent way, and ofien a an impressionabie age. He regretted to Say that 

sornetimes even taught by another, and during the inhcy  of children, 
even nurses ...in ignorance of the terrible evil and sad cunsequmces of 
their act, practice this destructive habit upon very young childrni for 
the purpose of diverting their thoughts, so rhat they will not cry, or in 
order hm they may be quieted when put to bed and soon fdli a s ~ e e ~ . ' ~  

Newman argues that because domestic servants mod often came from 

foreign or fàrm or working-class backgrounds.. .such suspicions 
derived fiom their middle-class employers' owa feeling that as 
members of the 'Iower orders,' servants did not share the respectable 
ideology, and so might be ected to  lead their charges astray '1% unless carefuliy supervised. 

This did not entireIy aileviate the child of blame, but it did aclaiowledge the danger of external 

influences. By accusing others, "parents could continue to believe that it was nat indicative of an 

innate sema1 dnve in their chi~dren."~ Boys were reminded that it was their responsibility to 

choose the path of pu* and that each night before they went to bed to remember their eyes and 

ears "are gateways into our min& and hearts, and we should guard them wnh great care.'"' 

Before he launched uito the consequences of masturbation. Stall twk a aep back and 

personally addressed his fictional reader. He confided: 

1 do not believe, my dear fiend Harry, that you have become a victim of this 
destructive vice, and 1 would be glad to believe that you have never accidentally 
leamed or have been deliberately taught to engage in ir. Knowing, however, the 
dangers to which, like al1 boys, you are exposed, and also appreciating the fact 
that imellectual boys, because of a more highly wrought nervous organhtion 
and because of keener sensibilities, are much more liable to become addicted to 
this vice than boys of a lower grade of intellect with less sensitive bodies. ..92 

Did this obsemtion mean that young, intelligent boys were considered weak and unmanly in 

their inability to control rheir 'keener' sensibilities? Why were sturdier boys considered slower 
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in intellect and less sensdive to stimulants? Staii offered no explanations, and quite frankly 1 

think that nerther of the ovo images described above matched his ideal of the healthy, mian, 

vibrant, and pious young man. 

One of the most serious consequences of solitary vice was the new tendency towards 

anti-social behaviour. Gilbert coaends that physicians and authon viewed it as "the supreme 

narcissistic act, the retreat mto selfish enjoyment of one's own body d o u t  reference to the 

social order, and a heinous sui againd the body politic."g3 Ths fear is perhaps a reflection of the 

importance placed on civic duty and community as the older bonds of social cohesion Ioosened 

under the pressures of moderne. A young man's entire person was debased and polluted 

because he shunned Company to indulge his secret vice. "From the very first his conscience 

disapproves," and the residual guiit isolated the young offender fiom his h i l y . "  The once 

bright, happy, obedient, social (dare I Say it? 'normal') boy was no longer able to look people 

square1 y in the eye, and adopted a shifty mariner that belied his guiity conscience. 

Solitary vice depnved the body of "mengthening" energy, but unlike the innocence 

attached to "emissions in the night" which denoted the self-regulating efFiciency of the body, the 

immoral choice of the young man to abuse denoted a weakness of ~haracter.~' Young men had 

the power to refuse temptation, and they would be foolish to do othenvise. In the words of 

Davies, W e  boy who fonns the habit of self-abuse is as unwise as a man would be if her were to 

break into his own house, rob it of its most precious goods, and throw thern into the fire at the 

end."% The choice to abstain was nut easy for most young men, and to make the cornmitment to 

pmty was a testament to their resolution and endurance. Besida the physical darnage (the only 
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new symptorn added to the 1922 was lack of coordinatkg resuttarrt from weakened muscles) the 

moral core of a youth was jeopardized. To suffer a loss of self-control was ''nothing l e s  than a 

tragedy"" Will power was a symbol of manliness and heahh while weakness denuted an 

effeminate and substandard sbte of body and mind. 

The il1 effects of self-pollution could be revened to some degree, if the youth folowed 

a strict regime, such as the one laid out in Searchli&ts on fiealth: 

1. ..a prompt and permanent abandonment of the minous habit.. .The 
patient must plamIy understand that future prospects, character, health 
and life itself, depend on an mfakering resistance to the morbid 
solicitation.. . 
2. Keep the mind employed by interesting the patient in 
the various topics ofthe &y, and social features of the community. 
3. Plenty of bodily out of door exercise, hoeing in the garden, walking, 
or working on the h; of course not too heavy work m u t  be 
indulged in. 
4. Ifthe patient is weak and very much ernaciated, cod liver oil is an 
excellent remedy. 
5. Diet. The patient should live principalfy on brown bread, oatmeal, 
graham crackers, wheat meal, cracked or boiled wheat.. .. No meats 
should be indulged in whatever; mik diet if used by the patient is an 
exceiient remedy. Pknty of fruit should be indulged in.. . The patient 
should eat early in the evening, never Iate at night. 
6. Avoid al1 tea, coffee, or alcoholic stimulants of any kmd. 
7. "Early to bed and early to rise" should be the motto of every victim 
of this vice. A patient should take a cold bath every moming afier 
rising.. . 
8. If the above remedies are not sufficient, a fâmily physician should 
be consulted.. .9g 

n u s ,  through discipline and vigilance, a young man could break his morally and physically 

dangerous habit and once more retain the vigor and strength that classified rnanhood. 

Stall offered similar advice in What a Youne Man Ou-t to Know, but he did not go into 

detail as to why such meanires were effective. Above al1 else, every young man was told to fmd 

a purpose in life that would be so absorbmg as to distract his mind from less worthy pursuits. 
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Mediocnty was not to be tolerated, and if a boy never built "a féw castles in the air, De would 

never] own any that are built on the earth."* 99 aall, the  cornm men da ions cited h g a l  living as 

the key to keeping semtal stimulants to a minimum. In 1904, G. Stanley Hall supported the anti- 

rnasturbatoy sentiments of prescriptive literature. Hail's theory is a mixîure of D a d i a n  

natuml selection, eugenic notions of heredity, and belief in a body's limited energy sqply. Hall 

dedared that 

yteldrng to mere and gross sensuous pleasure shortens the growth period, and 
the only way to prolong it and attain an even higher and fuller maturity for the 
race is by the plain old vuhie of self-restraint.. .This is probably the field of most 
active and natural selection. The ascendant mdividual, f h i l y  or stock, is the 
one that refùses to yield to excess to the temptatmns of the fiesh, and the 
descendants are those whose instincts for s e h h  gratuication preponderaîe over 
those of race-conservatism. 'O0 

In my opinion, Hall's fïndings added credibiiity to the advice later issued by manual writers 

because his two-volume study made hm, in the public's opinion, a recognized and respected 

'expert' on the adolescent eqerience. 

William Forbush considered the passage of tirne to be the only way for a boy to outgrow 

the problem of masturbation. The habit was sinister; moreover, "sex-perversions" were the 

"mon cornmon, subtle and dangerous foes that threaten our Arnerican life."lO' Forbush in 1907, 

however, was the first author of those under study to declare that the practice of self-abuse was 

universal. Education was important, but 

to teach physical horrors wtiich may nat follow is not to deter those to whom 
they do not follow and is to put &ers under the control of the quack 
practrtioner, uiiile to preach that this vice is the unpardonable sin is to 
dishearten those who stniggie against it in vain, but who may, if they are deait 
with indirectly, outgrow it or be weaned away from it.lo2 

"Educational experiments" indicated it was possible to "approach the sex-structure of m m  

precisely as the mident does the rest of hurnan physiology, Li a most wholesome way through 

99 S U ,  Whal a Young. Man Oue3it [O Know (1897) 86. The pmaeding inlormalion can be round 
on pages 84-86. 
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nature midy and b i o l ~ ~ ~ . " ' ~ ~  Forbush advised a regime of loose clothing, strict hygiene, and 

arduous physical exercise to break the habit, as opposed to the majority of authon who believed 

that dire wamings and sometimes physicd deteneirts were the key to elimination of the vice. 

For example, Stall proposed more extreme measures in 1909 ihan he had in previous 

rnanuals. Physical restraints were prescribed as a measure of last resort; yet, the seventy of the 

habit was reflected in the punishrnent. Young men might have 

to be put in a "strait-jacket," sometimes have their han& fastened behind their 
backs, sometimes their han& are îied to the posts of the bed, or fastened by 
ropes or chains to rings in the wall ... m the effort to saw the penon fiom tutal 
mental and physical seff-destruction. And 1 am sony to Say that even these 
extreme measures are not always suc ces^ in restraming them or effecting a 
cure. lW 

Heroic measures were employed in order to enforce abstinence, and permanently cure victims 

who could not restram themselves. Coqle te  recovery was improbable in Stali's opmion, but his 

response echoes Shepherd's advice to young women. When a penitent attitude was observe& 

and confession to God with the sincere promise of reformation made, a young man rnight be 

successful in his struggle to overcome the consequences of masturbation. Io" 

Prevention through education was a popular alternative in the eyes of authors and 

readers. If the subjea of solitary vice was approached scientifically, then al1 parties could avoid 

embarrassrnent and possible injury. A simple study of biology and physiology demonstrateci the 

proper form of genitalia as weIl as their fimction. The "Iesson of science is too plain and clean to 

be lon when the fis questions of the aroused mind are asked."Io6 When readers were tau&t the 

hdarnentals necessary for raking care of their bodies (one that promateci proper hygiene and in 

essence 'neutralized' the sexual organs) then the chances that they strayed fiom the path of 

purrty were greatiy reduced. Above ail, a young man must simply want to end the vile habit 
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through self-control, and win back "his &dom and his self-re~pect."'~ Without the initial 

des& to live a healthier life, the temptauon could not be resisted. 

Advice lirerature also infiwed a sense of shame into readers in order to break them of the 

'evil' habit. in the cases of young men who came from Christian backgrounds, JefTenes 

recornmended askmg them 

if he would perform the act m fiont of his rnother-or his father-or the 
miuister. The answer wili aIways be no. Then Say, 'how about perfkrming the 
act in the presence of God.' The boy never thought of the m e r  in just that 
light before, but he will think about it that way every time the desire or the 
thought of self-abuse cornes to his mind in the future. log 

Punty of the minci, body, and spirit was threatened by the embarrassment, and guilt experienced 

by the young man (or woman) who incidged. It was an errmeous myth that the reproductive 

organs were developed through "exercise."'* On the contrary, Jefferies confided that excessive 

self-indulgence damaged bath the organs, and more critically, the self-respect of young people. 

Aithough the physical damage produced by self-abuse was undeniable accordmg to 

some manuals, by 1922 it was generally feit that "the popular belief that masturbation is the 

source of al1 evils" grossly overstated the case.'1° Jefferies frankly admitted what Anhur Gilbert 

would Iater observe that in the past aimost every disease known to the human race, from visual 

abnormalities to însanity, was directly or indirectly traced by some authorrty to the vital fluids 

lost through self-abuse. Furthemore, "mamirbation is positively not responsible for a hundredth 

pan of the trouble it is supposed to cause.""' Based on the work of scholars, leffeïies revealed 

that insanrty, epilepsy, and convuIsions did not occur as a resuk of self-abuse, but were 

hereditary predispositions. In other words, ic was "an error to jump to the conclusion that simply 

I n t i  e ord  Dd~ies (Ph-D.) The Ston. of Life: As ToId to His Sons ... (bkqxmille: 3.L. Nichols, 1922) 
388. 
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because a boy has abused hmself during adolescence, he is necessarily doomed to a Life of 

shame, and an early g t a ~ e . " ~ ~ ?  

Yet, Jeffenes also was explicit rn his waming that even in healthy individds, 

masturbation had h a d  results. Young women 

canna develop into the ideal of some good man, cannot W l y  fulfill her 
God given privileges if she allows her thoughts to nin away with her reason. 
The adolescent boy must either forswear his desire and ccmtrol his passions or 
abandon forever that drearn of progress and achievement in îhe athletic and 
business worlds. The two m o t  go hand in band."' 

lnfertility and impotence were still believed to be rooted in over-indulgence, and threatened not 

only the heakh of the abusers but aiso future generations. 

Gilbert contends that the sinhl habit of solitary vice was despised because of the belief 

that the "mind and body were intimately related and mental iIhess resuked fiom physical ham 

to the brain and nervous ~ y s t e r n . " ~ ~ ~  Indulgence denoted a primitive lack of self-control, a 

regression to a state of uncivilized passion, but it was aiso deplore. because it wasted the body's 

vital energy, which was thought finite. Young men and women who masturbated were 

condemned as self-absorbed, over-nm by a dangerous abnormal urge that was thought to send 

them spiraling downward into vice. Later however, as D'Emilio and Freedrnan argue, sexual 

self-control within the middle classes was thought to symbolize success. Restraint and order in 

one's private life was a reflection of stability in one's public life. This self-restraint was 

important also because it lent an air of supenority, one that differemiated the reserved and 

'sophisticated' middle class from the 'looser' worlang class, and wtiites from d e r  races.'" 

Normal development was curbed by mamirbation, and rhroughout the nineteenth 

century disease rnanifested itself into physical symptoms of varying severity. A sense of guih 

and shame denoted spiritual illness, and the potential aiset of insanity completed the damage to 
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a young person's ainrty of heahh. Adult concem over solitary vice also illustrateci the public 

conception of the "precarious qualdy of 'normal' development. "II6 Pub1 ic attitudes towards 

masturbation gradualiy began to change by the mid-1880s. These new theories nut wahnanding 

some heaith professionals were slow to follow suit, and continued to label masturbation as a rm 

cause of societal and physical malaise. For instance, William Osler's guide for medicai -dents 

in 1909 still declared sexual excess a r w t  cause of hysterïa and nervous exhaustion, and in 19 13 

Freud refùsed to mle out masturbaiion as a cause of psychosis, buth of which clearly 

demonstrate the longevÏty of misconceptions about masturbation."' Thus' the reticence to accept 

changing ideology was rdected in the daninhg evidrnce presented in prescriptive literature, 

greatly outnumbered the works by authors and physicians who did not consider masturbation a 

fital disease. 

- 
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Chapter Four: Mixed Messages, Advice to Young Women 

For Girls Only: Menstruation and Hysteria 

DeIicate, feeble, nervous women, those, in d e r  words, who can least f iord  the 
loss of blood, are precisely those who iose the most. Nature, who is no tender 
mother, but a stem step-mother, thus punishes them for disregardhg her 
laws . '-~r. George Napheys, 1 890 

Wlile observable characteristics such as lethargy and general peevishness were crted as 

common symptoms of menstruation by advice Merature; its cause was ofken less easily 

discemed. Bmmberg notes that in the 1870s, Dr. Alfred F. King, a professor of medicine at 

Columbia Univenity in Washington, D.C., 

actually claimed that menstrual bleeding was somethmg "new." Accordmg to 
King, women's natural state was pregnancy, and menstruation became 
regularized- what he called- a 'fixed habit'- only as a resuit of higher education, 
later marriage, and deliberate family limitation, al1 things he considered 'cukural 
interference ' connected to modern life.' 

Ln 1 8 8 3, menstruation was Imked to a woman 's supp ly of vital force, but not al1 authors were 

able to comment fùrther.' For instance, Burt Green mider in What Young People Should Know 

(1875) under the headrng "The Purpose of Mensîruation," claimed that "no satisfactory 

explmation has, as yet, been offered. Certain fàcts in Comparative Anaîomy and Physiology 

have led me to entertain a new view of rts purpose, but 1 am nut yet ready to pubiish iVT1 Dr. 

Heinrich Fritsch, author of The Dissases of Women: A Manual for Phvsicians and Students, 

wrote that the question of menstniation was not fûlly decided because there was a lack of 

sufficient research. 

In 1883, Fritsch advised professionals to explain menstruation 

in this wise: An ovum ripens; this swelling of the Graafian follicle irritates the 
nerve termini in the ovary. The imitation is propagated to the central organs. 
Through reflexes, by vaso-mot or processes, an arterial congestion ofthe interna1 

1 Naphe~s (1890) 30. 
9 - AF.A King, "A New Basis for Unterine Paîholo~." American Journal of Obstetrics and 
Diseases of Women (Vo 1 . 8: August 1875) 237-256 cited in Bnunberg, The &ch- Proiect, 7. 
3 Physicians and Surgeons of the Pnnciple London Hospitals, The FamiIv Phvsician (New York: 
Gassell, Petter. Gaipin &Co., 1883) .W. 
4 Wilder, What Young Peo~le Should Know ( 1875) 6 1. 



female sexual organs is set up. This in turn increases the Iiquor foiliculi, so that 
the theca follicuIi brtaks and permits the ovum to escape-ornilution; and second, 
the uterine mucosa becomes so hyperaemic that tfiere occurs a burstmg of tht 
pznpheral vessels, hemorrhage upon the surface of the u t e ~ e  mucosa- 
rnenstru~tion.~ 

fhe Manual of Gvnecoloq, published Ln 1 886, concurred ttiat the startmg point of menstruation 

was the e q t i o n  of a Graafian follicle. The entrance irrto puberty was marked by this process, 

and had emotional consequences as well suice "the romping carriage of the girl becomes 

subdued and grester shyness diaraderises her conduct to the opposite sex.'" Phpicians 

believed ttiat puberty triggered the psychical manifestations of femininity. 

Historian Deborah Gorfiarn fin& this revelation particularly pertinent because 

if the character tra* associated with fernininity (traits Like tirnid-, modesty 
and dependence) are believed to spring diredy and mevitable from the physical 
manifestations of puberty- directly fiom the mensmial flow, so to speak- any 
necessity for explainhg why girls adopt the traits associated with femininity as 
they mature is removed.' 

Advice rnanuals reflected these same concerns. For instance, in 1884 Mrs. Shepherd, author of 

For Girls: A S~ecial Phvsioloszy believed the womb to be "the controllmg organ in the female 

structure," which exerctsed "influence over the whole being, body and muid."' 

Shepherd's explanation of menses was more sophisticated than Wilder's vague 

descnption, and in a format that used similar concepts, but was considerably more accessible 

than the physician's textbook. Shepherd explained in detaii how once a month, starting once a 

girl reached puberty (fourteen- though menses could start as early as eleven and as late as 

eighteen) the ovule reached full development. It then burst and was thrown out of the system 

i Dr. Heinrich Fritsch, The Diseases of Women: A hlanual for Phmicians and Snidaits (New 
York: Wiliiarn Wood & Company. 1883) 18-19. ïhat menstruation %-as included in a manual about 
diseases is teiiing in itself. Fritsch continueci to remark that owdation, more so than menstxuation, ws an 
academic @lem. "According to the 1an.s of diaision, it is impossibIe that fluid should enter the follicle 
while its contents are under greater pressure than its environment. Therdore, it is physically inconceB.able 
to make the rupture depend solely upon the increase of the iiquor folliculi, upon the centrifugai pressure. 
Hence there rnust be pecuiiar processes in the foIiicIe itseif which lead to rupture," 
6 Drs. Ben). Hart and Freeiand Barbour, Manual of Gvnecolom (New York- J. H. Vail 1886) 8 1- 
82. 
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through the Faiiopian tubes until it escapeci through the vulva. This process usually finished after 

three or four days and was accompanied by a discharge of blood that essentially washed the 

ovule out of the system. Shepherd, Iike Wilder, shed no light as to why this physiologcal 

cleansing occurred for her readers. hstead, she focused on practical Hrtricacies including napkm 

making, and how normal cycles in h d y  teenage girls should be padess. Despde these 

assurances, she described various discornforts associated wxth menses such as backaches, 

nervoumess, imtability, and mental depression.9 

Concepts of menstruation did not remain constant. Authors in 1889 regarded 

menstruation as a ciramatic rite of passage. The recurring loss of vital fluid was infised wrth a 

newl y expressed philosophical meaning. The literature solidified traditional roles fbr women, b y 

labeling menstruation as a "wise provision," which perhaps occurred so that a woman was 

"reminded of her lowly duty, lest man should make her the sole object of his worship, or lest 

pride of beauty should obscure the sense of shame."1° Napheys took a mathematical approach to 

the age of onset for rnenses. The average age of menarche in a healthy girl was "fourteen years 

and six months. If it occurs more than six months tater or earlier than this, then it is likely that 

sornething is wrong, or, at the least, the case is exceptional."" Ethnicity also determined the 

onset of menses. For examp le, 

the females of certain races, certain families,. ..mature earlier than their 
neighbours. Jewesses for example, are aiways precocious, earlier by one or two 
years. So are coloured girls, and those of creole lineage. We can guess the 
rasons here. No doubt these children still r e i n  in their blood the tropic fire 
which, at comparatively recent perds ,  their forefathers kit under the vertical 
rays of the torrid zone. 12 

9 Shepherci, For Girls (1884) The information from the above mgdph \vas found on pages 122- 
129. What wouid young women at the time have made of the fact that according to &ice literanue. the 
physid and emotiond synptoms of menstruation and -on were similar? (See section on solitq 
vice.) 
10 Napheys ( t 889) 22. 
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Such "precocity, however, is the precursor of early decay; for a short childhood portends a 

premahire old aga. and vice v e n d ' "  

Non-racial elements that hastened puberty included laziness, highly seasoned food, 

alcohol, coffee, tea, and poor sleep patterns.'" Mental stimulation was a catalyst of maturation; 

consequently, women were warned againa stimulatmg their nerves through sensational novels, 

plays, or even "the ball-rwm taik of beaux."" The start of menstruation speclncally, and the 

physical changes of puberty generaliy, determined the outcome of a wornan's life. They decided 

wtiether she was to "become a heatthy, hopeful, dieerful wife and mother, or a languid, 

complaining invalid, to whom rnamage is a curse, children an affliction, and life itself a 

burden."16 Thus, young women were cautioned to follow the advice of manuals explicitly so 

that they would c o h u e  to experience a 'normal' menstrual cycle. 

The 1889 edition of Familv Phvsician; Everv Man His Own Doctor offered a chical 

explanation that essentially equated menses wrth the ripening and expulsion of the egg fiom the 

ovaries, every twenty-eighth day, fiom the ages of fifieen to forty-five. " If menstruation 

occurred later than the age of sixteen it generally indicated a weakness, a disease, or a disorder 

of the generative apparatus. One's upbringing also had a direct impact upon the start of menses. 

Those who were raised in iuniry, and "those whose moral and physical training has been such as 

to make their newous system more susceptible, have their courses at a much earlier period than 

those who have been accustomed to coarse food and laborious ernployment."'g It was believed a 

woman owed her "beauty and perfection" to a regular cycle, so great care agasin disturbances 

11 F i v  Phvsician: Evenp Man (1889) 3 18. Emphasis in ongi3inrii. 
I d  Familv Phvsician: Evev Man (1889) 3 19. This achice. remarks on the following pages are 
aimost quoted word for word in Napheys' account. Although this passage does not have quota around it. 
other quotation marks do randorniy appear on the same page, so 1 specuiate that Napheys w s  the 
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was promoted.lg Advilles to avoid included long walks or rides, especially over rough roads, 

dancing, or m i n g  up and down dia stain which caused "faliing of the ~o rnb . " ' ~  Encourageci 

to master their alarm and discornfort fiom the onset, young women were mformed that it was a 

natural process, medications were nut necessary, and if they took them, they would "do mischief 

in the 1 8 9 0 ' ~ ~  menstruation was romanticized in the Iderature as the boundary-iine 

between girhood and womanhood. Crossing over rnarked the ttireshold of a young woman's 

life.= In 1894, Searchliehts on Health reiterated Shepherd's earlier advtca. At the onset of 

menses not only did a young woman's body mature and gow, but so did her intellect as her 

"mental capacity enlarges and improves."u The author claimed the onset of menstruation 

occurred at slightly earlier age (beîween the ages of thirteen to sixteen) than Shepherd's account, 

and noted that "menstruation in large towns is supposeci to commence at an earlier period than 

in the country, and earlier in iuxurîous than in simple ~ife."*~ Jefferies defmed menstruation as a 

secretion of the womb, "the flow fiom the uterus that occurs every month as the seed-germ 

ripens in the o ~ r i ~ s . ' ' ~  He advocated precautions to be followed to ensure a regular cycle; 

violent exercise is injurious; iced drinks and acid beverages are unproper; and 
b a t b g  in the sea, and bathing the feet in cold water, and cold bath are 
dangerous; indeed, at such times as these, no risks should be m,... otherwise 
senous consequences will, in ali probability ensue. 26 

Jefferies did not go into detail as to what these 'consequences' entailed; ttius, the waming 

rernaùied ominous and mysterious to the reader. 

Pancoast, in keeping with his pledge to explain the physiology of young woman wrth 

clinicai evidence, used charts to determine the average onset of menstruation at fifteen years of 

19 Familv Phvsician; Everv Man ( 1889) 170. 
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age dependant on the climate of a young woman's environment." Mer  midying the utems of a 

cadaver, Pancoast outiined the corneaion between menmation and ovulation for readers. Hz 

brult upon past descriptions when he declared that the ovaries produced pain during memtmal 

"Levacuation."2%e too speculated upon the purpose of menses. Eventually he decided the only 

satisfactory conclusion "in regard to the purposes of Nature m throwing off so large a quanûty of 

blood is the supposition that it is intended to relieve the congestion of the ovaries that is known 

to exist d u ~ g  the ripening of the o ~ a . " ~  With the exception of Pancoast, most authors agreed 

that discomfort rarely accompanied this process. The natural, 'pamless' cycle was established as 

the nom, and symbolized a woman's fertility and good heafth. 

Historian Joan Jacobs Brumberg states that a lack of communication between mothers 

and daughters conceming menstruation grew in the mid-to-late nineteenth cenhiry when "young 

women lost their central role in the domestic economy and began to spend more time outside the 

home, erther in classroorns as s î u d e ~ ~ ~ s  or in fadories as workers."" hnparting 'the truth' about 

menstruation became a pnonty for authors of prescriptive literature. When young women on the 

verge of puberty were not informed ofthe faas of menses beforehand, they had the tendency to 

become "greatly frightened at seeing this blood and imagme that they have some cireadfil 

di~ease."~' If they had no one to confide in (or advice manual to consuh) they might injure 

themselves in their attempts to remove the cause of terror. 

Menstruation continued to be 'glamourized' and soon was depicted in the 1900's as a 

precious gift to young women, one to be embraced rather than Mlified. Wood-Allen exemplified 

26 Jelïeries. Smchiiehrs on Health ( 1894) 357. 
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this trend h o u *  her namtive in 19 13. She wrote of a woman who at the age of twenty-two had 

not begun her monthly cycla. -4ware that she was unlike d e r  girls. she sought Dr. Wood- 

Allen's counsel. Recently engaged and knowing that menstruation and motherhood were linked, 

she thought it might be possible that her physical condition wouid preclude the 
possibility of her becoming a mother, and, if so, it wodd be dishonorable to 
marry. Upon examination 1 discovered that aii organs of reproduction wers 
lacking. When 1 disclosed îhis fàct she exclaimed, wbh sadness, "Oh why was 1 
n d  made like d e r  girls? 1 have heard them cornplain because they are girls, but 
I think that if they were in my place, and h e w  that they could never have a 
home and children of their own, they would feel they had greater reasm then to 
~ r n ~ ~ a l i . ~ *  

Wood-Allen stressed that menses, or womanhood as she eupheminicaliy phrased it, 

encornpassed the mental, moral, and physical expression of sex, and should be regarded as a 

divine gift from God. On no account, should a young woman feel like a semi-invalid because of 

her menstmaf cycle. 

In oùier words, dunng her period, a woman should feel more vigorous, energized, and 

ambitious than she did at other t h e s .  Poor habits were responsible for painful cycies because 

"we cerîainly cannot believe that a kind and just God has made it necessary for women to suffer 

merely because they are women."" Malnutrition, overexertion, social dissipation. and mental 

excitement continued to be declared the roots of discornfort. One way to lessen the pain was the 

removal oftight clathing, after which bandages were applied to support the bowels. The pressure 

on the uterus was thus relieved and f?ee circulation once more restored to the interna1 organs." 

Belief that n o m l  cycles could be made painless if young women developed the proper hygienic 

habits from the start carrieci well into the twentieth century. 

31 Wood-Allen, Whai a Young Woman Ou& 10 Know (1 9 13) I 14. 
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Therefore, in order that the noturai maturation process was not regarded as a hygienic 

crisis, advisors wrote extensively on the Lnncacies of menstruation." Advice maouals contendecl 

that ignorance on the subject of menstruation was dangerous, and the need for eniightenmanr 

cdcal .  Burt Wilder clairned that he had consdted several sixteen and seventeen-year-otd 

adolescents who had "thought their f ira  menses was a hemorrhage-"j6 Hisrorian Joan Jacobs 

Brumberg argues that "mother-daugbter dialogue was a tembly painful process characterized by 

great awkwardness and maternai reserve," which left young women with few alternatives, 

outside of prescriptive literature, to find answers to their inquiries.37 She continues that "rnost 

middle-class Victorian mothers klieved that menarche initiated their daughter's sexualiîy; thus, 

they attempted to keep it at bay, for as long as they could."" Thus, manual witers broke the 

silence on this subject, in order that young women had the correct informaion to establish a 

pattern of good hygiene, and a regular cycle. The way in which she handled the joumey defineci 

and shaped how her future life would unfold. 

Hysteria 

An unreasonable, obstinate wili, an overactive imagination. and emotional 

demonstration characterized hysteria, a funaional disorder of the nervous ~ystern.'~ An old 

disease, hysteria (denved fiom the Greek word for utems) had long besn conneaed to a 

woman's reproductive organs. Hysteria went beyond the rnoodiness associateci with 'normal' 

pubescent women. According to The Familv Phvsician (1883) fits of laughing and crymg 

attacked their sensibilities (and very rarely those of young men) until their nerves wer? 

overwrought with the expenditure of emation and energy and they were unable to utter coherent 

35 Joan Jambs Bmberg ,  "Soniethiiig Happeiis to Girls: blenarçhe and ihcr Emrgeuce of the 
Mûdern h1erica.n Hygienic hperative," Jourilal of the Histom of Se-Witv (Vol. 4. no. 1 : 1993) 10 1. 
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 sentence^.^ Hysteria differed from an epileptic seizure because the younp woman unially gave 

some indrcation that she was approaching an attack. The inclusion of a clear list of causes 

proved problematic for several aurhors. Hinorian Elaine Showalter argues thar its ' ' ~ s t ,  shifhng 

repertoire of symptoms reminded some doctors of the Iabihty and capnciousness they associated 

wdh female nature.'&' Indeed, in 1881 Dr. Edward Tih remarked that "mutabilrty is 

characteristic of hysteria because it is characteristic of w~rnen. '~ '  

Critics were skeptical as to the validv of the emotional expenence. The Farnily 

Phvsician specuIated that young women had fits to get attention, and cited the rare occurrence of 

a fit at night, when the patient was alone, as prwf ofthe theory. Furthemore, "a young lady in 

hysterics takes g m d  care not to fàll unless there is some one by to catch her, or at al1 events to 

condole wrth her afier she has faIlen, and she is rnoreover, especially careh1 not...to darnage her 

clothes in f a ~ l i n ~ . ' ~ '  Despite observations that a patient in the throes of an aotack appeared 

disorientateci, this too was believed to be a deception. Some authors went so h r  as to suggest 

that hysterical fis were the resuk of boredom because "a woman, if not married, bas, as a rule, 

very Little to d-at a11 tvents, in the middle and upper classes of society. She has no 

housekeeping to attend to, no children to look after, nothing, in hct to occupy her mind and 

roue her out of herself '" The determinant cause of hystena was usually thought to be a mental 

or moral disturbance, in which the patient indulged in "an exaggerated belief in her own 

importance."" OAen the cornplaint stemmed from what was considered by fimily members, or 

Bonduelle and Toby Gelfand's Charcot: Constnictinv Neurolo~ (New York: Mord  University Press. 
1995). 
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the physician cailed to the scene, to be rooted in a "trivial circurnstance, which, takes the 

indtvidual by surprise, overcomes her power of self-restraint.'16 

Literahrre d e n  for physicians and students collaborated this opinion. Dr. Heinreich 

Fritsch claimed that a b n o d  nervous activity associated wrth hysteria could lead to psychosis. 

For example, a characteristic of hysteria was a craving by the sick patient to be considered an 

interesthg case by the attendant physician. To this end, "the g-reatest sacrifices are made to this 

passion.. .hystexics have infiicted wounds on themseI ves.. . Frogs and worms.. have been 

nvallowed in order to appear interesting by the vomiting of these ~bjects . '~ '  Believing a 

theatrical element to be mherent m young women, Fritsch thought it was not surprismg that 

'hearly all modern novel heroines are described with clearly marked hysterical traits? 

In 1894, prescriptions were rarely thougtit necessary to cure hysteria. hstead, a regime 

of k h  air, pure food and dnnk, and exercise was considered enough to calm and strengthen the 

ner~es. '~ Class stratification also marked the victims of hysteria since it occurred most "in the 

higher circles of society, where their emotions are overeducated and their organization 

de~icate.''~~ The rnost dangerous eiement ofhysteria was the copycat effect in produced in other 

young women who witnessed an attack. For this reason, in 1889 Napheys advised that 

adolescent girls who had a tendency towards fits not be sent to boardmg school, but educated at 

home. How could an attack be stopped? Often, 

a strong mental impression restored them. The anecdote is told of a celebrated 
surgeon (Boerhave) [sic], who was caiied to a fernale seminary where there was 
a nurnber of hystericai girls. He summoned them together, heated a number of 
instruments before their eyes, and told them that the first one who had a fit 
should be cauterized down to the spine. They al1 recovered immediately.J1 

p- -- - - -- - 
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From this passage, it is apparent that hysteria was thought of as a weak vice that could be 

controlled by the vichm, and was not necessanly d e s e h g  of a ph~ician's m e .  '' 
Issues of self-control led to an aiternatwe interpretation of hysteria by Victonan doctors, 

but one that was nut necessarily evident in advice literanire. Accordmg to Oppenheim, a 

hysterical woman was not merely a passive victim of her overwhelming emation that exhibited 

too h l e  contro1 over her situation, but instead orchestrated her attack. By "an a a  of d l ,  she 

imposed frauddent syrnptoms of disease on her body. ..A wornan who manufactured hysteria in 

this fashion opposed her own wiI1 to that of her doctor, rejecting his sagacious counsel and 

renising to re~over."'~ This challenge to  medical authonty and expression of fernale rebeliion 

disconcerted many practitioners, who "preferred to atbibute hystericai sciaires to some k a t e  

fernale defect than to acknowledge that women could be just as wiilfil as men."" 

Cmceptualizing a woman as weak, and unable to master her emotional whims, fit easily into 

rnainstrearn ideology; "by contras, to present hysterical women as supremely willfui had no 

theoretical justification at any time in the Vinorian ers.'"' 

Lack of control over the emotions typified hysteria, and therefore jeopardized the 

balance of good heakh young women tried to achieve. Feminist historians have labeled 

hysterical fits a young womn's passive aggressîve attempt to redefine hsr role wTthin her 

family.56 A young woman was "a creature who reacted rather than initiateci, and whose feelings 

52 Roy Porter cotiterids dut "hysteria presented doctors witli a tase. a trial, ai~d a break n i e  
lipteria diagnosis. critics griprd \vas the iiiost egregious medical Iiocus-pocus, attachai to qiiiptoni 
clusters physiciaiis codd trot impute to sonie niore regular cause. n i e  syniptom were heterogsnaus. 
bizarre, and unprediaabie..Faced witli sucli syitiptoi~is, wlat \vas to be done? Tlie mystcq condition 
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dominatecl her intellect."" It was perhaps the long list of symptoms tbat led medical 

practitioners, and authors, to the assurnption that hysteria was a fkigned disease. Authors 

expected adolescent grrls to be moody and emutional and viewed hysteria in women as "simply 

a i . û m l  condition that had become extreme."" Historian Lucy Blmd argues that hysteria "'was 

uniquely tied to femininity, its symptoms echoing the vanous physical and emational 

characteristics deemed the hallmark of wornanhooci," and prescnptive literature seerns to 

substantiate t h  c~airn.'~ Hystena was rwted in biology, as was evidenced by the belief that its 

naturd onset was puberty.60 At the hem of the sexual stereotyping of hystencal young women 

was the presumption that through self-control, the spirit, and body could be sirengthened. 

Lessons Rooted in Biology: Debating the Merits of Educating Young Women 

Not yet is it clearly seen that women, as women, have still to make a distinctive 
contribution to the hurnan cornmonweaftti on the intellectual as well as the on 
the moral side; but it is already becoming apparait that those human qualities 
which men and women have in common should not be wasted, ignored or 
misused because ernbodied in a wornan's f~rm.'~'-Anna Garlin Spencer, 19 12 

The &des hetd by the physicians and manual writers conceming a young wornan's 

reproductive organs camed over into the realm of education. During the early nineteenth 

century, the purpose of formal education for young men and women of the middle classes in 

Europe and North America differed greatly. Adolescent men were educated in a way that was 

designed to equip them for success in the challenging and cornpetitive worlds of finance, 

medicine, or law to name but a fèw. For their sisters, 

achievernent was not a central goal. A girl might become a leamed lady, or a 
senous musician or painter, but if she pursued such endeavours , it was for her 
own private satisfàction. As long as she did not violate the n o m  of femininrty 
or gentility, she was free to pursue such activities, but m her case they would not 
be seen as a testing ground for further a~hievernent.~~ 
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In the latenineteenth century, the cunicuium and purpose of a middle class girl's education was 

transformed due in large part to the efforts of educational reformers whose main goal was "to 

give credence to the value of organised, standardised, cornpetitive school experience for girls.'d3 

Young women now particrpated in goal-centered education where they were tested, competed 

for academic prizes, and prepared for public examinations. Consequdy,  debate on the benefit 

or harm of formal educational training quietly raged on d m  the pages of prescripve rnanuals, 

popular magazines such as Forum, and in medical journals. 

Anita and Michael Fellman argue that the teaching of basic shlls degenerated under the 

pressures of modernity. Moral tnrths, especiaily, were discussed increasingly away fiom the 

home in sermons, the classroom, the press, and in manuais. The eqanded curriculum to cope 

with the 'kechnical demands" of an industrial society caused critics to fear that students would 

suffer fiom "overintellectualization, subdivision of howledge, and cramrning" which would 

resuk in brain fatigue, "irritabilrty and m~rbidness. '~ For those who objected to educational 

re fom,  this waming was thought particularly relevant for young women. Specialized training in 

the sciences and arts was considered by conservative thinkers to be "better for her, of course, 

than no senous training at ail. But it is not the kind of training that is most likely to rnake her the 

best possible wife, mother, house-mother, and member of s ~ c i e t ~ . ' ~ '  

Dr. Edward Clarke addressed this pertinent issue in Sex in Education: or. a Fair Chance 

for the Girls. Clarke claimed that it was futile to teach girls and boys the same subjects becauss 

their physiological ciifferences required them to take up different roles in society. As Clarke 

pointed out in metaphoncal language : 

the loftiest ideal of human ity... dernands that each shall be perfect in its kind, and 
not be hindered in ies best work. The lily is not inferior to the rose, nor the oak 
supenor to the clover; yet the glory of the lily is one, and the glory of the oak is 
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another, and the use ofthe oak is aot the use ofthe clover. That is poor 
horticulture which should train them al1 alike? 

Mrs. Jainie Kidd Trout became the fmt woman to be licensed to practice medicine in Canada m 

1875 ." Two years before this respected achievement, Clarkz cautioned that the pursuit of hipher 

education would deny young women the chance for motherhood and familial bliss. hdeed, "it 

cannot be othenvise. The brain.. .cmn do more than its share d o u t  depriving d e r  organs of 

that exercise and nourishment which are essmtial to their heab  and vigor.'" 

As historians have noted previously, Clarke remarked that methods of education had to 

be restructured to suit the maturation rates of fernales." He believed '<the organization of the 

male grows steadily, gradually, and equally, fiom birth to maturity;" whereas, adolescent girls 

had a more ciramatic entry into adulthood and thus required special consideration? Without 

doing any physical damage a healthy, growing boy could spend six hours of energy upon his 

studes each day. A girl, however, could study only four or five hours a day in order to leavs 

enough time "for the general physical growth she must make in common wah a boy, and also for 

connructing a reproductive apparatus."" The mental and physical elements of a person wers 

delicaîely balanced. Thus, time and effort devoted to studies redirected the body's energy away 

fiom the more important functions associated wrth puberty. 

Clarke rnaintained that in order to give teenage girls the same oppominities for advanced 

education as teenage boys, the cumculum needed rennicturing so that teachers and students 

alike were more considerate of growth spurts. Four conditions had to be maintained: 
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First, a sufficient supply of appropnate nutriment; secondly, a normal 
management ofthe catamenial [menstruation] functions, including the building 
of the reproductive apparatus; thirdiy, mental and physical work so apportioned, 
that repair shall exceed waste, and a margm be lefk fbr general and sexual 
development; and fourthly, sufncient sleep ? 

Female readers who ignored this advice ficed dire consequences. A young woman's "nervous 

system and brain, her instincts and character, are on a lower plane, and incapable of their 

harmonious and best development, if she is possessed, on reahing ad& age, of only a portion of 

breast and an omry, or none at au. 

Clarke rnay have condemned women studying berween the ages of tweive and twenty, 

but he saw no heakh problems in women of the same age labouring in tactones. hdeed, "for 

him, brain work was more liable to destroy ferninine capabilities than physical ~ o r k . " ' ~  

Phpicians believed the mental stimulation of class work had immense negative aects .  Women 

were sqposed to take b i s  warning to heart. If ignored, "then their bodies would be sacnficed; 

if that occurred, their fûture happiness would be jeopardized, for as Dr. Bayard from Saint John, 

New Brunswick maintalied, men were athxcted to wornen because of their beauty."" Young 

women were debilitated by study, and it was no wonder "considering that now-a-days they are 

compelled to crarn their heads wrtfi French, German, italian, rhetoric, composition, the elements 

of astronorny, geology, geometry, chronology, and a host of ather things their grandmathers 

never even heard of."76 Without precautions, a young woman's life would be that of an invalid, 

riddled wrth nervous disorders, a sickly unattractive complexion, and exhaustion. Her eminent 

sterility (the resuit of her ill-forrned reproductive 

wife and mother. Men were also wamed of the 

organs) jeopardized ber firture position as a 

strain of study, but usually the admonition 
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concemed their f a h g  eyesight rather than threats of stedity. Education was proclaimed as a 

way of improving and refining a male mind rather than as a risk to his constitution. 

Clarke was not alone in his opinion; yet, d e r  authors iike Burt Green WiIder were 

more cautious when they declared their thoughts on the subject. Openly admitung the dissenthg 

viewpoints cm the subject of higher education and women at the time (1 875), Wilder agreed that 

excessive study rnight prove to  b t  injurious to the overall heaM of adolescent girls. He did stress 

that he was not referring to the "ordinary, judxious study" that was necessary for the average 

student (female or male) to pursue successfully the curriculum of colleges or professional 

schools." in an argument sirnilar to Clarke's, Wilder wrote that midents dnven by an excess of 

ambition risked a "derangement of this and many d e r ,  if not al1 d e r ,  funaions of the physical 

~ystern."'~ Discussion of higher education required, in Wilder's opinion, detailed observation of 

both sexes, which would p e h p s  yield the result that both spent too much time in shidy 

In an interesthg twist on the trachional advice, Mrs. Shepherd maintamed in 1 884 b a t  

puberty n d  only stimulated physical change, but improved mental capabilities as well. Starting 

at the age of fourteen, an adolescent gxrl's mind 

receives a new impulse. Her d o l e  mental nature moves wrth quickened actiwty 
and power. Ability to understand the metaphysical and abstract commences to 
develop, and her school studies, if she is intellectually inclined, are punued wrth 
new interest.. .A new light of intelligence bearns in her eyes, indicating the new 
baptisrn of thought and redoubled mental ~ i ~ o r . ' ~  

Shepherd viewed the onset of puberty as a time of heightened energy and intellectual awareness. 

Even this sign of encouragement to fernale readers seems a little late considering the increasing 

acceptance of post-secondary education and employment for young ~ o r n e n . ' ~  

In fairness to Clarke and Wilder, Shepherd did not specify the number of hours a day an 

adolescent girl should devote to study. It is apparent fiom the breadth of her research that 
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Shepherd herseIf was an academic. She tau& school for eight yean untii her own poor heafth 

caused her to re-svaluate her lifzstyle, and the advice she offered her readers was gained from 

persona1 experience. At times, she also appeared sympathetic to the teachings of Clarke, 

especially when she urged girls to 'hold back the intellect if it seems more active in proportion 

than the body, akhough it is not necessary to restrain it altogether."" It is quite possible. 

considering her own expenence that she empathized with Clarke about mo-g the number of 

ktours a wornan spent in work and study. 

So close was the mutual dependence of the physical, mental, and moral Eaculties, that 

academic pressure fiom family members or teachers was viewed a serious threat to good heaith, 

created an imtated condition in the brai. ,  and caused nervous twitches, choreic movement, and 

tubercular rneningrtis." The cornpetition inherent in school systems, or in the words of the 

Provincial Board of Heakh, "the present systern of rank and reward, based on success in 

reaching a certain standard, or in out-stripping &ers, is a great temptation, and should,. . .be 

guarded against especially in the cases of scrofulous or nervous children."" Looking to 

European exarnples for their expert evidence, the Board of Heakh quoted Professor Humphrey's 

speech at the Glasgow congress of Sanitanum. Humphrey rernarked: "many who have 

succeeded in reaching the examination goal had betîer never have sought it, never regaining the 

mentai elasticity which heavy pressure has weakened, and disappointing the hopes whch early 

distinction had raised."& Every mental effort resulted in Wear and tear on the bain,  and unless 

sufficient time was ailowed for the repair of these fàcdties, young people would be exhausced 

and incapable of meeting the demands of hgher education. 
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Some manuals emphasized more positive aspects of female differmce. instead of 

lunitmg opportunities for young women through lowered expectations, Dr. George Napheys in 

1889 declared that the mental hcukies of men and women Mered,  but were not unequal. Past 

arguments based on biological Merences "drawn from the somewhat less weight of the brain 

of woman, is met by the fict that the most able men are otten undenized, wRh srnall heads."" 

Napheys argued that the subordmate status woman occupied in society arose 

partly from the fact that the part she plays in reproduction prevents her front 
devotmg her whole tirne and energies to the acquisition of power, and partly 
from the fâct that those facuhies in which she is superior to man have been 
obscured and oppressed by the animal vigor and selfishness of the male.g6 

As civilizatîon advancecl, Napheys supposed, more civil and political powers would be granted, 

until the rights of men and women became equal before the iaw. Unlrke the earlier manuals that 

used physiological differences to substantiate arguments agamst the forma1 education of young 

women, iefferies in 1894, encouraged "the girls to rival the boys in al1 that is good, and refïned, 

and ennobling. We want them to rival the boys, as they well can, in learning, in understanding, 

in vinues; in a11 noble qualities of rnind and heart."" Experience and education were valuable 

tools for both sexes, and were necessary for the 'progression' of society 

in order to maintain their happiness, a young educated woman needed an "opportunrty 

for expression in adivÏties that correspond to these fic~lties.''~' Ofken this need referred not to 

professional occupations, but to scientific matherhood and the creation of suitable wives for 

intelligent men. Public opinion, as eqressed in magazines, decided that education clarified a 

woman's mind, enabled her to foIIow a line of reasoning with precision, and gamered her the 

ability to persuade others to her line of thinkiag during social occasions. She "will grasp the 
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meaning of Iife and its opportunhes and nsks, and so be able to moderate her hopes, bear up 

against her disappomtments, and discipline her imagination."gg Those who argueci that education 

challenged femininity and nimed young women imo blue-stockmgs were reassmd that 

the really educated woman ... can comprehend better than any one else the true 
meaning and glory of womanhood ... she has leamed that the growth of 
civilizaa'on implies a progressive specialization of capabilities and efforts.. .she 
rnay be fitted to do work which a man m o t  possibly do, and rnay help the 
world along in a waythat is pardlel, not identical, with  hi^.^ 

Education was looked upon as a preparation for a companionate rnarriage, in which both 

partuers maintained an equal respect for the other wnhm the home. Young women and men were 

trained to "th& to appreciate, and to be rigfiteous" so that when they became parents they 

would be adequately prepared for their new role.'' 

Stall, in 1897, advocated the nation of separate, but cornplimentary spheres for men and 

women. From his depiction, wornen needed enough education to alIow them to take their role as 

the 'centnpetal force' in the pnmte and public sphere. Her stabiiity, and wish to maintain order 

insured permanency, while men represented life's 'ceiltrifugal force' ensuring that society did 

not remain stagnant but cnitinued to progress and evo~ve.~' Authors based their conclusions on 

'scientific evidence' that entrenched societal norms and perceptions of gender. For example, 

based on perceived cognitive skills, intellectually, as well as physically, "men and women are 

best suited for their respective duties and respmsibilities in ~ife."'~ in decision making, men 

were considered to be more methodical, and tackled problems in a logical step-by-step pattern. 

Women, on the uther hand, reached conclusions at a fister pace and relied on intuition to 

form their judgrnents. Sîall did nut mean to imply that a young wornan was incapable of logical 

deductions, just that she formed them in a more spiritual rather than a raional M i o n .  Her quick 

perceptions were the resuit of a nervous system more delicate and refhed, and therefore 

89 M.G. Van Renesselaer, "The Wasie of' Women's iniellecmi Force", Forum ( M y  1892) 6 174 18. 
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Unpressionable, than that of her male counterpart." Eiia W h o n ,  who wrate for Arnerican 

women's rnaawines, shared this view. Winston dectared the 'New Woman' who pusbed for 

entrance into mate dominated professions and the vote, su-red fiom "sûange hallucinations," 

and "like an over-indulged child, so long as she is denied one privilege, that privilege she desires 

above al1 others.'"' Wiston maintainec! that at the end ofthe day a paîriarchal world maintained 

stabihty because "man is man and woman is woman. That was the order of creation and it must 

Mitchinson argues that for Victorian Canadians, "fom was a refiection of preordained 

fundion and, from their perspective, deterrnined that fiinction ... Nature was Gd's design and, 

u>nsequently, so too were these respective societal roles. They were not gender specific, they 

were sex specific.'" 1 agree that Victorian conceptions of life roles were sex specific, but 

gender-specific nations of masculinity and femininity were aiso entrenched in how thssz 

physiological differences were explained to the public. It is undeniable that only a wornan can bz 

a mother, but society played an integral role in constructing the gender-specific notion that al1 

women needed to be mothers, or that all men needed to squire a brood of children in order to 

filfill societal standards. 

Those who did not fit into these n o m  were often ridiculed. In 1896, the Canadian 

Medical Review printed the following: 

What is a 'Wew Wornann?-The Gentiewornan offered a prize for the best 
epigrammatic definition of the new woman, and among the replies 
received were: 
The old maid trying to be a young m . .  
Six of one and half a dozen of the d e r .  
A creature of opinions decided, and skirts divided. 
One who has ceased to be a lady, and has n a  yet attained to be a gentleman. 
Man's newest and best reason for remaining single. 
Madam became Adam. 
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Mannishness &us manliness. 
The p a h ,  however, was awarded to the following: "A fiesh dam on the o n p a l  
blue stock~ng."-Medical ~~e~~ 

Thus, wornen who sought formai education or employrnent were ofken saddled wdh negative 

aereutypes that declared them abnormal in their p u d  and disparaged their femininrty 

When Pancoast spoke of a woman's 'sphere of action' În 1903, he did not 

wish to be placed in the category of those Modern Pseudo-Reformers who 
would have women msex themselves by m i n g  into those wild M@+S and 
excesses of a Political and Social nature ... We go for her advancement in every 
amibute consistent M e r  her normal organism, and the atîaInment of every 
exaitation that will render her fully the e p a f  of man in al1 the moral and social 
relations of general s o ~ i e t y . ~  

Contiming to d o I d  suffrage fiom women was comrnended by Pancoast. The realm of 

politics tested the delicate nerves of a woman, and himuhous political machinery only degraded 

her refined sensibilities. The denial of suffage ws thought to be a compliment to the superior 

morality of women. lW "Properly educated' young women could become cornpetitive in business 

and social matters, and proved this through the study of theolog, medicine, law, and the arts.''' 

Young women were informed that they were talented and sturdy enough to become 

prdessionals and assist others in need, but they were too delicate to wrthstand the barbs of the 

political arena. A woman's true ca lhg  was to Gare for her firnily.'" 

in 1913, Clarke's argument resurfkced. The fictional characters in Heafth and the School 

debated the merits and fàufts of co-education. Physiological dîfferences ruled the arnount of 

education to which a young man or woman should be exposed. The evidence 'Viat boys and girls 

reach sexual maturrty at different ages, and accordingly need their school work Iightened at 

9R "Selections" The Caniidian Medical Raiew (Vol. IV, No. 3: Septeruber 1896) 89. 
99 Pancoast. Tokolom (1903) 298-299. Emphasis in origuial. 
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Merem t h e s ,  connitutes a rather forcefil argument for educating the two sexes separately 

fiom the thneenth to the seventeenth yean."'03 This was not to imply that the bain of one sex 

was eaher iderior or superior to the d e r ,  rather that they difFered because men and women 

clearly viewed thmgs fiom different standpoints. Wood-Allen described this phenornenon quite 

pointedly when she siated that men and women were the '%O eyes of the race, and the use of 

both is needed to a clear understanding of any problem of human mterest [sic]."'" Both 

perspectives needed to be cuhvated. 

While domestic pursuits contmued to personiSr the result of fernale education, the 

definrtion of the home was changing. Under the heading, 'Dawn of a New Era,' in 1922, 

Jefferies broke away fiom the advice doled out by his predecessors when he wrote that the 

political and economic rights women received were long overdue. Furthemore, 

authorities seem to agree that the same is true of a wornan's erotic nghts. The 
modem man has corne to look upon his d e  as a partner, entitled to an equal 
share in the rights, privileges, and pleasures ... Wornan is no longer placed upon a 
pedestal in public and degraded in pnvate Me. ï h e  word 'home' is takmg on 
new meaning-ùie rneaning that Nature always intended it to have.''-' 

Dr. MacMurchy also raised the question of ctizenship to the newly immigratecl amongst her 

female readers. Women were patronizingly encouraged to "rad the papers and tak them 

over.. .Thmk. Use your minci e ~ e r ~ d a ~ . " ' ~  The importance of providing the country wrth a 'good 

vote' went hand in band wrth awareness of the govement and the political issues of the day. 

In addition, society no longer ignored the ïnroads wornen had made in various 

professions (medical, education, legal, social work). Ahhough Jefferies applauded female 

sufhge and education, he did nut feel that a woman was able to have both a career and a fàmily. 

A young woman who was 'hot willing to assume the responsibility of a eue wife, and be 

- - - -- - - - ' Burks, Heallh and h a  School(19 13) 6 162. 
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crowned wnh the sacred diadem of morher hood, should never think of getîing rnarried."'07 Ths 

decision to reject rnatherhood was a momentous one, and the life choices an adolescent girl 

could make were limited as demonstrated by Figure 9. 

A young wornan had to chose whether to be an honest, industrious (and single) career 

girl; a revered mother; or by far the rnost dangerous to tenets of health. an entertainer (the loose 

mords of the profession were taken for granted by leflkries). Those who realized at an early age 

that bey lacked the ''gift" of "materna1 instuia" needed the fieedom to pursue their career 

goals; after all a respectable career was infhteIy more desirable to societal standards than the 

third option presented.lm Despite assurances that a career was an atracîive alternative, 

motherhood was Nil touted as the most fulfilling occupation a woman could hold. Cenainly, 'to 

behold the trust and confidence in a baby's eyes is of far greater importance to the world than 

that you should receive the votes or the applause of ten million men."lPP In alI fiirness to 

Jeffenes, statistics at the time did seem to reinforce his theories. For example, histonan Judrth 

Fingard daims that of the women who attended Dahousie üniversrty between 1885 and 1900, 

4 1 to 55 per cent remained single after they grad~ated."~ Women were no longer denied 

entrance into the professions, but their accepfance of higher education and a career was thought 

to negate their chances of becoming wives and rnothers. 

in an age when female education was not a priorïty, familial support was necessary for 

success. University education was expensive; parents were willing to make monetary sacrifices 

to send their sons to university, but were not yet convinced that their daughters had an equal 

claim. Sons were expected to ''detennine the middle class b i l y ' s  place in the world, birr 

10- Jelieries, Sale Couusel (1922) 69. The tm "sacred diadem" is ai cxids ksi& JeIfenes earlier 
claim tha~ Homen in ihe home were no longer put on pedeslals. 
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daughten could offer the family a particular sort of tendemess and ~~irihialrty.""~ At McGill 

University in Montreal, Quebec, anglophone women had attended Arts pro- suice 1884, but 

they were allowed to do so only if they were segregated from theu male classmates and 

accompanied by a chaperone so that a young woman's tender qualities were protected."' For 

some students, hgher education did not force women to reject their belief in separate spheres as 

universïty attendance extended rather than akered social patterns. For example, young women 

were encouraged to take courses in fine art or music-the traditional marker of accomplished 

fernales. Recognition of this opportunity is nat to imp ly that women were welcomed with open 

a m  mto the institutions from the begiming. In 1878 their presence at Queen's University in 

Kingston, Ontario was considered in cunservative quarten to be a mockery of the serious nature 

of a university education that was designed to  prepare men for their positions as breadwinners. 

Despite these resemations, and the reiteration of Clarke's theories by the majority of rnanual 

writers, fernale students would eventually d e  up twenty percent of the student body by 

1900. "3 

Thus, the forma1 education of women was questioned on both physical and mord levels. 

It was assumed, based on a young woman's more 'delicate* exterior that she was not physically 

able to meet the challenges of higher education. Her entrance into puberty was dramatized 

considerably more than her male counterpart's. The energy she required developing healthy 

reproductive organs could not be funneled into studies wrthout dire consequences. Mitchinson 

argues that the cornpetitive nature fostered in CO-education promoted "the degeneracy of morals 

and manners on the part of both sexes, women losing their shy passivity when forced to compete 

with men and men losing that cfiivalric deference to the weaker sex"; cornpetition also acted as a 

I I I  Deborah Gorham, The Victorian Giri and îhe Ferninine Ida1 (Blooming[on: Indiana University 
Press, 1981) 5. 
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threat to the entire social order.II4 A wornan's mental deficiaicy was touted by academics and 

doctors as judcation for her exclusion fiom the public sphere. With the exception of Shepherd, 

Napheys, and leiTeries the majonty of the authors held the opinion that a woman's chance of 

obtaining formal education were limited by her reproductive system. 

Remarkabiy, many physicians and academics substantiated this view. For example, in 

1 893 the Lancet reported that 

Profèssor William James of Harvard.. .announces b a t  wornen develop early and 
then cease to grow rnentally. Proféssor Crichton Browne, h d s  that wornen's 
brams are smaller than men's, and their frontal lobes less nchly supplied wrtti 
blood. Professor Lomprose h d s  that women are less sensitive than men, and 
regards their receptive and perceptive organs represent an incornpletely 
developed type. Altogether, science is bearing down very hard on the ladies. "' 

Eventually these beliefi lost currency, as contemporary ideology gmdgingly admrtted to the 

intelligence of women despite theones that equated bram size with ab il^. Yeâ, even the few 

manual &ers who supported the forma1 education of women did not stray fàr fiom the nom, 

since the pursuit of a career was believed to preclude a woman's chance of having a fàmily or 

husband. Only men were able to d e  the tenets of biological determinisrn in the construction of 

their character. The autonomy of women remained limited and linked to her phyçiotogy. 



Chapter Five: Toward Adulthood: Pure Cbaracters and Responsible Reproduction 

Culture and Character: Art, Literature and the Crusade Against the Evils of Ignorance 

"Ed is wrought by want ofthought, as well as by want of heart."' -Dr. Angall Drake, 1908 

The sociat purity movement, a campaign launched by middle class temperance activists, 

educators, physicians, and medical advice authors at the turn of the cemury, made it their 

persona1 responsibilrty to raise the moral tons of Canadian society. Historia. Mariana Valverde 

argues that the popularization of social punty arose because the nation was "seen as rather 

fragile and as subject to a quasi-physical process of decay that [could] only be halted tf the 

individuals, the cells of the body politic, [took] control over their innermost essence of self. This 

is asnrmed to be moralrty."' Uncurbed sexual desire was a virus of modem society, whose 

influence if not tamed and contained, would cause epidemic destruction upon humanity. 

Discourses on scientific hygiene and social morality bolstered one another in a persuasive 

Lexicon that established the behavioural n o m  of the purity movement and the movernent 

flowed into advtce literature. 

In the search for purity and social control, images of fernininity and masculinity were 

established. Despite the active role wornen pfayed Ln popularizing the social punty movement, 

they were idealized &in the rhetoric for their passiwty, materna1 selflesmess, and their need to 

be protected.3 On the other hand, in the home, women were encouraged to take an active role in 

teaching moral principles to their children. in 1889, the Family Phvsician. or Evew Man fis 

ûwn Doctor noted bat  since a mother had the most opportunities to approach subjects of 

morality and hygiene discreetly, she had a duty to the community to impart her wisdom wRhin 

the home." By cornparison, "character-building agencies" nich as the YMCA nipported 

s u p e ~ s e d  public recreational prograrns to nurture and discipline mental, physical, social and 

1 Drake, Whal A Youn~. W i k  Ou&[ io Know (1908) 46. 
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religious de~elo~meat.' At the rout of a puth's diaracter was virtue and strength, foundaions of 

the individual will which could move a young man to anion while suppressing his baser urges.' 

Lessons on morahty were best cuhvated if adolescerrts "let their mincis and dispositions 

be formed on the modeis of the vrmious fireside rather than upon those of the gaily decorated 

and hvolous saloon or drawing-room."' Once tau& the mies of society at an early age, the 

judgernent of young people would be strong enough to cope with the problems and decisions 

they ficed in adolescence. If mdesired traits were ignored, or a youth's education negiected, R 

was the role of educators to step Ui to fiIl the gap because "adolescence not only gives 

'reverberations' of the past; it prophesies its fuhire.'" The slightest infhngement could send them 

plunging into the abyss. This dilemma was best iilustrated by Figures 10 and 1 1. 

In 1889, modesty was diought to be the most valuable adomment of a w ~ r n a n . ~  Jeffenes 

declared in 1894 "man is the brain, but woman is the heari of humanity; he its judgement, she its 

feeling; he its strength, she its grace, ornament, and s~lace." '~ This conclusion was reinforced by 

Stall in 1897. Based upon the states of activity in eggs and sperm, Stall expanded this 

obsemtion into a biologically deterministic theory îhat explained separate spheres. He 

concluded wrth authority "in the very fibre of her structure she is quiet while he is more 

active."" The ideal adolescent girl was "gentle-not weak, brrt gentle, and h d ,  and 

asectionate;" in order to preserve this sweetness, society ensured that "wherever a girl is, there 

should be a sweet, subduing and harmonizing influence of purity, and t h ,  and love, pervading 

and hallowing, fiom center to circumference, the entire circle in which she moves."" Young 

women needed protection from the harsh rdi t ies  of everyday Iife so their 'natural' naiveté, the 
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essence of their charaaer, was preserved. Exposure to sensational literature made a young 

wornan susceptible to 'improper' influences. Purrty agenciss such as the Women's Christian 

Temperance Union supported ths advice by example as it initiateci a crusade aganist 'obscene' 

herature through its deparûnent of Purity in Lit erature, Art and Fashion. " 

An over-active imagination, influenced by sensational novels, was dangerous to a h g d e  

nervous system. Fiction was deplored because what lay underneath its veneer of refclnement 

could sully a yomg woman's mind wrth "sickly sentimentalism" and "impure desires."" 

Abnormal excitement stimulated a young wornan's sema1 organs, and in some cases caused 

premature development in which a child adopted the physical atîrîbutes of a woman, rnonths and 

possibly even years before she would have under normal circurnstances. in 1 9 1 3, Wd-Al len  

decided the new thoughts of "beaus and lovers" caused young women to indulge in sentimental 

daydreams and self-abuse. I5 

Young men were aiso susceptible, and manuals argued that the influence of adventure 

novels should not be over-looked. For example, 

it was stated upon good authority that Tervantes laughed away the chivalry of 
Spain,' for 'Spain produced no heroes after Don Quixote.' If a single book can 
change the character of an entire nation, how much more easiIy may a young 
men be beguiled and mis1ed by an author who has the ability to rnake virtue 
appear disgushg and vice attractive?I6 

Novels trivialized human experience and stimulated ernotions unnecessady. Eyes that wept "so 

easily over fiction and h c y  seldom have tears for the peds and sorrows of real life."" 

Clinging to the principles he was taught in school, or by his parents. or even by medical advice 

authors, mstead of what he read between the pages of a salacious novel, allowed a young man a 

reasonable chance of averiing vice and ill-health. 
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A young man whose mind raceci from the images "and the comrption of hose books 

whkh reek wrth moral rottemess is likely to be contaminaîed by the evils which are so pervasive 

and contagious in this atmosphere of deah."" To remedy this siîuation. youns men (and 

women) were told that nothing informed the intellect so well as a respecteci, daily newspapsr 

read judiciously in srnall doses. Fiction was best left aside until they were pan the age of 

twentyfive. l 9  in sirnp le language, Wood-Allen told her readers that 

it will be well for you to remember that the pictures which you rnake by your 
own conduct are stored away in your own memory, and will abo rnake an 
impression in after years upon your children. Tbey rnay not see the same 
memory-pictures that you see, but an impression is made upon their charaders, 
and they will think less nobly and purely of themselves, if you have been willing 
to look at pictures or read books which were degrading in any degree." 

In books, it was possible for children and a d u h  to "choose Our fnends, and fiom the very best of 

earth," and the same criterion that a young person used in chwsing cornpanions should be 

applied to their choice of reading material." 

in 1909, young people were advised that their staple readmg should include histones, 

biographies, scientific discoveries, accounts of travel and exploration, and religious or moral 

tales. n i e  world was "too full of good books, and there are too many tfiings in the realm of the 

actual and the real, conceming which you should not be ignorant, to permit of the reading of 

wonhless books."" Intelligence was something to be nurtured, and once satisfied young peopla 

were able to reflect upon more spiritual matters. As the body, 

when in health, hungers for food, and the mind for knowledge, so a healthy 
spirinial nature reaches out after God and after spiritual truths, and if you were 
to deny yourself the Christian influences of your home,. .. the Church. ..and the 
companionship of Christian people, your spiritual nature would be starved? 

- - 
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A mord conscience had to be exercised, just as an adolescent read to iniprove his or her 

mernory, or played sports to develop muscle tone. Moreover, this belief was expressed 

universally by the advice literahire studied and was not exclusive to manuals wntten by religious 

leaders (Stall) or purrty advoccttes (Jefferies) . 

Sirnilarly, dancing was an amusement cautioned agamst because of its immorai 

influence. in 1897, evidence fiom "a bishop in the Roman Catholic Church, in conversation with 

a bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church" revealed "the fact that nineteen out of every twenty 

wornen who fall, confess the begummg of their sad state to the modem dance."z4 The appeal of 

dance to one's sensuous nature was illustrateci by the "insufficient dressing..-the suggestive 

attitudes, the persona1 contact, the passionate excitement and the undue license allowed whle 

whirling upon the floor.'" As late as 1922, Jeffenes longed for the p c e ,  modesty, and respect 

that old-fàshioned dances such as the quadrille, minuet, or even square dancing fostered. Jazz 

music "fùrnishes the vulgar atmosphere" and was considered particdarty detrimental to 

de~orum.'~ The Tango, Texas Tomrny, Fox Trot, and the Shimmy were labeled as sexually 

promiscuous because "even under the most favorable circumstances modern dancing is sirnply 

spooning set to music" regardless of the public's stamp of approval.27 

Some authors went so far as to question the role of the nude in art. In 1894, Jeffenes 

found it reprehensible how so many art galleties contained "pictures and statuary wtiich cAtnnot 

fait to fan the fires of sensualisrn, unless the thought of the visitor are trained to the strictest 

punty." " He inquired, 

why should artists and sculptors persist in shocking the f i e r  sensibilities of old 
and young of bath sexes by crowding upon their view representations of naked 
human f o m  in attitudes of Imrious abandon? Public taste may dernand iî, but 
let those who have the power endeavor to reform public taste? 
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Society as a whole, but the young in particular, needed to be sheitered fiom images that depicted 

sexualrty in any form That a pichire could make a deep and possibly harmfil impression upon a 

person's charader was considered common knowledge." 

By 1922, wrthout offering any expianations as to why he changed his opinion, Jefferies 

proclaimed that the nude in art had the potential to be a valuable aid in sexual instruction. 

Viewiag a n  did not mar the innocent, and those who believed that were accused of bemg trapped 

in a delusion of fàlse modesty. He theorized that if chitdren fàmiliarized themselves wÎth fimous 

statutes and paintings at an early age, they were then "vaccinated against the contagion of smutty 

pictures which wiiI sooner or later corne to their attention."" M e r  appreciating the beauty of 

the former, the "crudity and unnaturahess" of the latîer became obvio~s . '~  More importantly, the 

taboo of nudity was dispelled, and young childm (boys especially) would no longer fiel the 

need to pass around 'smutty' pictures 

ho the r  essential fictor of respectable charmer was the cultivation of proper social 

manners. Wiîhout women present to add a modicum of respeciabihty, in 1875 Wilder believed 

that young men coutd nut be tmsted to act as gentlemen: 

with very few exceptions, the mincis of women lmk upward at the beautifid and 
good, however much vanity and hvolity rnight intmde from inheritance or 
association. But the min& of men, while apparemly capable of loftier 
intellectual flights, are apt, at intervals, to drop helplessly to the unstable ground 
of double entendre, or even to sink into the mire of indecent expression. At the 
worst, a fèmale association is anirnated at times of gossip. But in nearly every 
place where men alone congregate,. . .îhere are spoken words which show that 
where men are gathered together wittiout women, the Devi1 is apt to be in the 
midst of them3' 

1Q Daies, Stom of Life (1  922) 443 434. Those who did not rad emmsively were thought to be 
particulariy influenceci by i l l ~ t i o n s .  U&e S M .  however, Davies belimed that "we almost never get 
any uncIean thoughts fiom the great pictures and statues. But the trouble uith other b;inds of pictures is 
that they store up aii irinds of imagination and desire." 
31 Jefferies, Safe Cousel ( 1922) 228. 
32 Jefferies, Safe Counsel(1922) 228. 
33 Wilder, What Young People Should Know ( 1 875) L 54- 1 55. Emphasis in onginai. 



Gossip might be a dreadful and rude habit, but it was not associated wTth a fàll into depravity 

that marked the impurrty of a young man's laquage. 

Association of the sexes was positive, but as hlrs. Shepherd addressed in a chapter 

aimed at young men, "by extensive acquaintance is not meant a lax, loose familianty, but th2 

same fnendly, respectful intercourse wrth the brothers of young lady friends as, if well brought 

up? a girl has wrth her own b r ~ t h e r s . " ~  MI authors knew of good-hearted, virtuous young 

women who had been ruined through the "fiendish machinations of perfidious suit or^.'^^ The 

confiding nature of a young woman, though a cherishtd quality, most ofken led her down a 

shameful path. Amidst the occupants of houses of ill-repute, there could always be found young 

women who 

would sooner had thought an ange1 of light capable of deceit than those who had 
betrayed and ruined them. But they would nut be wamed, or had not k n  
advised untiI the die was cast; and hence without a hope, their wretched 
downward career began apace, until at last, with their ears h l i a r i z e d  to the 
ribald Song and jest, they sought refuge from the upbraidings of conscience in 
the intoxicating cup, which so completed and rendered hideous the work of 
debauch that their persons, once beautiful perhaps to intensity, became a 
loathsome rnass, that provoked both honor and disgust in even the coarsest 
nature. 36 

The importance of a woman to comprehend the hidden agenda of a man was hvaluabte. To 

foster an enlightened perspective, a religious education, heakhy conversations on moral 

principles, and behavioural excellence among fkmily members was prescribed. 

No matter how "agreeable an attractive fàce and form, these do not compromise al1 that 

is necessary to the most abidmg and exaked rnanhood, and are not infrequently a delusion and a 

mare. There is no absolute manliness d o u t  manly p~ciples."37 Young men were encouaged 

to entrench these principles ("moral rectitude and a proper sense of Our duty towards heaven'? 

into their conduct to su& an extent, that their very virtue would "let them therefore be sou@ 

34 Shepherd, For Girls ( 1884) 189. 
35 Familv Phvsician: Evem Man (1û89) 322, 
36 Farnilv Phrsician: Evem Man (1889) 322. The tone and wording of the above passage 1 found 
uniqueIy flowery and ernotionai when compared to the rest of the test in the encyclopedia. 



after aniduously by both mother and daughter" as potanial suitors." A man wnh such quahies 

was a treasure in society, and his Company an invaluable commoIty. 

Young men were told b a t  they must live up to the image of king ''the noblest work of 

God," and fishion their behaviour m order to reach 'perfeaion'.39 Consequently, the greater 

fieedom that adolescent boys were afforded in comparison to their female p e r s  should nat be 

taken undue advantage. Their liberty to roam the world was awarded only due to their greater 

physical strength, and not because of mental supenonty.' It was preckely the 'fia' that women 

were weaker physical vessels that young men were encouraged to adopt chivalrous attitudes 

towards them. For instance, young men were advised in 1889 that ifthere was "'no mtention of 

awakening in the female bosom a sentiment of love, there should be nerther act nor word 

calculated to provoke d.'"' It was ungallant to toy w d ~  the affections of a young woman, 

unmanly to press attentions onto a woman without first offering for her hand, and repugnant to 

seduce her with faIse promises. By comparison, young women were told not to tease or flirt 

outrageously with youog men. It was also considered Mproper to wnte letters, or give 

photographs to young men unless they were also relativd2 Instead, they needed to be 

particularly sensitive to pubescent men because during the ages of twelve to eighteen they went 

through an awkward period of transition. Authors speculated that lessons which concemed 

respectfil attitudes towards the opposite sex established a foundation of mutual consideration 

that would be necessary for a successfhl mamage." 

In every situation, the essence of a young man's character was self-control. Since a 

"chitd's character is the nucleus of a man's" it was never too early to teach young men the 

1: F d v  Phvsician; Evew Mm (1889) 324. 
38 Famiiv Phvsician; Even: Man (1889) 324. 
39 Familv Phnician: E v m  Man ( 1889) 3 25. 
40 Famil\* Phnician; Exrv Man (1889) 325. 
4 1 F a d v  Phvsician. Even- Man (1889) 3 30. 
42 "Youth's Question Corner" Ladies' Cornmimion Vol. 1 No. 2 (Toronto: March 1893) 26. 
43 Wood-Allen, What a Younn Woman Ought to Know (19 13) 106-107. 



niciments of responsible In 1922, the power of a young man's thoughts determinecl 

whether he would grow up to become a '%me man, self-manered in al1 his powers.'" The way a 

youth thoupht about sex made him "clean or unclean in speech, and deed, and habit.'" Davies 

sympathized that young men were 'naturaliy' tempted to think of the opposite sex, but young 

men could "force" themselves 

to dwell upon their mincis and their persona1 influence, upon their fine pairs of 
character and the good influence upon you, instead of letring your thougins 
dwell at all upon their physical differenc es...In the sarne way, if your boy friends 
tend to think about the organs and functions of sex, you can tum to a good 
heakhy problern of athletics and the meaning of a good game of golf and shifi 
the whole line of 

Realinic or not, the advice of Davies in 1922 and authors More him emphasized an individual's 

mind over matter. Impure inclination was an 'enemy' that could be conquered through dznial 

and self-rep ression . 

Since a man was known by the Company he kept, trustworthy cornpanions for young 

men must be selected from those wrth good judgernent, Christran values, and sober natures." In 

1897, Stall described three classes of men who should be avoided at al1 costs. Ail three were 

"more dangerous than thieves and robbers" because instead of loating material goads, they stole 

an adolescent's pure spirit simply by as~octation."~ The first class of 'vicious' men consisted of 

those who gave in to vice, and fiequented public brothels in order to feed theïr lustful passions 

wnh "women who are as degraded and polluted as themselves" thereby exposing themselves to 

disexe.% The second class feared diseased prosthtes so instead "supporteci a p i n t e  prosthe. 

- - 
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While such a man in some measure p r o t a  himself from the probabilm of disease, yet he is 

sure to suffer pexpetual tonnent from the kt that he is constantly Liable to exposure."" 

The final class of man was, in Stall's opinion, the most reprehensible and was to be 

avoided at a11 costs. These men had nut the financial means to support prostitutes; so they 

seduced the innocent young women oftheir acqwintance. A young or older rnan 

who despoils a pure girl of her honor, and robs her of her d e ,  in a smgle a a ,  
fbr a momentary gratification, deposes her from a place in the estimation of 
soc~ety wbich can never be regained, and poIlutes her thought, and sends her 
headlong in a path of niHi and vice, -such a rnan deserves no less to be hung 
than the man who deIiberately, or m a moment danger  or passion, takes the life 
of his fel~owrnan.~~ 

For bath sexes, romantic cialliances were condemned. Historian Mary Odem argues that 

reformers insisted that adolescent women were uniformly regarded as passive victim rather titan 

the instigators of illicit sexual encounters." This certamly is representative of medical advice 

literature, where young women were considered modest and reticent in the presence of young 

men. Stall's judgement of such a man was stem, but his real concern was with the woman whose 

virginity was lost, and firture destroyed. For no woman, thus violated, would ever be able to 

respect and love her own seducer, even if he should subsequently become her husband. Wrth the 

weakness of b a h  partners thus exposed readers were asked to consider: "how shall you be able 

to trust one whom you yourself bught to be untnie and unfaithful to her sex, to herself, to her 

parents, to her fhends, and to her God ... how can you expect afierwards to have the respect and 

esteern of those whom you have di~graced?"~ Social disgrace and ostracisrn were the regrettable 

consequences of 10s selfiontrol and actions decided in haste and passion. To clanfy, 

responsible action was the foundation of a man's character at any age. The moral man, assumed 

to be the desired product of adolescence, was one who "obeys hîmse~f:"~ 

- - - 
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Friendships between girls were usualiy regarded as heahhy; however, sentimental 

atiachments were discouraged. In 1893, the Ladies' Cornpanion on the pretext of the "dangerous 

transmission of the germs of disease" condemned display; of affection between young women, 

especially k i s ~ i n ~ . ~  Wood-Allen also cautioned fernale readers againn holding han&, Iàssing or 

in any other way being outwardiy affktionate with d e r  girls. She regarded such fn'endships as 

not only silly, they are even dangerous. They are a weakening of moral fiber, a 
waste of mawkish sentimentality. They may even be wone. Such fnenkhip 
may degenerate even into a species of self-abuse that is most deplorable. When 
girls are so s e n t i m d l y  fond of each other that they are like silIy lovers when 
together, and weep over each other's absence in uncontroltable agony, the 
conditions are serious enough to consuh a physician. It is an abnormal state of 
af3àirs, and if probed thoroughly mi@ be fomd to be a sort of perversion, a sex 
mania, needing immediate and perhaps severe rneas~res.'~ 

Clearly, a heterosexual standard was promoted as the nom in 1913. 'Crushes' on other girls 

were not tooked upon as normal expressions of love, a phase of sema1 development, or an 

innocent expression of thoughtful fkiendship, but instead was viewed as a senous medical 

condition that rquired irnmediate professional attention, and mystenous (vaguely threatenhg) 

remedies. 

Physical attributes were considered markers of disposition for both sexes. For instance, 

hair texture and pigmentation were assurned to reflect personalrty. Coarse black hair and skin, or 

coarse red hair and whiskers, indicaîed powerful animal passions and strength of character. Fine, 

ligbt, or auburn hair iodicated quick s u s c ~ b i l i t i e s  and a refinement of personal taste. Fme dark 

or brown hair represented exquisite perception and strength of character, h i l e  ruddy cheeks 

reflected a purity of chaiacter that was usually reserved for the Young. CurIy hair was an 

indication of moodiness, wiiile red heads were considered excitable." In 1903, the correlation 

between hair wlour and temperament was M e r  legitimized in advice manuals. Black hair 

56 "Againsl lndiscriminaîing Kissing" Ladies' Comaanion Vot - 1  No.2 (Toronio: blarch 1893) 7. 
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58 Jefferies. Seatchlighîs (1894) 391492. 



indicated ahletic strength and vigor, and an arnbitious, energetic, passionate nature. Fair hair 

represented a mild, tender, and -qui1 

While most of the traits liste- above are of what we would now view as positive, 

discriminatory remarks based on ethnic and racial differences were elaborated upon. lllustrating 

a chapter on physical and moral degeneracy, Figure 12 stands quite done 6om the preceding or 

fbllowing text. 'The Degenerate Turk' appears to the modem reader as a man in the prime of his 

heaIth, alert, armed wrth a sword, and standing outside an intricately carved door. Due to the 

judgrnental heading, however, readers in 1894 would have perhaps viewed the picture wrth 

different eyes. Dark colouring, an exotic setting, a dangerous weapon, and the powerful wording 

emphasized the 'otherness' and putentially dangerousnanire of the figure. 

Racial Merences also refleaed the amount of education and 'training' young peopk 

needed tu develop moral charader. in 1907, academic William Forbush relied on observations of 

the Fa11 River Boys' Club to form judgements on the integnty of French Canadian and Jewish 

male adolescents. French-Canadians were characterized as illiteraîe, untnistworthy, and lacked a 

sense of honour. Proper moral education could turn these traits around, but they would not 

fishion admirable values on their own. On the d e r  han4 J e d  men (although "physically the 

inferior of his Gentile brother") were well read, poIite, and "most accomplished mental 

gymnast(s).'" Forbush attributed these differences to "clan ethics," or the traits a boy was tau@ 

(or not taught) by his cornrn~nrty.~' 

The developrnent of characier and a healttiy body in which to house the sou1 were also 

expressed to yo&l readers. The problem of social punty would nat be solved as long as two 

standards of virtue, one for men and another ather for women, continued to be accepted by 

society. The state of the individual reflected the strength and moral purity of the nation. in d e r  

words, 

59 Paucoast, Tokolom (1903) 39 1. 
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as a patnot and as a lover of humanrty you owe it to &ers îhat you yourself be 
pure ... The age demands men who are pure fiom head to foot, fiom hem to 
brain ...mat you do is determinhg what you hall  be, both in this world and in 
the next. If, as you should, you q e c t  purity in the dear, sweet girl whom you 
hope some day to claim as your bride, you should remember that aU you desire 
to find in her she has an qua1 nght to expect and to demand of you. 62 

Physical heaIth created a strong shell. Authors like Stall also made it a priority to strengthen the 

sou1 contained within the fragile exterior 

In 1897, Wood-Mien let her female readers in on a 'secret' about character. As a "little 

girl, [you] are makmg the face you will have to Wear when you are an old ~oman."~- '  in order to 

shape her penonality, Wood-Allen claimed tbat a young woman could change her feelings by 

changing the expression on her face. Through suppression of her tnie emotions, a girl could 

establish more positive feelings when she "created them by making WerselfJ look as if [she] feit 

them, and so [she] can begin in Cher] young girihood to make of [berselfj, in Fer] fice and in 

ber] character, al1 that is true and noble.'& Wood-Allen stated that every young woman wove 

"thought-garments" so that her most cheerful side could be showcased for those who 

encoumered ber?' The passages demonstrate how young wornen were taught that emotional 

corrtrol was expected, and that she had the power to manipulate how d e r  members of Society 

viewed her. 

h 19 13, Wood-AIien reiterated this advice when she implored young women to control 

their thoughts "and make them go where we send them. In too rnany cases thoughts wander here 

and there, with no power goveming and guiding hem.'* When the body was poisoned through 

thoughts of anger or depression, it tainted the body's blood supply and prevented the organs 

from functioning. Benevolent emotions, by contrast, created "life-giwig gem.'*7 A cheerful 

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - 
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anaide not o d y  improved the qualrty of a young woman's blood, but made her more pleasant to 

observers. First impressions continued to be relied upon in firture manuals. In 1922, Jfiries 

insisted that "persons who love music and are consbrrtly humrning or wtiisthg a tune, are 

persons that need not be feared, they are kind-hearted and w& few exceptions possess a loving 

disposition. Very few good musicians become crirninals.'" Thus, cultivation of happy facial 

expressions, and genteel talents, were encouraged because they were public markers of cheerfirl 

and honest personalities. 

Young men were gwen different advice. As a guide to behaviour they were told to iisten 

to their consciences, instead of relying on facial expressions." Candid answers to the questions 

of young people were, authors concluded, the rnost prudent measure to ensure purrty of character 

fbr both sexes. When the fictional charader, canservative widower Mr. Martin, m Heakh and the 

School inquired if aduk had to give up the nostalgie concept of youthful innocence, the 

superintendent wasted no time in dspelling the myth: not one child in twenty over the age of 

eight retained any sense of youthfil innocence. Wthout proper guidance, they sirnply gathered 

tidbits of information on subjeds they should not know about, or formed misconceptions over 

subjeas with which they should have been familiar. The social worker in this 'debate' declared 

that if sex instruction was not carried out in the schools then "93 per cent of them" wouId never 

receive the proper 'facts' of life? Morahty was "hot an accident. It is the resuh of sound 

heredity, rational training, and heahhy environment. "" 

The first great lesson outside of self-control that a young man was supposed to leam was 

self-worth. He was reminded that he was of some importance; "that upon his wisdom, energy 

and fâithnilness aU else depends, and that the world cannot get along d o u t  h i n ~ . " ~  In 19 13, 
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Wood-Allen thought rhis lesson was mvaluable for yomg women because the strength and vigor 

of the nation r2sted upon the soundness of her body and her willingness to embrace her duty as a 

mother? hdeed, Gary Kinsman argues that the promotion, or even pertiaps glamourization, of 

a matemal instinct in young women by the social p u e  movernent was in direct response to the 

changing role of women wrthki society. He claims that in many respects they were Iittle more 

campaigns to defend and shore up patriarchal M y  and gender o r g a n d o n  ... 
the feminist and suffrage movements were blamed for the decreasing birb rats 
among middleclass womeu, the growing divorce rate, the growing numbers of 
middleclass women who were not m a m g ,  women's economic independence, 
and for involving women ...in the 'public' world of pr~duction.~ 

For example, institutions such as the YMCA or the YWCA had the common gval of promoting 

the values of a Christian home, and in some cases provided a mode1 for understanding how 

young men and women developed 'proper' and respectful relationsh~ps.~' Thus, concepts of self- 

wortfi and the vocation of motherhood were Iinked intimately in prescnptive notions of character 

building. 

The adage 'an ounce of prevention is worth a pomd of cure' typified the proceduris 

Jefferies endorsed in his efforts to build the moral character of young people. "Mord 

Prophylaxîs" or "the prevention of trouble" mcluded such masures as "ciean living, w e  in thz 

selection of associates, active employment, outdoor sports, and wholesome recreation" to 

"comrol the sex impulse."76 Proper instruction, especially in sema1 matten, reduced the risk of 

sexual perversions and venereal disease. 

In 1922 Jefferies cited the successfûl campaign against venereal disease used during 

World War One, that educated soldiers and cidians alike to the dangers of sexualiy transmitted 
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disease, as an example ofthe positive force that education had on a society. He also claimed that 

slnce the average age at which a chid leamed abouî sex illegrtimately was ten, the schools and 

parents could no longer mit mil the nomative age of f i f tee~l  to  start instruction.n Early in the 

twentieth century, as purrty advocates argued to raise the age of consent to eighteen (fiom 

fourteen) a new generation of reformers questioned the Vidorian assumption of the sexual 

passivity of young women. While progressives "acknwledged female sexuai agmcy," they stiIl 

did not see this as a nom, but rather labeled young women who engaged in illicit encoimters as 

"'delinquents' in need of guidance and contr01."~ Adolescents possessed "faah, teachableness, 

imagmation and other gifts of greatness which are only given once, and which, if not chenshed 

and useci, wither away without bringing forth the flower and fnirts of charmer and great 

citizenship, in Home and Church and ~ o m h y . ' * ~  Information leamed in the schoolyard was 

often erroneous and insufficient. Protection of innocence could be maintained only by 

explmation of the 'tacts of life* that used appropriate language and exafnpks of supenor modes 

of hygiene. 

Authors of medical advice literature endorsed a single standard of morality for their 

readers. The advice, though it covered a broad range of issues, essentially boiled down to the 

central theme of self-control in order to preserve purity. Mistakes in judgement resulted in lost 

virtue, the contraction of venereal diseases, or the adoption of morally depraved secret vices. 

Purrty movements, in the words of hidorians John D'Emilio and Estelle Freedman, estabiished 

in nineteenth-century thought the belief th& "sexual control Merentiate the middle class fiom 

the workmg class, and whites from other races. Men also learned that a doubIe standard of 

- .- 
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morality condoaed their senial  transgression^."^ 1 think tha in some instances, however, that 

medical advice literature defied this a r p e n t  and condemned the nom. Prescriptive literature 

addressed head-on the problems of societd double standards as h i r  and impure, even as it 

endors4 the maintenance of separate spheres. As Saleeby remarked in 1908, "the greater part of 

the characters of men and women are not male and female, but simply human."" The promotion 

of a universal moral code for both young men and women, especiaily conceming sermal matters, 

was outlined in the social alienation that was predicted for bath sexes if they strayed fiom the 

path of righteousness. At the end of the day, regardless of parental supervision or peer pressure, 

young men and women were held responsible for their own actions. The decisions they made in 

choosing fiction, fiends, and extertainment moIded their characters m profound ways. By 

vividly describing the consequences of those actions, authors hoped to provide their readers with 

the guidance necessary to follow the 'correct' path to good heaith and pure a d u k h d .  

Heredity, Practical Eugenics, and Ethnicity 

Every child has the right to be well bom, but even the ill-bom chîld is entitled to 
the very best of care, to every chance for suMval that science may offer. But 
fiorn the standpoint of race improvement, such a child has no right to 
reprodu~e.'~-~r. B .G. Jefferies, 1 922 

in 1883, Sir Francis Galton coined the term eugenics for the science that attempted to 

improve the inborn qualities of a race through better breeding. In 1900, the eugenics movement 

was energized by the rediscovery of Mendelian genetics. The theory was embraced because it 

provided a "mechanism that seemed ldcely to expiain heredity wrth mathematicai precision. if 

human traits were easily predicted through genet ics, as rnany scientists confidentl y imagine4 

then desirable characteristics could be selected and degenerate qualities eliminated."" Through 
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the process of controlled selection, it was t&ought possible to produce physically and moraiiy 

superior human beings. 

Eugenicists feared the racial 'caliber' of Canada was on the decline because the midde 

and upper classes restricted family size, while the birth rate amcmgst w o r h g  class W i z s  

remained constant." Hinorian Angus McLaren notes ba t  while "previous social commentators 

had only concemed themselves with the quantity of the populaticm, the eugenicists of the 1900's 

concemed themselves wah its 'quaiity'."'J World War 1 also ignited new interest in the s c i d f i c  

management of childhood and adolescence because of the heavy casualties inflicted on the 

popuiation. Cynthia Abeele argues that it became a syrnbol of patriotic &y to enswe the good 

heahh of Canadian chi~dren.~ Individual inadequacy was thought to be at the root of many of 

society's evils, and weakened the nation's strength as a whole. Authors took it as a personal 

challenge to remedy this situation by preaching the 'gospel of heredxty' in order to cultivate 

improvements in the younger generation . 

in 1875, Clarke firmiy stated that the physical neglect and anested development caused 

by strenuous studies or excess exertion îhreatened the firture of the race. The "attempt to hide or 

overcome nature by training bris]  as boys has almost exthguished them as grrls," and had to k 

imrnediately rernedied if the progress of the race was to remain strong" Wilder wrote that %the 

physical, mental and moral conditions of the parents nt rhe rime of coition have been impressed 

upon the reproductive products."g' By 1884, authors legitimized the transmission of moral 

characteristics and physical traits as a law ofnature. 

Cuhvated improvernents combated negIectfid habirs that degenerated the species as a 

whole and individually. In 1899, according to F. W. Huttw, a lecturer at the PhiIosophical 
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Institute of Canterbury, New Zealand, it was "gmerally allowed that, d man, cfiildren 

sometirnes havc the habits of their parents. This may occasionally be due to imitation, but 

not ... a l ~ a y s . " ~  The process of cuftivation was costly to the first generation, but the rewards 

reaped by succeeding generations wodd be worth the initial expenditure of time and effort by 

schools and health professionals. For nisrance, manuais in 1884 remarked that if people were 

given extra physical training a i l  the improvements were visible; thw their children would 

naturally be stronger, vibrant, and muscular. Moreover, these children required less exercise and 

training to surpass the efforts of their parents. In a s d a r  'nature over nurture' argument, 

children of parents who possessed musical taste and culture also had a naturai incIination 

towards music." When adolescents c u i t i ~ t e d  good heafth and refined habits, they created a 

better inheritance for generations to The theory that traits could be nthivated reflected 

evolutionary beliefi such as those endorsed by Jean-Baptiste Lamarck. He proposed the theory 

of sequential development, or the Iaws of transformation, which argued that every modification 

in an organism that it repeatedly performed to meet fts own needs was mherited by the next 

The impulse to marry and have children was considered a natural, necessary step to 

ensure future heaith and security. Yet, premature mothemood threaîened the health of the 

children it produced since proper deveiopment took time. If a girl mamed too young then illness 

followed because her nervous and physical systems were not yet equipped to deal with the new 

98 Wilder, Wiat Young People SIiould fiiow (1875) 87. 
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dernands upon themg3 Laws of genetic probabilr~y were pondered. fn 1889, one author 

"emphatically kisted.. .that a man and a woman presenting the same hereditary ta&, Nfféring 

fiom the same constitutional disease, or tendency to disease, should na, as they value their own 

happiness and that of their possible children rnarry.'& Genetically imperfect parents were 

advised b a t  they should not lose hope because hereditary resemblance was "seldom ever 

complete-nwnerous differences king almost always observed in the features and d e r  

characteristics of the same famil y.'195 

In 1884, Shepherd informed young woman 

tfiat both p a r e  stiould be equal in improvement, but if the father be good and 
the mother poor, as the offspring partakes most of the mother's nature, being 
influenced by her before its birth during the nine months she carries it ben& 
her hean, it will be poor like her. But if the M e r  be poor and the mother good 
the offspring will be good. So that if but one sex can receive cuhre, training, 
education, it should be the women? 

in this context "poor" referred to the physically unfit, alcoholic, or the moraily depraved, and 

"good" to those who Iead lives of  moderation. Even more pressure was related to young women 

through advice literature when they were told by Wood-Allen in 19 13 that "in every form of 

insanity the disease is more dangerous in the mother than in the father, as fàr as the next 

generation is con~erned."~' Young women had litîie choice but to attempt to correct their faults 

lest future generations became burdened wirh them.'" 

Moa arguments placed the responsibility for improvlig society squarely ont0 the 

shoulders of both parents. For some time, this view held sway. The first example 1 found to 

refute it appeared in Pancoast's manual, published in 1903. Until this time, a popular hypothesis 

proposed the mother's egg, and the nourishment a chiid garnished from this egg afker 

conception, meant that a duld would intierit more of her genetic characteristics than those of the 
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M e r .  Pancoast d ~ d  not accept ttiis hypathesis, and maintained that a child resembled both the 

M e r  and the m h e r ,  and ofken more the former than the latter. As a general rule, "it cannot be 

said that e~ther the male or &male in the human species exerts more d u e n c e  than the other in 

the physical and imeilectual conformations or peculiarities of the o f f s p ~ ~ . ' ~  M~zntal 

characteristics may be imparted on the child, but in 1903 Pancoast stressed that "m estirnating 

mental and physical deritances, ... d should be remembered that much will depend upon 

education [incIudmg perhaps advice literature?], pursuits, and modes of Me, as al1 have a strong 

tendency to overcome hereditary ïnfl~ence."'~ This compelling passage was the fim ref'erence 1 

found that maintained that enviro~ment was as infiuential to heredity as genetics in hrming a 

child or adolescent's physical and mental state. 

Shortly after, cher authors joined in linking the behaviour of one generation to the next. 

ln 1908, Drake uisisted "that we reap what we sow is an inevitable law in the mental and moral 

as in the physical ~ ~ h e r e . " ' ~ '  Drake described the plight of a young woman named Margara 

who grew up wrthout a proper, stable home Iife, and instead lived a life of degenerate sharne. 

This shame tainted generations to corne, and 

after seventy-five years it was reckoned that her descendants numbered twelve 
hundred; two hundred and eighty of whom were paupers, and one hundred and 
forty habitua! cnminals, while most of the whole degraded fimily cursed the 
country with vice, crime, pauperïsm, and insanity. IO2 

If every child or young aduit could be taken in hand and tau* to overcorne the vices of their 

ancestors, then the potential for good was equally as far-reaching. h was important to weed out 

poor habits and abnonnal disease so that future generations would bloorn in perfect heab .  In 

19 13, it was proposed that young people who were tau@ the fiindamental princrples of eugenics 

reached matunty with "strong and defkite convictions as to the importance of keeping up the 
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standard of the race, or, rather of insuring its continued progess and bettement."'" In d e r  

words, adolescents realized their own resp onsibilrty in shaping their descendants. 

Cosnparing humans to liuestock, Family Physician: Everv Man His Own Doctor m 1889 

touted the value of "hybrid vigor" and s ~ e d  that "the mon vigorous qualities of a given stock 

are best maimalied by an admudure of foreign blood. "'" This statement referred primarily to 

the mamage of h e n c a n s  to those of Northern European descent. Other authors substantiated 

this sentiment in the context of beauty. For instance, in 1894 Jeff'eries wrote that 

the crossing of tempements and nationalists beautifies ofnpring. if young 
perçons of different nationalities rnarry, their children under proper hygienic 
Iaws are generdly hamisorne and healthy. For mstance, an American and 
Gerrnan or an Irish and German uniting in marciage produces betîer Iooking 
children than those rnarrying in the same nati~nality.'~' 

Moreover, the beneficial mixture of physio!ogical traits went hand in hand wah the bene* that 

resuhed from mixing the stereutyp ical temperarnents associated wrth each nationality . Mercurial 

Scots, and fiery, or impulsive italians were encouraged by manual author Pancoast to many the 

cool tempered English, or phlegrnatic Germans, in order to promote the balance of attitude that 

distinguished a noble man or w o m d M  

There was a notable exception wnh regard to the 

peculiarity of the Jews; they, as is weli known, many, as a rule, only members 
of the same race, and yet are remarkable for both physical and mental vigor of 
their numerous progeny. The peculiar traits, mental and physical, we may 
indeed Say moral, are retained and perpetuated by inter-marriage, and yet a 
sufficient latitude of choice is allowed to secure a proper admixture of stock. It 
mut ,  however, be remembered that the religious tenets of Israel provide not 
oniy for the health of the soul, but contain also admirable regulations for the 
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heaith ofthe body, to which perfiaps their fèrtilrty and general health are to be in 
part amibutecl. 'O7 

prescnptive literature did not &are the admiring tone uiherent in the above 

passage. Pancoast's, Tokolow and Ladies' Medical Guide, proposed that if memben of the 

Jewish communrty "[amalgamated] more largely wrth other Caucasian branches of the h m  

family, no doubt the Jewish physiolow would soon become gdy.. .improved."'" Historian 

Angus McLaren points out that 'the fict that Iews in Canada and elsewhere were actively 

involved in eugenics was one more indication of the success with which the movement presented 

itself as an objective science, not as a racist cause."'" 

In 1913, corroboraiion that inbreeding of a single race increased detenoration and 

defects was examined by Forum magazine. Dr. Bamesby iuformed readers that 'the latest New 

York rtatistics" revealed b a t  "Jews fwnish by fir îhe largest racial percentage of the forms of 

insanity and mental deficiency which have their basis in constitutional inferiorrty." "O Bamesby 

concluded the figures must be ascribed to inbreeding especially as the Iews presented almost no 

cases of mental drsease or defects resuitant fiom the contraction syphilis or atcoholisrn. fistorian 

Sander Gilman argues that "charging the Jews with a special tendency to contract specfic 

iilnesses," in this case poor mental heakh, was "an effective means of differeatiating them from 

their Chrinian neighbors.""' By 1890, Gilman argues that wrth the aid of Jean Martin Charcot's 

observations, the view that Jews were particuiarly susceptible to hysteria and neurasthenia 

(supposedly the result of inbreeding) was established as a norm.'12 In 1902, an ahemate theory 

to inbreedmg as the cause of neurasthenia amongst Jews was proposed. Martin Englander 
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declared that the cause of iilness was due to " a 2000 year daspora" that had confineci them to 

c+ies, "the source of al1 depneracy" whose only aire was "land, air, light.""' 

References to race, or inter-racial relationships, were few and fkr b e e n .  in some 

cases, authors referred to the transmission of pigmentation fiom parent to offspring as 

hereditary. For ocample, Pancoan explained to readers quite neutrally that ' h o  penons of 

different color cohabiting, and producing offspring, will produce a m~lato." '~" Only a couple of 

pages later, readers were informed in increasingty judgmental language that the m i k g  of races, 

such as Caucasian and Etfiiopian, deteriorateci the virtues of the former. To subsbntiate this 

statement, Pancoast fûrther ciaimed that in nich a case, the o-ring of eacb successive 

generation became "more nearly aliied to the puresr breed of the twwwhich is that of the white 

or Caucasian type...That of the Caucasian being more highly endowed, overcomes that of the 

~fncan.""~ Only "civilired nations" could mterbreed wnb success, and the resuitant mixturs 

was superior in terrns of "symmetry, grace, beauty and rnanlmess of both nations.. .the purer the 

parent stock, the more perfect will be the progeny."'" Even when positivz attributes of uther 

races were praised (for example, the "shrewd Orientais" or the "progressive Japanese" who 

understood the "sanitary necessity of ciean underciottiing ... to guard against infections") no 

mention was made as to the benefits of intermamage between visible ethnic minorities and 

~aucasians."~ The future of the race was considered too important to let the matter of 

reproduction and the seleaion of a suitable rnantal partner go by unmentioned. I lg  

Eugenics defined a movement that was dedicated to the irnprovement of the race 

through thé cukivation of inbom qualities in order to produce the greatest state of human 

Il3  Marti11 Englander. The Evident Mon Freaueiit b~earaiices of IU1ess in the lewisli Race 
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perféction. In 1905, the heakhy and "useful classes" wers encouraged by the Canada Lancet to 

"contribute largely to the next generation; and ... the perverted, sickly, immoral and criminal 

classes [ought to] be placed under such restraints as will d u c e  their progeny to the towest 

possible minimum. ""' Clear definitions of the terms 'negative' and 'positive' eugenics appeared 

in Jefferies' 1922 revision of h s  newly entitied Safe Counsel or Practical Eueenics. Negative 

eugenics referred to measures that prevented the 'unfit' fiorn bringing children into the world. 

Jef5eries adrnitted that it was d i f f i d  to draw a Line b e n ~ e e n  what was considered acceptable 

and what was not. 

Popular opmion agreed that the feeble-rninded, the vaguely labeled insane, criminals, 

degenerates (alcoholics), the epileptic, and those afflicted wrth venereal disease were unsuitable 

to parent, and must be 'prevented from propagating their kind if we ever hope to irnprove 

humanity to any great extent."'" Methods of prevention that were advocated included the 

requirement of a chan bill of heafth from a medical professional before a couple was allowed to 

marry, and sterilization of those classified as u11fit.'~' In an extrapolation of Danvin's theories, 

11- Burks. Health and the School ( 19 13) 239. 
I I B  Davies. Ston- of Lde (1922) 390. 
119 "Eugenics" , Canada Lancet Vol. No. 8 (A@ 1905) 7-45 
L 20 Jefferies. Safe Counsel( 1922) 12. 
1 1 1  The adoption of eugenic practices \-as not universal. A poem by "London Oprnron" in the 
Ccinada Lancet entitled '-Eugenics" in Vol. XLW No. 1 1 in July of 1913 protested agauist the Iack of 
romantic feeling in a eugenic ntarriage proposal. 

No whispered words of love I bring; 
But at your feeI 1 lay my chart, 

Such sentiments are old and stupid; 
Nor ?et of passion di I sing; 

We'ye long since superceded Cupid 
Descriptive of my rare aetractions 

(My muscles fiil the greater part, 
My beauty 's shoïm in vuigar fractions). 

Na?! Ansver not, "Ray ask papa! " 
In manner of our predeçessors, 

Poor pa is now a fallen star- 
We ask consent of mise professon, 

In council they'll discuss our c l a h  
Wiiere none their nisdom mas disparage, 

And on the minutes they'll prodaim 
Our bans in scientific marriage. 



the "survival ofthe fittest" was touted as the dnving force of a progressive society.'" Positive 

eugenics was obverse of the above theory. Those who were strong and intelligent should chosz 

like partners, and a cmscious effort was made to educate young people in the prevention and 

elimination of poor hygienic and moral habits. 

While it was 'me' that mental and physical characteristics were passed down through 

the generations, an mdividual stiii had both the opportunity and potential to beüer his or her state 

of heakh. The Canada Lancet wrote in 1904 that an adolescent stood, "na as the counterpart of 

his M e r  or mother but as the accumulated influences of generations," and had the power to 

modify these predqosed t r a i d u  Stall took nock in the slogan: "Heredrty is n a  fitality."'" 

Just as those who inherited heaithy bodies ruined them by abuse, those with weaker bodies and 

min& could strengthen them through care and diligence. JefFeries, in 1922, was in complete 

agreement. Without the proper environment, including moral and ph ysicai education, heredity 

would count for vcry little; a positive home life could overcorne many of the negative aspects of 

bad breeding" 'Wuman beings are nnt bom and then made" declared MacMurchy in her 1922 

Blue ~ o o k s .  lZ6 Therefore, the potential benefds of moral, intellectual, and phys ical education 

were not to be underestimated. 

Thus, f?om the prescriptive literature it is evident that authors powiced upon the theory 

of u i h e h c e  of acquired traits. Hereditary transmission of personality, physical strength, and 

physiological characteristics were entrenched in prescnptive literature, and provided authors 

with a perfect opportunrty to dictate what habits were to be cuhivated for the benefit of futurs 

generations. Eugenicists in Canada were refomers at heart who sincerely believed that they 

were scientific prophets of a better tomorrow. They were among the first to point out that sexual 
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e d u d o n  of younp people could not be lefk to chance, but that proper standards of health shouid 

be endorsed at an early age. On the d e r  hanci, McLaren persuasively argues that 

by voicuig their concern for sortmg out the 'degenerate' experts were rnakirig 
the unfounded assertion that they had the ability to idml9 accurately 
iutellectuai, moral, and physical strwgths. In fact, in most cases it w s  
appropriate cuhmil behaviour that they took as the best indicator of 
intelligence. ln 

W i i  primacy of an individual's will, the notion that one generation had the abilrty to improve 

the next was an attractive aitemative to the concept that the heakh of a race was at the mercy of 

12? McLaren 165,69,49. 



A-s soon as you are up, shake blanket and sheet; 
B-etîer be d o u t  shoes than si t  wrth wet feet; 
C-hildren, if heaithy, are active, not still; 
D-arnp beds and damp dothes will bath rnake you dl; 
E-at slowly and always chew your fmd welI; 
F-reshen the air in the house where you dwell; 
G-aments must never be made too tight; 
H-omes should be heakhy, airy, and light; 
I-f you wish to be well, as you do I've no doubt, 
J-ust open the windows More you go out; 
K-eep the room always tidy and clean; 
L-et the dust on the fûmiture never be seen; 
M-uch illness is caused by the want of pure air; now to open the windows be 
ever your are; 
0-Id rags and old nibbish should never be kept; 
P-eople should see that their fioors are weli swept; 
Q-uick movements in children are heaithy and right; 
Remember the young canna thrive without Iight; 
S-ee that the cistem is clean to the bnm; 
T-ake care that your dress is a11 tidy and trim; 
U-se your nose to find if there be a bad drain; 
V-ery sad are the fevers that corne in its train; 
W-alk as much as you can wrthout feeling fatigue; 
X-erxes couid walk fiil1 many a leapue. 
Y-our heah  is your weakh, which your wisdom mua keep; 
2-eal will keep a pood cause, and the good you will reap . ' 
--Globe and Mail, 1886 

The inspiration for this thesis came to me unexpectedly one day while I was rooting 

through my childhood collection of books; especially the "dassics," older novels, that I had 

inherited fiom my muther. After flipping through several volumes, I came across two fàvountes 

fiom my youth, Louisa May Alcott's Eîght Cousins (see Figure 13) published in 1874, and the 

sequel Rose in Bloom. h g u e d  1 reread thern, and was astonished to find both novels an 

entertaining (and didactic) rnixiure of prescriptive medical advice and etiquecte literature. The 

young adolescent protagonist, Rose, leams fiom her wise and unconventional uncle (who 

naturally is a respected physician) the basic tenets of g d  heaith. Scandalizing her aunt who 

was tight-laced (both figuratively and literally) she begins to run around in bloomen Listead of 

1 "Heaithy Alphabet", Globe and Mail (16 January 1886) 5. 



corsets. She learns to appreciate the importance of a heafthy diet and exercise routine, is 

humiliated publicly when she ignores her uncle's advice and ioduiges in gossip, and fuially is 

encouraged to use her mmd productively as well as leam the art of efficient housekeeping from 

her rnaiden atmt. For any lessons not imparted to readers through Rose, there are seven hearty, 

male cousins to coq le te  the teachings. One is nearly blinded by mer-study, anuther is almost 

comipted through adventure novels, and finally the handsome eldea son dies tragically due to 

bis inability to resist the t e m o n s  provided by his 'fast' and intemperate fnends. 

In a similar vein, despite its varymg format, medical advice literature for adolescents 

shared the cornmon goal of wishing to assist and guide young people along their joumey to 

aduithood. Adolescents were infused with the aspïrmons of society as a whole, and authors of 

prescriptive literature mformed them that Ï t  was their patriatic duty to progress up the 

evolutionary ladder. It was assumeci that they had dficuit choices to make in life, and that they 

were constantly being ternpted ont0 the path of vice and disease. Manuals were simply there to 

aid them in making the 'right' choices and included 'lessons' on: self-respect, the sanctity of the 

body, the proper life roles of young men and women, patnotic devution to the improvement of 

the race, and sexual education to maintain the purity of young people. The standard for a heakhy 

adolescent was very specific, creating a nom that attempted to harmonize physical, mental, and 

moral elements into an ideal package. 

ûnly through the digestion of 'correct' information, modestiy and candtdly written, 

could adolescents be protecîed fiom vice, degeneration, and disease. 7he resuh was the 

entrenchment of traditional social values, upheld and given legitimacy through the authority of 

medicine and science. Victorian concepts of biological determinism, for instance, were endorsed 

into the twentiethcentury, when authors cautioned a young wornan against fonnal education for 

fear that her reproductive organs would be malformed. m e  importance of establishhg a routine 

of &et, rest, and a disciplined body refleaed the ben& of a disciplined mhd in the public 

sphere. Medical theories on menstruation highlighted mattainable n o m ,  su& as the 



consideration that a padess cycle den&& perfed heaIth. As well, the rejection of hysteria by 

many prsscnptive authors as a legitimate &sease denied the suffering expenenced by rnany 

young women. 

hemperance and smoking went agaînst heaith n o m ,  not only because these addictions 

revealed a lack of wili power, but also because addiction to these vices was considered the first 

step down the slippery slope of immorality and poor heaith. The intirnate link between rnentaI, 

spiritual, and physical heaith made the practice of 'self-abuse' a *le threat to the heaith of 

adolescents. The greatest consequence of masturbation was its poterrtial to destroy the 

reproductive organs of young people thus making thern unfit to fulfill their life roles as spouses 

and parents. The concepts of beauty, hshion, and strength depicted in the manuals legitimized 

bath traditional definitions of femininity and masculinrty, and endoned the gendered division of 

the sexes into separate spheres of influence based on superficial constructs. Simply, the critena 

of beauty rdected the life role that society assumed each sex would fulfill. Heredrtary 

transmission of personalrty, and physiological characteristics were entrenched in prescriptive 

Iiterature, and provided authors wrth a perfèct opportunity to dictate what habits were best 

cukivated for the benefit of fûture generations. Finally, in an effort to corn bat the problems of 

modemity and maintain the 'punty' of youùi for as long as possible, authors of advice literature 

attempted to establish a single n o m  of rnorality and character that it wished its readers to fo11ow. 

In their polemical study For Her Own Good Ehrenreich and EngIish argue that medical 

advice literature perpetuated the myth that a wornan's normal state was il1 heakh. Unlike these 

authors, however, 1 believe that in some ways women participated in the construction of this 

myth, and that it was not entirely irnposed fiom above. By purchasing the fiterature, and in the 

general inquiries they posed, readers also shaped and consented to vanous coostnidions of 

heaith, and in the codification of behaviour as either virtue or vice. As we have seen authors, 

such as Wood-Allen rejected the supposition that a woman's menstrual cycle made her an 

invalid. Others, like Shepherd for example, viewed guberty as a tirne of awakening insight and 



cognitive possibiliîies. Youth classifications, as Mary Louise Adams daims, were neher  

natural nor roated eritirely Ui biology. As a continuation of her araoument, 1 propose that the 

socially constmcted habits that she suggests were considered desirable and gender specific by 

society, and were M e r  legitimized by the medicalization of persona1 habits as heahhy or 

unhealthy. 

Anita Clair and Michael Fellman argue urith geat msight in an American context that 

belief in the prirnacy of the wili and in the Iaws of heredrty neated a sense of optimim that each 

individual had the potential for self-improvement. Through will power and self-control 

happiness and good heahh could be achieved.' If yomg people established discipline in thzir 

physical self, then they also had a M e r  chance of stimuiating their mental self wrth proper 

influences, and maintainhg the morality of their spiritual self. Aithough, "there was stiil a very 

strong belief in the notion that what is, is what ought to be. Victorians believed in progress but 

their idea of progress was the same life, only better ... sex role changes suggested the decline of 

cidiration as they knew it."' Manual writers rdected this belief since, in some cases, the 

literature appears to have fallen behind contemporary medical views. Especiaily for example, in 

their laie acceptance of formal education for women, and in their staunch support of 

complementary tife roles for men and women. Ironically, these statements were endorsed, even 

while the fernale authors themselves had rejected traditlonal occupations by becoming doctors or 

academics. Most of the advice proffered, however, such as the belief in the universality of 

masturbation, or the rejection of the purity double standard for young men and women as 

unheakhy, or the belief b a t  physical and menta traits were passeci along to the next generation, 

were in accordance with contemporary medical thought. in al1 Uistances the importance of being 

physically and mentally fit for parenthood was stressed by manual writers over al1 other 

endeavours . 



-4s Charles Rosenburg argues, ' W e r s  tended to visualize a generic reader, one seekmg 

a rqectable social identrty, but an identity-like the body that represented and embodied it- 

always a nsk.'* Adopûng Joan Jacobs Brumberg's inventive approach, &ch considers the 

body as evidence, I think that m this process the body became textualized and medical advice 

herature provided readers wrth the essential owner's manual for heah and success. The 

attempts by manual writers to kstill in their readers' the idea that through self-control and self- 

improvement (or as Michael BIiss labels it- the 'Gospel of HeredIty") readers codd euhivate 

proper habits, establish a sound ~ ~ I M Y  of physical, mental and spiritual heaith, and rejea 

temptations, was one ofthe easiest ways to differentiate prescriptive literature from its scientific 

counterparts. Autonomy over their heaith w d d  assist readers on the path to persona1 happiness. 

While the reprwentation of adolescents in manuals may have been more idealistic than accurate, 

it provided readers wrth what authors perceived to be the societal n o m  and cuhral  ches 

necessary for good heakh and the smooth transition into adukhood. 

3 Wendy Mitchinson, 'The bledka1 View of Women: h e  Case or the Late Nineteenth Century 
Canada," Canadian Buiietin of Medical Historv (Vol. 3, No. 2: Winter 1986) 2 19. 
4 Charies Rosenberg, "Catechisms of Health: The Body in the Prebeiium Classroom" Bulletin of 
the Histow of Medicine (Vol. 69: 1995) 195. 
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Appendix 



Figure I : 'The Kidney" and "The Lungs and Heart," Dr. B. G. Jeffkriesy Searchlights 
on Health (Toronto: J. L. Nkhols, 1894) 446- 447. 

Tho Lmnga and IZuarLaC i, boy who dicd ?mm the t 
of clgamtts smoking, slioitlng Uic nIcoUno sedlmantr in 
aiid ~lininkcn coiidlUon of the Iicart. 



Figure 2: "Stail's Books in Differenî Languages Of The Wodd," Sylvannus S M ,  What a Young 
Bov Ou@ to Know (Toronto: Wliam Briggs, 1909) Puii out fiap. 



Figure 3: "Cornparison of Male and Fernale," Dr. M. V. Pierce, The Peo~le's 
Common Sense Medical Advisor (Buffalo: World's Dispensary Medical Association, 

1882) 215. 



Figure 4: "An Appeal 'Ihat Leaves F m  Parents Uninstnided or IndiElkr~" Francis and Jesse 
Burks, Heaith & the S&ool: A Roundtable (New York: AppIam & Co., 19 13) 198. 

Figure 5 :  "Out-Door Sleeping S@ Med," Francis and Jesse Burks, Health & the School: A 
Rouncftabte (New York: Aplleton & Co., 1913) 208. 

OUT-DOOU SLEEPING S-D. 

A smaii teiit, hune iike an awning i d d e  the hedow, leaves the 
deeper's h d  i. the open air, at the sarne time pnventing the 
room from king cooIed off. 



Figure 6: Tig. 44.-Positioos of viscera in the aatural waisf" "Fig. 45.-Positions of viscera m 
a waist deformecl by tight-lacing, " Provincial Board of Health, Manual of Hvaiene for Schools 

and Collepes (Toronto: W ' i  Briggs, 1886) 140. 

Figure 7: "Unifbrmed Men Are Always Popular, " m Dr. B. G. Jaeries, Safè Counsel or 
Practicai Eu~enics (Napervilie: J.L. Nicols, 1922) 49. 

UWIFORMW MEN ARE ALWAYS POPULAR 



Figure 8: "Lost SelfCoatroi," Dr. B.G. Jeffereies, SearchliPhts cm Hedth (I'oronto: J. L. 
Nichois, 1894) 16. . 

LOST SELF-CONTROL 

Figure 9: 'Which ShaU 1 Take?" Dr. B. G. Jefferies, Sa& CounseL or Practical Eunenics 
(Naperviiie: I. L. Nichols, 1922) 64. 



Figure 10: 'The Two Paths: What Will the Boy Becorne'?" in Dr. B. G. 
Jefferiw, Searchliahts on Health (Toronto: J. L. Nchols, 1894) 457. 

INDUSTRY A N D  PURITY. 

HONORABLE S V C C Z S .  

HONORABLE OLD A O C  



Figure I l :  "The Two Paths: What Wi11 the Girl Become?'in Dr. B. G. 
Jefferies, Safe Counsel or Practical Euaenics (Napendle: J. L. Nichols, 1922) 183. 

Adolescence of the Fernale 

The Two Pafhs 

chat Will the Girl  

AT 26  
A LOVtNG MOTHER 

AT 60 
AN HONORED C m  



Figure 12: 'The Degenerate Turk," B. G. Jefferies, Searchlinhts on Health (Toronto: 
J. L. Nichols, 1894) 413. 

THE DEGENERATE TURK. 

Physical and Moral Degeneracy; 
1. l o r d  Princip1e.-"Edgar Allen Poe, Lord Byron, ann 

Robert Burns,"'says Dr. Geo. F. Hal1,"were men of marvel- , 

ous strength intellectually. But measurcd by the true ruIe 
of high moral principle, they werc ve weak. Supcrior 
cndowrnent in a single diiection-physicx mental, or spirit- 
ual-is not of itseif sufficient to make one strong in al1 that 
that heroic word means. 

2. Insnne Asylnm.-Many a good man spi"tual1y has . 
gone to an untimely grave becausc-of impaired physical 
powers. Many a good man spiritually has gant to the 
insane asylurn because of bodily and mental w e a k n ~ s e s .  
Many a good man spiritualiy has fallen from virtue ln a n  
evil moment because of a weakened will, or, a too demand- 
ing fieshiy passion, or, worse than either, too lax views on 
the sKbject of peeond-chas ti ty."- 



Figire 13 "Untitled." illa .rrcited by Ruth Ives in Louisii Clay Alcott's. &ht C o u s i s  
(New Ycrk DoubleCay. originally i?ublished in ! 371) -4 picture postcaid of h d t h p  

adolescmts .md fimilia1 b k  
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